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PREFACE AND SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL FEATURES 

TEXT consists of a central Xerox 560 or Sigma 6, 7, or 9 computer operating under Control Program-Five (CP-V), 
the TEXT program, and one or more remote typewriter terminals connected to the computer via telephone lines. 
The terminal used is compatible with the IBM 2741 Communications Terminal, having 

• Uppercase/lowercase c(lpabi lity. 

• Interchangeable typing elements. 

• Up to 150 words per minute printing speed. 

Salient technical features of TEXT include the following: 

• Input is from a typewriter terminal or equivalent; output is to a typewriter terminal or line printer. 

• Documents are created and edited in IIworking storage". Documents may be saved in IIpermanent storage II 
on di sk fi les or on magneti c tope. 

• All input is considered ,as text and entered into working storage unless it is preceded by on ATTN key. 
Input preceded by ATTN is a command. 

• Commands may immedic,tely affect the system status or may be embedded in the text for future action. All 
embedded commands begin with the letter t. 

• Each newly entered linE! of text is assigned on integer line number reflecting its position in the document 
and may be referenced at any time by tha,t line number. 

• A line of text (including embedded commands) may be edited, erased, or rewritten. A set of lines may be 
erased or moved, and new lines may be inserted at any point. 

• Specific text lines may be located by content as weill as by line number. 

• The "current line pointer" (CLP) may be set in various ways to point to any line in the document. The 
CLP normally points to '~he lost line in the document. 

• Most of the commands may reference lines of text b}, using relative line numbers of the form II± numberll. 
The offset is token relative to the CLP. 

• When lines are erased, their line numbers remain unassigned. When lines are inserted, they are given 
incremental line number"s distributed between the preceding and following line numbers. The original line 
numbers do not change IJnless explicitly renumbered using the II store ll command. 

• Strings of text may be IItagged ll for more efficient a(:cess. By togging all occurrences of a specific refer
ence, it is possible to klcate and change them easi Iy. 

• Blocks of text, such as figures and tables, may be named and automatically repositioned on output. 

• Tables may be created under a special IItable ll mode with optional columnar formatting. 

• Text may be printed under anyone of four formatting modes: formatted, unformatted, table, and form 
letter. 

• Special characters are Eiasily handled by defining substitute character sequences. 

• Two levels of document security are provided. 

• Blank strings may be inserted at any point with an optional "stop" on printout. 
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GLOSSARY 

t } in format of command 
items. 

items placed one under the other between braces require the selection of one of the 

[J in format of command an item between brackets is optional. 

( ) in format of command an item in parentheses must be replaced by a user-chosen number, word, or phro,se. 

account number a unique number assigned by the computer center to each user or department. This number is 
used at log-on time to gain access to TEXT. 

ATTN key a special key on the typewriter terminal keyboard used to alert TEXT that the user is about to issue 
a command. 

character any letter, number, or symbol (including a space) that can be typed at the typewriter terminal. 

character string any combination of letters, numbers, or symbols (including spaces). Literally a string (or series) 
of successive characters. A string may be a few letters, a word, several words, or even one or more sentences. 

command on instruction from the user that tells the computer what to do. TEXT has two types of commands: 
system commands and embedded commands. System commands are instructions to the computer to perform an 
immediate operation such as printing a line or storing a document. Embedded commands do not cause immedi
ate computer action, but are embedded in the text for action during subsequent printing or editing of the docu
ment. Embedded commands always start wi-th a "t" and usually specify formatting or indexing information. 

computer the Xerox 560 or Sigma 6, 7, or 9 computer on which the TEXT program runs. The TEXT user com-
municates with the computer via the typewriter terminal. 

computer center the location of the Xerox computer on which TEXT runs. The computer center may be at any 
distance from the typewriter terminal, since the computer and the terminal are connected by a telephone line. 

computer operator the person who controls and operates the Xerox computer at the computer center, and who per-
forms any functions that are required at the computer (mounting magnetic tapes, etc.). Normally the computer 
operator has no contact with the TEXT user. 

document any text manipulated or used as a single entity by the TEXT system. A document usually consists of 
several lines, and may be complete in itself or may be a part of a larger document. 

editing the process of changing a document. Editing may include correcting spelling errors, adding or erasing 
lines of text or parts of lines, and rearranging lines. 

embedded command see II command II • 

entering a document the process of typing the lines of a document at the terminal. Called "entering" because 
the lines are "entered" into computer storage as the user types them. Also see "typing". 

font an assortment of type, all of one size and style. 

line number a unique number assigned by TEXT to each line of a document as it is entered, so that it may be 
referred to later for editi ng purposes. 

log-on procedure the procedure that must be followed by the user to gain access to the TEXT system; it consists 
of supplying a valid sequence of code words, including an account number and sometimes a password. 

password a keyword that prevents unauthorized persons from accessing a TEXT user's account or documents~ 
The log-on password prevents so';'eone else from logging on in the user's a'ccourit, and the document password 
prevents someone else from copying and deleting the user's documents. 

::lermanent storage one of the ty,;o areas of the computer where documents are stored. Documents are saved here for 
future use; a document can never be worked on whi Ie it is in permanent storage. Compare with "working storage ". 



phrase any combination of characters (including spaces). A phrase may be a few letters or one or more words. 

printout anything printed by TEXT at the terminal or at the line printer. Compare with "typing". 

string see "character string". 

system command see "command". 

terminal the typewriter used to communicate with TEXT. 

text any characters, lines, paragraphs, etc. entered into TEXT as part of a document. 

TEXT the TEXT document handling system, which consists of a central Xerox computer, the TEXT program that 
operates on the computer, and one or more typewriter terminals. The TEXT system is frequently referred to in 
this monual simply as "TEXT". 

typing anything typed at the terminal by the user. Data is "typed" at the terminal by the user (and usually 
"entered" into storage), and is "printed" at the terminal by TEXT. 

Contro I Program- Fi ve (C P-V) 
run programs such as TEXT. 

the master program that controls the central Xerox computer and enables it to 

user the person using TEXT a'r the typewriter terminal. 

working storage one of the two areas of the computer where documents are stored. Documents are stored here 
temporarily while they are being worked on. Compare with "permanent storage". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Xerox TEXT is a computer system that facilitates composing, editing, and printing documents at a typewriter 
terminal. When disconnected from the computer, the terminal can be used like a Selectric® typewriter. Under 
computer control, it produces formatted, error-free copy at a typing speed of approximately 150 words per minute. 
The TEXT command language is logical and simple, and anyone who types can quickly learn to use it. 

Advantages of TEXT 

Maior advantages of TEXT over manual methods are 

1. Backspacing and overstriking corrects all typographical errors as they are being entered into the computer. 

2. When words, lines, paragraphs, 01' sections are inserted or deleted, the computer automatically reformats 
the document for output after changes have been made (by consolidating, expanding, page renumbering, 
etc. ). 

3. The computer can convert unformatted typing to formatted printout - on the termi nal typewriter or on a 
high-speed printer. 

4. Once copy has been proofed and corrected, printout of the corrected copy is totally error-free. 

5. Printout on the terminer! typewriter is automatic, requiring no attention by the user except to change 
sheets of paper as necE~ssary. 

6. Formatting is simple. Different printout forMCIts.can be tried before settling on a final format. 

7. Documents can be plac:ed in permanent computer storage (disk or tape) and recalled in seconds to working 
storage for printout or editing. 

8. Text locations are specified by line number or keyword. Line numbers are assigned automatically as lines 
are entered. Keywords are found by computer search. 

9. Automat'ic formatting c:apabilities include 

Margin justificatic:m 
Centering 
Printout of headings and/or footings 
Page numbering 
Tabulating < 

1 O. Inde xes a nd to b I es of c:on ten ts are genera ted a utomc ti co /I y. 

11. Form leHers are typed error-free and can be persona lized. That is, TEXT wi II stop at any point in a pri nt
out and allow the user to enter a name, address, etc. 

12. Typing E~lements are interchangeable. Printout can be programmed to halt at a preselected spot for an 
exchange of typing elements if italics or other special fonts are required. 

Applications of' TEXT 

TEXT is more efficient than manual copy preparation in any of the following situations: 

1. In general office operations. Because it is so easy to correct mistakes, a secretary can produce error-free 
final copy at practically rough-draft speed. 

@Registered trademark of Intern,ational Business Machines Corporation. 
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2. With documents requiring several drafts. Unchanged portions need not be retyped or proofed. Text 
additions - words, lines, paragraphs - are automati cally integrated into the text, providing a clean copy 
of the latest draft quickly and easily. 

3. With documents requiring the integration of boi lerplate (material that is used unchanged in many different 
documents), for example proposals. This can save countless hours of typing and proofreading, relieving 
deadline pressure. 

4. In preparing or copying from lists and catalogs, especially those requiring frequent updates. 

5. In document revisions. Without TEXT, extensive revisions are frequently more troublesome to carry out 
than producing an original document. Because of its abi lity to reformat and renumber, TEXT makes the 
job of revising a document easy. 

6. In searching for words and phrases that need to be changed or eliminated. TEXT's efficiency cannot be 
approached by manual searches, either in terms of accuracy or time. 

Organization of Manual 
Both the beginner and the experienced user will find the appendixes of special value. Appendix A is a list of the 
complete set of commands and instructions that the user can initiate from the typewriter keyboard. Appendix B lists 
the messages the computer wi" generate in response to various occurrences. The information presented in consoli
dated form in these two appendixes is explained in detai I throughout the manual as described below. 

A functional approach to TEXT is given in Chapter 2. This chapter will serve the beginner as an introduction to 
TEXT and as a review to the more experienced user. A description of the terminal with instructions on how to use 
it is given in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 contain the avai lable command repertoire, divided into two chapters to 
separate the basic from the more advanced-operations. Only 20 simple commands are required to use TEXT effi
ciently in most applications. These are explained in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 explains the more advanced 
commands which should not be attempted unti I the user feels comfortable with the basic ones of Chapter 4. 
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2. OVERVIEW 

This chapter describes some of the basic terms used in TEXT and presents an overview of how TEXT is used, with a 
simple example. Succeeding chapters will show actual procedures to be followed by the terminal user in handling 
a document. 

TEXT System 

From the point of view of the terminal user, TEXT consists of a typewriter terminal connected by telephone to an 
unseen Xerox computer. The typewriter terminals are used to communicate to the computer the documents and com
mands typed by the user. When not connected to the compu'~er, the terminal typewriter may be used as an ordinary 
electric typewriter. 

Commands 

Commands are instructions that j'ell TEXT what to do; a II commands are typed by the user at the terminal. To alert 
TEXT that a command is about h:> be issued, the user strikes t'he ATTN key located in the upper right corner of the 
terminal keyboard (see Chapter 3 for a description of the keyboard). The user then enters the command by striking 
one or more keys, and completes the command by striking a RETURN key or an ATTN key, depending on the com
mand. It is important to remember that all commands to TEXT must be preceded by the ATTN key; if this keystroke 
"is omitted, TEXT assumes that the command is part of the document being entered, nOT a command. There are two 
types of TEXT commands: system commands and embedded commands. 

System Commands 

System commands are instructiof'llS to the TEXT system to perfc)rm an immediate operation such as print a line or store 
or retrieve a document. 

Embedded Commands 

Embedded commands do not reql.,ire immediate action, but are stored with a document for action during subsequent 
printout. Embedded commands always start with a "til and usually specify formatting information. Some specific 
uses of embedded commands include changing the format of (l document as it is printed; tagging words or phrases so 
they can be easi Iy located; defining blocks of words for insertion in the document; defining text that must be kept 
together on one page; skipping Irnesi etc. 

Command Format 

In most examples in this manual two forms of a command are shown. The first form shows the actual keyboard keys 
that the user is to type, and the second form shows what these keys print at the terminal. These two forms wi II often 
be different, since some keys cCluse different characters to be printed, and some keys cause nothing to be printed; 
for example, the ATTN key prirlts as an underline, and no character is printed for the RETURN or BACKSPACE key. 

The following nomenclature is used in showing the first form, the command as the user should type it: 

1. The @ symbol denotes striking the ATTN key. 

"2. The t§) symbol denotes striking the RETURN key, 

3. The @ symbol denoh~s striking the BACKSPACE key. 

4. Parenthesized items indi cate data that must be supplied by the user. The parentheses are not part of the 
actual command; that j:s, the parentheses should not be typed as part of the command. 
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Thus, for example, the command shown as 

8w;(lines)@) 

means 

1. Strike the ATTN key. 

2. Type the letter wand a semicolon. 

3. Substitute a value for" (lines)". (In this case a number - say, 70 - wi II be substituted; other commands 
will require the substitution of a name or phrase.) 

4. Strike the RETURN key. 

TEXT immediately responds to the ATTN key by typing on underline. The typing element backspaces one character 
after the underline is typed, so that the next character typed will appear directlyabove the underline. The RETURN 
key merely ends the current line, returning the typing element to the left margin of the next line. Thus this com
mand wi" appear at the terminal as 

~;70 

As another example, consider a line typed as 

abcdef~~~~xyz~ 

This represents the following actions on the part of the user: 

1. Type the letters a, b, c, d, e, and f. 

2. Strike the ATTN key. 

3. Strike the BACKSPACE key three times. 

4. Type the letters x, y, and z. 

5. Strike the RETURN key. 

This example replaces the characters d, e, and f with x, y, and z. The line will appear at the terminal as 

even though it wi II be stored and later pri nted as abcxyz. Noti ce that the under I i ne appears after the end of the 
character string since the typing element was positioned there when the ATTN key was struck. If the user manually 
advances the platen before typing the replacement characters x, y, and z, this line wi II appear at the terminal as 

abcdef 
xyz 

Notice that manually advancing the platen does not cause a new line to be entered into the document in the way 
that hitting the RETURN key does. Advancing the platen merely prevents overstrikes and thus makes copy easier 
to read as the user makes a correction. 

Most examples in this manual wi II show both forms of a command: first the command as the user types it, using the 
symbols <§>, 8, and @ for the ATTN, RETURN, and BACKSPACE keys; and then the same command as itappears 
at the terminal. Some examples may show only one form, however, especially when an example is extremely long 
or toward the end of the manual when the reader's familiarity with TEXT will make both forms unnecessary .. 

Document Storage 

There are two areas of the computer' where documents are stored: "working storage" and "permanent storage". 
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Working Storage 

Working storage is an area in which TEXT stores a document that is currently being worked on. It can be thought 
of as a temporary storage area used by the user to work on CI document before transferring it to permanent storage. 

When the user enters a new document at the terminal or copies an existing document from permanent storage, the 
document is automatically entered into working storage. When the user is finished with a document, he should 
transfer it to permanent storage and then clear working storage so that another document can be entered. If he 
does not do this, any other document will merely be added to the one already in working storage. In other words, 
a new document entered into working storage does not automatically replace the document already there. In addi
tion, a document is not automaticallycleared from working storage at the end of each terminal session; it is carried 
over from one terminal session to another unless cleared by the user. 

Note that transferring a document to permanent storage does not clear it from working storage; a copy of the docu
ment still remains in working storage and may still be altere~d even though the changes will not be made to the one 
in permanent storage. The commands used to clear working storage and to transfer data to permanent storage are 
described in Chapter 4 under "Storing and Retrieving a Document". 

Permanent Storage 

When a terminal user wants to retain a document for future use, he must transfer the document from working storage 
to an area called permanent storage. To alter or print a document that is in permanent storage, the user must first 
transfer the document back to working storage; he can never work on a document while it is in permanent storage. 
The commands for transferri ng documents from one storage area to another are descri bed in Chapter 4 under "Stori ng 
and Retrieving a Document". 

How to Use TEXT 

To use TEXT, the terminal user first establishes a connection between the terminal and the computer, normally via 
a telephone line. This procedure is described in Chapter 3. Once the connection with the computer ond the TEXT 
system is established, TEXT accepts input from the terminal and stores the input in the computer. This is called 
"entering" the document into computer storage, and requires no user action other than typing the document. Spec
ial user actions - called commands - are necessary only for TEXT functions such as printing or changing parts of the 
document. Fewer than 20 commonds are sufficient for handnng most ordinary, small or medium-size documents; 
these basic commands are given in Chapter 4. 

TEXT automatically assigns a liI,e number to each line of a document as it is entered, starting with the first line as 
line 1, the second as line 2, etc. These line numbers are not printed at the terminal as a document is entered, but 
are stored along with each line in working storage. Line numbers are used in editing functions like correcting 
spelling errors, inserting and delieting words or phrases in existing lines, erasing lines, and inserting new lines. All 
these editing functions are perf()rmed by typing commands. 

Before the user can do any editing, he must know the line numbers of the lines to be edited. (The exception is 
editing with the "find" command, discussed in Chapter 5). Normally he finds the line number by requesting a 
printout with the actual line numbers, although a document may also be edited by relative line numbers, counting 
back from the end of the document (see "Editing Commands", Chapter 5). After editing the document, the user may 
instruct TEXT to print the final draft at the terminal. 

Once a document has been entered into TEXT, edited, and ,a copy printed, the terminal user may permanently store 
the document before disconnecting the terminal from the computer. The stored document may then be re
trieved at any future time for updating or correcting. As previously mentioned, documents are saved in the 
"permanent storage" area of the computer. The commands used to store and retrieve documents are described 
in Chapter 4. 

Entering a Simple Document 

Figure 1 illustrates how a simple! document is entered into TEXT. It is provided merely as an introduction to the 
types of things the user must do to use TEXT; the reader is not expected to understand every line at this point. The 
line numbers in the right margin are for illustrative purposes only ond represent those automatically assigned by 
TEXT; they are not printed at the terminal as the user enters a document. 
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UNFORMATTED MODE 
Bulletin 836-1 
Operating Instructions, Model 8/36 Room Air Conditioner 
~f 
FORMATTED MODE 

The Model 8/36 Room Air Conditioner is 
capable of giving many hours of trouble-free service 
if properly used and maintained. 
This bulletin describes hte_ 

the operation of the 
unit; installation and maintenance instructions 
are given in Bulletin No. 836-2, "Installation 
and Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air 
Conditioner". 

There are two operating controls located 
on the front panel of the S/36. These are 
marked TEMP and RATE. The TEMP 
knob controls the room temperature, and 
the RATE knob controls the unit's cooling rate 
when the room rises above the temperature 
set on the TEMP control. The RATE 
control should be set to LOW for small 
rooms (up to 2000 cubic feet room volume), 
to MED for medium-sized rooms (2000-4000 
cubic feet), and to HIGH for large rooms 
(4000-6000 cubic feet). The Model S/36 
unit is not designed for use in rooms of 
greater than 6000 cubic feet volume. 

In addition, there are also several conrol_ 
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trols located under" 30 
a swing-out panel on the right side of the 31 
unit; these are 32 
described in Bulletin S36-2, "Installation and 33 
Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner", 34 
and should be adjusted only by a 35 
trained serviceman. 36 

Figure 1. Entering a Simple Document 

Notice that most of the terminal user's effort is simply typing the document, except for lines 1, 4, 9, and 30 which 
contain commands to TEXT. To issue a command the user strikes the ATTN key, types the command letters, 
and then strikes the RETURN key. TEXT responds to the ATTN key by typing an underline and then back
spacing one position, so that the next character typed appears above the underline as shown at the beginning 
of Ii nes 1 and 4. 

The command on line 1 (tu) puts TEXT in the unformatted mode, and the command on line 4 (tf) puts TEXT in the 
formatted mode. These are two types of format-control modes that the user can specify when-entering a document. 
Text entered in the unformatted mode is later printed exactly as it was entered by the user, while text entered in 
the formatted mode is rearranged by TEXT and printed according to user specifications for line width and page depth. 
Thus lines 2 and 3 in Figure 1 are entered in the unformatted mode, and lines 5 through 36 are entered in the for
matted mode and will be rearranged by TEXT and printed according to user specifications. The messages UNFOR
MATTED MODE and FORMATTED MODE are typed by TEXT in response to the format-mode commands and are not 
part of the document; notice that these lines are not numbered since they are typed by TEXT and not the user. For
mat mode commands are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
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The ATTN key is struck in the middle of lines 9 and 30 to correct typing mistakes on those lines. On line 9 the 
user types "hte" instead of "the-", notices the error, strikes the ATTN key (thereby producing the underline), back
spaces to the first erroneous choracter ("h"), manuallyadvances the platen one line, and retypes the line from there 
on. Failure to advance the platen will result in the corrected text being typed directly over the original text, 
making the copy difficult to read (even though it is correct internally). The typing correction on line 30 is of the 
same nature as that on line 9. In both cases TEXT does not assign a line number to the incomplete part of the cor
rected line because the user ha:) not struck the RETURN key yet. 

Notice that only three commands are used to enter the entire document into the system; in fact, many documents 
can be entered using only these three commands. 

Printing 8 Simple Document 

Now that the document shown in Figure 1 has been entered into working storage, it is ready to be printed on a com
mand from the user. This command involves striking the ATTN key, typing the letter p, and then striking the 
RETURN key. TEXT responds with the message SIGNAL WHEN READY and pauses, giving the user a chance to 
insert a clean shf:let of paper before printout begins. This sequence is shown at the terminal as 

.E. 
SIGNAL WHEN READY 

To begin actual printout the USE!r must slowly strike the ATTN key twice. (When printing a document an underline 
is not typed in response to the ATTN key since the underline wi /I show on the printout.) TEXT then tokes control 
of the terminal and prints the entire document, as shown in Figure 2, according to format instructions previously 
given by the user. (These formClt instructions are discussed in Chapter 4.) Notice that the two lines which were 
entered in the unformatted mode are printed exactly as they were entered; and that the remaining lines, entered 
in the formatted mode, are rearranged by TEXT to comply with the user's format instructions - which in this case 
were for a line width of 80 characters per line. 

Bulletin S36-1 
Operating Instructions, Model 8/36 Room Air Conditioner 

The Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner is capable of giving many hours of 
trouble-free service if properly used and maintained. This bulletin describes 
the operation of the unit; installation and maintenance instructions are given 
in Bulletin No. S36-2, "Installation and Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air 
Conditioner". 

There are two operating controls located on the front panel of the 8/36. 
These are marked TEMP and RATE. The TEMP knob controls the room temperature, 
and the RATE knob controls the unit's cooling rate when the room rises above the 
temperature set on the TEMP control. The RATE control should be set to LOW for 
small rooms (up to 2000 cubic feet room volume), to MED for medium-sized rooms 
(2000-4000 cubic feet), and to HIGH for large rooms (4000-6000 cubic feet). The 
Model S/36 unit is not designed for use irt rooms of greater than 6000 cubic feet 
volume. 

In additi.on, there are several controls located under a swing-out panel on 
the right side of the unit; these are described in Bulletin S36-2, "Installation 
and Maintenance of Model 8/36 Room Air Conditi9ner", and should be adjusted only 
by a trained serv i.ceman. 

Figure 2. Printout of CI Simple Document 
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Summary 
The terminal is the basic link between the user and TEXT. The user enters the document into the TEXT system, and 
controls TEXT via the terminal. TEXT merely records, edits, and prints the document according to user commands. 

The user first establishes a connection between the terminal and TEXT, normally by telephone, and then begins to 
type the document. TEXT automatically records each line entered, and assigns a line number to it so that the line 
may be referred to later in editing. For anything other than recording the document being entered, the user must 
strike the ATTN key and then type a command. Everything the user types at the terminal is either a command to 
TEXT or part of the document itself. Commands are preceded by the ATTN key; if this key stroke is omitted, TEXT 
assumes that the line is part of the document and not a command. 

Commands to TEXT fall into one of two classes: system commands and embedded commands. System commands call 
for immediate action on the part of TEXT. Embedded commands do not require immediate action, but are stored 
with the document for action during subsequent printing. 

Finally, information entered at the terminal is entered into working storage, and any editing is performed on infor
mation in working storage. Documents needed for future use are saved in permanent storage. Information is trans
ferred between working storage and permanent storage via commands from the user. Any document entered at the 
terminal or any document copied into working storage from permanent storage is added to whatever is already in 
working storage, unless the user first clears the storage area. Thus it is important to remember to clear working 
storage before entering a new document or copying an old one from permanent storage. 
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3. TERMINAL OPERATIONS 

This chapter desc:ribes the terminal, its associated equipment, and procedures for establishing a connection between 
the terminal and TEXT. 

Description of Terminal 

The terminal is basically a typewriter that can be connected to a Xerox Sigma computer. It has some switches that 
must be set to put it into operation and a keyboard that is used to enter and print text and commands. The key
board is simi lar to an ordinary typewriter keyboard except for the ATTN key in the upper right corner (see Figure 3). 
This is the previously mentioned ATTN key that is used to gElt the attention of TEXT when a command is about to be 
issued. When the terminal is not being used in conjunction with TEXT, it can be used as an ordinary typewriter. 

There are many different model~i of terminals and each has slight variations, especially in the names and locations 
of switches. This chapter describes a typical terminal. 

Terminal Start/Shutdown Procedures 

Start Procedure 

Preparing Terminal for Use 

The user must first prepare the! terminal for use before actually establishing connection with TEXT; that is, he 
must open a communications line between the terminal and the computer. For a typical terminal he does this 
as follows: 

1. Position the keyboard ON-OFF switch at ON. This switch is located in the lower right corner of the 
keyboard (see Fi gure 3). 

2. Position the LOCAL-REMOTE switch at REMOTE. This opens the communications line between the 
terminal and the computer. When this switch is positioned at LOCAL, the terminal is not connected 
to the computer and functions as an ordinary typewriter. 

IMAR I REL 
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Figure 3. Keyboard of Typical Terminal 
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3. Establish communications with the computer via a telephone line connected to the terminal as follows: 

a. If the telephone has an ON-OFF switch, position this at ON. 

b. Pick up the telephone receiver and listen for a normal dial tone. (Some telephones may have a button 
labeled TALK; for these telephones, press the TALK button before picking up the receiver.) 

c. Dial the telephone number for the computer. 

d. Listen for a high-pitched tone. When this tone is heard, place the receiver in the receptacle pro
vided. (Some telephones may have a button labeled DATA; for these telephones, press the DATA 
button and hang up the receiver.) 

Remember that these operating procedures apply to a typical terminal. Operating procedures for other terminal 
models may differ sl ightly, and so may the names and locations of the switches described above. In addition, some 
terminal models do not have telephone equipment attached, and require only steps 1 and 2 above to establish a 
direct-I ine communication between the terminal and the computer. For most terminal models, however, connec
tion with the computer is establ ished via a telephone I ine as described above. 

TEXT Log-On Procedure 

Once the communications I ine with the computer has been establ ished, the next step is to establish a connection 
with TEXT. The user does this by "Iogging on" as follows: 

1. Type an asterisk (*) and strike the RETURN key. The computer responds by typing the following message 
at the terminal: 

CP-V AT YOUR SERVICE 
ON AT time and date 
LOGON PLEASE: 

where "time and date" are the actual time and date, and the last line is a prompt for the user to key in 
i denti fyi ng code words (on the same line as the message). 

2. Type in identifying code words: a user account number, a user identification word, and an optional 
password (in that order), separated by commas.t The account number and password (if present) each consist 
of from one to eight alphanumeric characters, and the user identification word consists of from one to 
twelve alphanumeric characters. (Alphanumeric characters are any combination of the letters a-z or A-Z 
and the numbers 0-9.) A sample log-on entry is 

LOGON PLEASE: 7361, ALINCOLN, SECRETWD 

In this example 7631 is the user account number, ALINCOLN is the identification word, and SECRETWD 
is the password. (In most installations only uppercase letters are allowed in code words.) The code words 
must be the same as in the computer's list of authorized users. If they are not the same, the computer 
will request that the user reenter the identifying code words. If the user's log-on code is accepted, the 
computer types an exclamation mark (!) at the terminal (with typing elements that have no exclamation mark, 
this will print as whatever character is in place of the exclamation mark). 

3. Type the word TEXT in uppercase letters and then strike the RETURN key to complete the log-on procedure. 
This input will be shown at the terminal as 

nEXT 

tSeveral users may be logged on at the same time with the same account number, but each user must have a different 
user identification word. 
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When the terminal is successfully connected to TEXT, the following messages appear at the terminal: 

TEXT -- Version nnn 
name SIGNED-ON time date 

WIDTH 60 DEPTH 54 CO NT! NUOUS-FORM DEPTH 66 
----t----t---------------------------------~-----------------t 

t 

UNFORMATTED MODE 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 1. 000 

These messages relote system status conditions associated with the document being entered or retrieved. The first line 
shows the version of TEXT being uised. The second line shows the user name or identification number, a confirmation 
of signing on, and the date and time of signing on. 

The WIDTH and DEPTH values on ,the third line are the line width (number of characters per line) and page depth 
(number of lines per page) that a document will have when it is printed; and the CONTINUOUS-FORM DEPTH value 
is the number of lines per page for continuous-form (roll) paper. These values are established at the previous terminal 
session or by default and can be changed by the user to suit document needs. Minimum and maximum line widths 
that may be assigned are 5 and '140 characters, and minimum and maximum page depths are 5 and 98 I ines. If the 
user has never specified line width and page depth, a line width of 60 characters and a page depth of 54 lines will 
be used by default. The commands for changing line width and page depth are described in the next chapter, and 
the command for changing lines per page for continuous-form paper is described in Chapter 5. 

lhe fourth line (----t----t----) shows the system tab setting now in effect (left over from the previous termi no I sessi on I, 
or the default system tab ~ettings if the user has never spe:::ifiedsystem tab settings. Each t represents a tab setting. 
T~ese tab settings will be stored with any document and will be us ad when the document is printed at the terminal. 
They may be clear.~d a".:l ch,):'!:V~:1 b; the US,'3r to suit dOt:,Jment needs, as described in the next chapter. 

The t's on the fifth line indicate the physical tab settings at the terminal. These tab settings are not stored with the 
document. If they are not positic)ned directly under the t's ~n line 4, the user should c~ange them to agree with the 
syst<3Tl hJ~") settings, as descri bed liti the next chapter. 

The UNFORMATTED MODE meSS(:lIge on the sixth I ine reminds the user that any text entered wi II be in the unfor
matted mode ( that is, wi II be printed exactly as entered). If there is a document already in working storage (left 
over from the previous terminal session) when the user logs onl the message FORMATTED MODE mal be printed on 
the sixth I ine instead. 

The message on the seventh line shows the line number that will be assigned to the next line typed. If there is no 
document left in working storage from the last terminal session, this number wi II be 1. 000; otherwise, it wi II be 
one greater than the last I ine number in the document sti" in working storage. 

Shutdown Procedure 

The user signals the end of the terminal session by typing the command 

This means strike the ATTN key, ~ype the word "end", and strike the RETURN key. Depending on the computer in
stallation, this command either immediately breaks the connection between the terminal and the computer or causes 
an exclamation mark (l) to be printed at the terminal. If the exclamation mark appears, type the following command 
on the same line: 

OFF'S 

This means type the word OFF in capital letters and then strike the RETURN key. Since the ATTN and RETURN keys 
are not displayed, this sequence ()f commands appears at the terminal as 

end 
lOFF 

At this point a summary of the terminal and computer time for the session is automatically printed. After this sum
mary message the user should disconnect the terminal from the computer by positioning the LOCAL-REMOTE switch 
at LOCAL, turn off the terminal (Jnd all associated equipment, and hang up the telephone receiver. 
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Xerox 3010 T ermi na I 

The following Xerox 3010 features can be used if 3010 terminal output is invoked: 

• Absol ute vertical tabbing 

• Absolute horizontal tabbing 

• Forward/backward printing 

By default, output is not formatted for the 3010 terminal. If a 3010 terminal is to be used, the following command 
should be input immediately after entering TEXT: 

8xterm;3010@ 

All subsequent print commands ("pl!) will then use the special 3010 features. 

When in 3010 mode, a left margin can be specified by entering the following command: 

9morgin[(n)]@) 

where (n) represents the number of spaces in the left margin. Far example, if a margin of 10 spaces is desired, type: 

8margin 108 

To exit 3010 terminal mode, the following command is given: 

@>xterm.{tty }e , 2741 
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4. BASIC TEXT COMMANDS 

As illustrated in Chapter 2, a user can enter a document using as few as three TEXT commands. With a knowledge 
of fewer than 20 basic TEXT commands, the user will be able to handle most small or medium-size documents. 
These basic TEXT commands eire described in this chapter I:mder the following categories: 

Document formc:Jtting for printout 
I~uilding a docl.lment 
Printing a document 
Editing a document 
Storing and retrieving a document 
Ending a terminlol session 

Document Formatting for !Printout 

Document formatting commands determine the appearance of a document when it is printed. They are used to specify 
the following: format mode (formatted or unformatted) to be used in entering I ines of the document; margins (number 
of characters per line); page depth (number of lines per pClge); paragraph indentation; and tab settings. 

Formatted Mode 

Lines of text el',tered in the fc)rmatted mode will be automcltically reformatted by TEXT and printed according to user 
commands. Lines to be enterted in this mode must be preceded by the embedded command 

As discussed previously, this command means 

1. Stri ke the ATTN key. 

2. Type the letters t and f. 

3. Stri ke the RETURN key. 

Remember from Chapter 2 that' the ATTN key produces an under I ine at the terminal, and the RETURN key ends the 
command and returns the typing elemen'~ to the beginning of the next I ine. Thus this command appears at 
the term i na I as 

tf 

TEXT then responds to this command by printing the message 

FORMATTED MODE' 

When TEXT encounters this tf command during printout of the document, it automatically reformats succeeding lines 
of text (accordi!"g to user instructions) until another format-mode command is encountered. 

In the formatted mode the lines may be entered without regard to line length and page depth. The terminal operator 
then specifies to TEXT the lin,e width (number of characters per line) and page depth (number of lines per page) touse 
in printing the document, and TEXT reformats and prints the document to those specifications. No attempt is made 
to hyphenate words that wi II extend beyond the specified line length - the entire word is simply typed on the next 
I ine. As a simple example, suppose the terminal user enters the following text in the formatted mode: 

This is a demonstration of text 
typed in the 
formatted mOdE!. This paragraph 
will be automatically formatted on printout 
by the 
TEXT system. 
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Notice that the user has made no attempt to maintain even margins. This is perfectly permissible, since TEXT 
reformats I ines that are entered in the formatted mode. Now suppose that the user instructs TEXT to print this 
example, using a I ine width of 40 characters. The printout wi II look I ike this: 

This is a demonstration of text typed in 
the formatted mode. This paragraph will 
be automatically formatted on printout 
by the TEXT system. 

A line width of 30 characters will produce the following printout: 

This is a demonstration of 
text typed in the formatted 
mode. This paragraph will be 
automatically formatted on 
printout by the TEXT system. 

Notice in both printouts that each line contains as many words as possible without exceeding the specified line 
width. An optional printout format exists in which TEXT al igns the right margin to the exact line width specified 
by inserting extra blanks between words; this is called llright justification II and is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Unfomatted Mode 

Lines of text entered in the unformatted mode are printed exactly as entered; that is, with the same line length and 
same spacing between words and lines. This mode is automatically in effect when the user logs on to TEXT. Once 
any other mode has been requested, TEXT may be returned to the unformatted mode with the command 

@)tue 

which means 

1 • Stri ke the ATTN key. 

2. Type the letters t and u. 

3. Strike the RETURN key. 

This command appears at the terminal as 

tu 

TEXT responds to this command by printing the message 

UNFORMATTED MODE 

When this tu command is encountered during subsequent printout of a document, automatic formatting ceases and all 
succeeding data is printed exactly as it was entered until another format-mode command is encountered. 

The unformatted mode is useful for putting certain words on certain I ines, for leaving extra spaces between lines, 
and for setting up tables. Suppose, for example, that the user wants the titles "Section 6.3111 and IIWAIVER II 

printed as the first two I ines of his document. He wi II enter the first two I ines in the unformatted mode and the 
rest of the document in the formatted mode as follows: 

Stu@) 
Section 6.31e 
WAIVER@) 

@:>tfe 

No waiver of a breach of any provision~ 
of this contract shall constitute a@) 
waiver of any other breach, or of such~ 
provision·e 
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Remember that the ATTN key produces an underl ine and the RETURN key ends the I ine. Striking an extra RETURN 
key (that is, a line with only a RETURN key) produces a double space. This input will appear at the terminal as 

ill 
UNFORMATTED MODE 
Section 6.31 
WAIVER 
if 
FORMATTED MODE 

No waiver of a breach of any proyision 
of this contract shall constitute a 
waiver of any other breach, or of such 
provision. 

UNFORMATTED MODE and FORMATTED MODE were typed by TEXT in response to the formatting commands tu and 
tf. With a line width of 35 cho'racters, the final printout for this example will be 

Section 6.31 
WAIVER 

No waiver of a breach of any 
provision of thls contract shall 
constitute a waiver of any other 
breach, or of such provision. 

Notice that TEXT printed the first two lines just as they were entered, and rearranged and printed the remaining 
I ines according to the line width specification. 

Another application of the unformatted mode is in the construction of tables. For example, a user can enter a table 
as follows: 

ill 
UNFORMATTED MODE 
Feature Brand A Brand B ----
Two-tone paint Yes Yes 

Thermostatic control Yes Yes 

Hypervated spamf'ratch Yes No 

Here the example is shown only as it appears at the terminal. Again, UNFORMATTED MODE was printed by TEXT 
in response to the.!.u command. 

TEXT also provides a special input mode - the' table mode - that makes construction of tables even simpler; this ad
vanced capability is discussed in Chapter 5, "Advanced Commands ". Several other variations are also available 
within the unformatted mode, sUI::h as automatically centering lines in the middle of the page, or typing a designated 
heading or footing on each page of a multi page document. ' These capabilities are also discussed in Chapter 5, "Ad
vanced Commands". 

Line Width, Page Depth, and Tab Settings 

Two basic commands are used in TEXT to set up the format for printing a document. One command sets the line width 
(maximum number of characters per line) and the page depth (maximum number of lines per page), and the other sets 
the tabs. In general both commlClnds must be used when a new document is being constructed or when an old one is 
being retrieved from permanent storage. 

Line Width and Page Depth Settings 

The basic command used to set I ilne width and page depth can be varied to specify I ine width and page depth sepa
rately or in a single command. 
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Line Width Setting Only, The line width setting allows the user to control the number of characters per line that 
are printed at the terminal. The command to set the line width has the form 

Sw{width)8 

where (width) is the number of characters per line. (Remember from Chapter 2 that items in parentheses merely 
means that something is to be supplied by the user; the parentheses are not typed as part of the command.) For 
example, the command to set the line width to 70 characters is 

9w70@) 

The I ine width setting appl ies only to data entered in the formatted mode, since data entered in the unformatted 
mode is printed exactly as it was entered. Line width settings may vary from a minimum of 5 characters per line 
to a maximum of 140 characters per I ine; if the user has never specified a line width, a setting of 60 characters per 
line will be used by default. 

Page Depth Setting Only. The page depth setting allows the user to control the number of lines printed per page. 
The command to set the page depth has the form 

@w; (depth)8 

where (depth) is the number of I ines per page. Note that the semicolon must be included in the command. For ex
ample, the command to set the page depth to 50 I ines per page is 

@w;50@l 

When the document is printed, TEXT will print the specified number of lines and then stop, giving the user a chance 
to insert a clean sheet of paper before signaling TEXT to continue (described later in this chapter under "Printing a 
Document "). The page depth setting applies to data entered in both the formatted and unformatted modes. Page 
depth may vary from a minimum of 5 lines per page to a maximum of 98 lines per page; if the user has never specified 
a pa!:}e depth, a setting of 54 lines per page will be used by default. 

Combined Line Width and Page Depth Settings. Line width and page depth may be set simultaneously with a single 
command of the form 

@w{width)i(depth)@l 

where (width) and (depth) are as described above. For example, the command to set a I ine width of 70 characters 
per line and a page depth of 50 I ines per page is 

@w70;50@l 

Tab Settings 

Tab settings are used at the terminal in the same way that they are used at an ordinary typewriter, except that the 
user must indicate the tab settings to TEXT in a special way. 

The tab settings used to enter a document are stored with the document and become "system tab settings II; however, 
the actual tab settings at the terminal, known as IIphysical tab settings II, are not stored. System tab settings are 
merely an image of the actual physical tab settings at the terminal. 

The terminal status message during TEXT log-on (see Chapter 3) indicates to the user the existing tab settings and points 
out the differences between the system tab settings stored with the document and the current physical tab settings at 
the terminal. The first line of tis in the status message shows the system tab settings, and the second line of tis 
shows the physical tab settings. If these two I ines are different, the user should reset the tabs to agree, as described 
below. In resetting the tabs the user can reset the physical tab settings at the terminal to agree with the stored 
system tab settings, or he can reset both the system tab settings and physical tab settings. 

Normally if the user is going to enter a new document, he will set both the physical and system tabs to the values 
required for the new document. If he is going to retri eve an existing document, he should set the physical and sys
tem tabs to match those of the retrieved document, as described under IIRetrieving a Document II later in this chapter. 
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Clearing Tabs. Before resettin~l the physical tabs at the terminal, the user must clear the existing ones or both the 
new and the old tabs will be in effect. To clear the old physical tabs: 

1. Position the typing elE~ment at the right margin by .striking the TAB key several times. 

2. Hold down the CLEAR key, strike the ATTN key and then the RETURN key, returning the typing element 
to the left margin. The CLEAR key may be released once the typing element is at the left margin. 

Now the new tabs can be set as described below. Notice that it is not necessary to clear the system tabs; this is 
done automatically when new system tabs are set. 

Setting New Tabs. To set phys;cal tabs to agree with the system tabs stored with a document, space to the desired 
posi tions, and depress the SET key. To reset system tabs, type a command of the form 

e (hyphens) t (hyphens) t (hyphens) t .•. tt~ 

This means strike the ATTN ke)l, type a series of hyphens up to the desired tab setting, type the letter t at the de
sired tab setting, repeat hyphens and tis through the last tab setting, and strike the RETURN key. For example, 
suppose the user wants to reset t'he system tabs to every tenth character of a 55-character I ine; he can do this with 
the foil owi ng command: 

8---------t--··------t ---------t ---------t ---------t ---------t§ 
Now notice that there are more than 55 print positions in this command. The first five tis set the tab settings for the 
55-character line, while the last t sets the tab setting for printing line numbers in case the user later requests a line
numbered printout. The last tab setting is described later in this chapter under "Printing Copies With Line Numbers". 

To reset both physical tabs and system tabs at the same time, follow the instructions for setting system tabs and merely 
depress the SET key before typing each t. 

Control of Paragraphs 

When entering lines of text in the unformatted mode, the user simply enters all paragraphs exactly as they are to 
appear on printout. When entel"ing lines of text in the formatted mode, however, the user must indicate paragraphs 
in a special way as described bEdow. 

In the formatted mode the user normally indicates a new paragraph by entering one or more blank I ines (that is, by 
striking a RETURN key for each blank line), He then indicates paragraph indentation by indenting the first two 
paragraph lines exactly as they are to appear on the printout'. The first line indicates the indentation for the first 
I ine of the paragraph, and the second I ine indicates the indentation for the rest of the paragraph. Indentation of the 
first two paragraph lines is handled with tab settings; it cannot be done with just the space bar. The remaining 
paragraph lines should be enterE,d at the left margin of the input page, and TEXT will automatically indent them for 
printout. (The remaining paragraph lines should not be indented, since this may signal to TEXT that another new 
paragraph is being started, as described below.) The indentation spaces are included in the total line width; for 
example, if a line width of 50 c:haracters is specified and the first line of a paragraph is indented five spaces, the 
effective I ine width for this I ine! is 45 spaces. Table 1 shows examples of paragraphs as they are entered in the 
formatted mode, and then as the!y are printed with a I ine width of 50 characters. 

As mentioned above, new paragraphs in the formatted mode are normally indicated by entering one or more blank 
lines. Another method of indic(]ting new paragraphs must be used, however, for completely single-spaced docu
ments that have 'no extra space between paragraphs. For these documents, the user merely indents the first two lines 
of the new paragraph as describE!d above, and the different indentation of the first I ine, as compared to the second 
line of the preceding paragraph, signals TEXT that a new paragraph is starting. This method will not work~ however, 
with block indented paragraphs :since the indentation of the first I ine of the new paragraph is the same as that of the 
second I ine of the preceding paragraph. When this situation occurs, a t+O embedded command should be used to 
signal the start of a new paragraph. 

Widow Suppression 

When printing a document (described later in this chapter), TEXT automatically provides for "widow suppression". 
A widow line is either the last line of a paragraph falling at the top of a page or the first line of a paragraph falling 
at the bottom of Ct page~ This is considered by most writers as sloppy formatting, and therefore it is avoided whenever 
possible. In order to accomplish this, TEXT may put on extra line (one more than the specified page depth) at 
the bottom of a page or compOSE' a page of one too few lines. 
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Table 1. Sample Paragraphs in Formatted Mode 

Paragraph 
Type 

Block 

Block Indented 

Indented 

Overhang i ng 

Text as Entered 

During the past 20 years, the prohibitive 
costs of trial-and-error design methods 
have prompted the wide-spread use of 
simulation and mathematical modeling in 
research and design projec~s. 
By constructing 
a mathematical model before constructing 
the actual physical object or system, the 
designer predetermines the performance of 
the finished product with a high degree 
of accuracy. 

During the past 20 years, the 
prohibitive costs of trial-and-error 

design methods have prompted the wide-spread 
use of simulation and mathematical modeling 
in research and design projects. By 
constructing a mathematical model before 
constructing the actual physical object or 
system, the designer predetermines the 
performance of the finished product with 
a high degree of accuracy. 

During the past 20 years the 
prohibitive costs of trial-and-error design 
methods have prompted the wide-spread use 
of simulation and mathematical modeling in 
research and design projects. By constructing 
a mathematical model before constructing the 
actual physical object or system. the designer 
predetermines the performance of the finished 
product with a high degree of accuracy. 

During the past 20 years, the 
prohibitive costs of 

trial-and-error design methods have prompted 
the wide-spread use of simulation 
and mathematical modeling in research and 
design projects. By constructing a 
mathematical model before constructing 
the actual physical object or system, the 
designer predetermines the performance 
of the finished product with a high degree 
of accuracy. 

Building a New Document 

Text as Printed 

During the past 20 years, the prohibitive costs of 
trial-and-error design methods have prompted the 
wide-spread use of simulation and mathematical 
modeling in research and design projects. By 
constructing a mathematical model before 
constructing the actual physical object or system, 
the designer predetermines the performance of the 
finished product with a high degree of accuracy. 

During the past 20 years, the prohibitive 
costs of trial-and-error design methods have 
prompted the wide-spread use of simulation 
and mathematical modeling in research and 
design projects. By constructing a 
mathematical model before constructing the 
actual physical object or system, the 
designer predetermines the performance of the 
finished product with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

During the past 20 years, the prohibitive 
costs of trial-and-error design methods have 
prompted the wide-spread use of simulation and 
mathematical modeling in research and design 
projects. By constructing a mathematical model 
before constructing the actual physical object or 
system, the designer predetermines the performance 
of the finished product with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

During the past 20 years, the prohibitive 
costs of trial-and-error design methods 
have prompted the wide-spread use of 
simulation and mathematical modeling in 
research and deSign projects. By 
constructing a mathematical model before 
constructing the actual physical object 
or system, the designer predetermines 
the performance of the finished product 
with a high degree of accuracy. 

When the user first establ ishes a connection with TEXT, working storage contains whatever document was present 
when the user last logged off. At this point the user may continue to work on this same document, or may 
clear working storage and either retrieve an existing document from permanent storage or begin to enter the text 
of a new document. Retrieval of an existing document is described later in this chapter under IIStoring and Re
trieving a Document", while building a new document is described below. 

Clearing Working Storage 

To clear the document that is currently in working storage, type the command 

9clear8 

If the user wants to save the document that is in working storage, he must remember to store it, before clearing 
working storage as described later in this chapter under "Storing and Retrieving a Document ll

• 

Setting Up the Format for Printout 

Before enter i ng a new doc ument, the user shou I d set up the format for pri nti ng the document. Th i s inc I udes ~ 
setting the tabs and specifying line width and page depth as described earlier under "Line Width, Page Depth, 
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and Tab Settings ". In brief review, physical tabs are set with the SET key, and system tabs are set with a 
TEXT command of the form 

~3(hyphens) t (hyphens) t (hyphens) t .•• tE:: 

Line width and page depth are set with a command of the form 

r.£.3Jw(wi dth); (depth)e 

where (width) and (depth) are to be replaced by the number of characters per line and the number of lines per page, 
respectively. It should be remembered that the width and depth of the document are significant only during print
out; the document is not being formatted as it is entered. 

Entering 8 Document 

Once the printing format is established, the user may begin entering the actual document. He must designate 
whether lines are being entered in the formatted mode or the unformatted mode. When the user first logs on, any 
lines typed will automatically be entered in the unformatted mode, and will therefore be printed exactly as entered. 
To enter lines in the formatted mode, reco II that the user must fi rst type the command 

8tfS 

to which TEXT responds with the message FORMATTED MODE. Any text entered after this point wi II automatica lIy 
be formatted on printout accol'ding to the user-specified line width and page depth. The user may return to the 
unformatted mode at any time by typing the command 

to which TEXT responds with the message UNFORMATTED MODE •. 

TEXT automatically assigns a line number to each line as it is entered; the first is line 1, the second is line 2, and 
so forth. These line numbers eire used in performing editin~~ functions. The line numbers are not printed at the ter
m i na I as the lines are entered, but are reta i ned in worki ng storage; once a document has been entered, the user 
may request a line-numbered printout (as described later in this chapter under "Printing a Document"). 

Corrections While Entering 8 Line 

If the user makes an error while entering a I ine, he may cC)rrect it as long as he has not struck the RETURN key to 
end the I ine. He may correct it by deleting the entire I ine and retyping it, or by backspacing to the point of error 
and retyping frClm that point on. Error correction after the RETURN key has been struck is described later in this 
chapter under "Editing 0 Document ". 

Line-Deletion Procedure 

If most of a line is in error or if the error is at the beginning of a line, the user may wish to delete the entire line 
and reenter it. He does this by typing the following command and then retyping the line: 

Backspace Procedure 

Correcting Text. If an error i!1 not too far back in a line, it may be corrected simply by backspacing to the error 
and retyping from there on. The backspaping is done with a command of the form 

89 ... @ 

where @ represents the BACKSPACE key. The exact user procedure is as follows: 

'1. Stri·ke the ATTN key" 

2. Strike the BACKSPACE key a"s many times as needed to backspace to the first erroneous character'. Each 
time fhe user strikes the BACKSPACE key, TEXT backspaces the typing element one position and deletes 
that character from working storage (even though it sti II shows at the terminal). 

3. Manual! y advance the platen one I ine so that the I ine wi II be readable when the correct text is typed; 
otherwise the new text will be typed over the old and wi II be unreadable. 
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4. Retype from this point to the end of the line. 

5. Strike the RETURN key. 

Examples of errors corrected in this way are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Correcting Lines Via the Backspace Procedure 

Exampl e as Typed Example as Printed at the Terminal 

This booklet por@>@<§)rovides This booklet por_ 
rovides 

8w408@@35@ w40 
-35-

Correcting Commands. Most TEXT commands may be corrected with the backspace procedure while they are being 
entered. For example, suppose that while entering the line width command the operator mistakenly types a line 
width of 40 characters per line instead of 35. He can correct this as shown in the second example in Table 2. 

Number of Corrections. Any I ine may be corrected via the backspace procedure any number of times before the 
RETURN key is struck; the same characters may even be backspaced over and recorrected several times. The only 
restriction is that the user may not backspace over a tab; that is, over the striking of the TAB key to shift the typing 
element to the next tab. If he tries this, TEXT ignores the backspacing, prints the error message **ILLEGAL BACK
SPACE OVER TAB CHARACTER, and permits the user to retry the operation. 

Correcting Strikeovers and Underlines. If the user backspaces over a character that has a strikeover or an underline, 
both characters in the print position are deleted. For example, suppose the user enters the following portion of a line: 

This movement is called a drigt 

To change "drist II to "drift ", he strikes the ATTN key and backspaces over the t and the g; this deletes the t and 
the g and the underlines. Then he types the correct characters f and t, backspaces two positions, and retypes the 
underl ines under those characters. This same rule appl ies if the user backspaces over the first character of a command, 
which is always underl ined (in response to the ATTN key): both the first character of the command and the ATTN 
are deleted, and thus the user must restrike the ATTN key to reenter the command. 

Printing a Document 

Once a document is entered into working storage or is copied there from permanent storage, the user may request a 
printout by typing the basic print command 

TEXT responds with the message 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

which gives the user a chance to insert a clean sheet of paper before printing begins. To initiate the actual printout 
the user should then type the command 

In response to this sequence of commands, TEXT prints a copy of the document that is in working storage, rearranging 
lines of text that were entered in the formatted mode-according to the user's line width. specification. While TEXT 
is printing the document, it has control of the terminal keyboard and locks all keys except ATTN. 

If the document is more than one page, TEXT pauses after typing the number of lines specified by the current page 
depth. The user then inserts another piece of paper and strikes the A TTN key twice to restart the printout. This 
process continues until the entire document is printed. 
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The user may stop printout at any time and get control of the keyboard by striking the ATTN key twice. He 
can then either enter another cClmmand or enter more text to be added to the end of the document; he cannot re
sume printout of the rest of the pOlge, but he can restart printout from the beginning of the page (see pr command, 
Chapter 5). 

There are many variations of the basic print command, including options to print a copy with right-justified margins, 
to print double-spaced or triple-spaced copies, to print on continuous-form paper, and to print only a specified 
part of the document. These variations are discussed in Chapter 5, "Advanced Commands ". Only two additional 
variations of the basic print command are discussed here, and they both are used to obtain line-numbered copies of 
the document for editing. 

Printing Copies with Line Numbers; 

As previously mentioned, TEXT assigns a I ine number to each I ine of a document and this I ine number is used for 
editing purposes. However, TEXT does not print the line number at the terminal as the line is entered; to obtain 
the I ine numbers, the user may enter the document and then request a printout with I ine numbers. This is done with 
one of two variations of the print command: one creates an as-entered copy, and one creates a formatted copy that 
looks like the final draft. These variations are discussed below. 

Before requesting a printout with I ine numbers, the user must set both a physical and a system tab at the position 
where the I ine number is to be printed. This position should be the lost tab setting on the I ine, and should be at 
least eight print positions in from ,the right edge of the page, since I ine numbers may consist of up to eight charac
ters. When a line-numbered printout is requested, TEXT types the line number at the lost tab setting. If a line 
happens to extend beyond the lost tab position, TEXT will print the line number approximately 5 spaces to the right 
of the end of the line. (See "Tab Settings" eClrlier in this chapter.) 

As-Entered Printout 

The first variation of the line-numbered printout is the os-entered printout. With this form TEXT prints each line 
exactly as it was entered (includirlg I ines entered in the format'ted mode), and prints the I ine number to the right of 
each line at the lost tab setting. The user obtains this type of printout by typing the command 

~pan8 

where pan stands for "e.rint, ~s-entered, with I ine numbers ". TEXT responds with the message 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

which gives the user a chance to i"sert a clean sheet of paper in the terminal before printing begins. To initiate 
the actual printout, the user should then type the command 

In response to this sequence of commands, TEXT prints a copy of the document that is in working storage, exactly as 
it was entered, and prints the I ine numbers at the lost tab setting. Again, the user can stop printout at any time 
and get control of the keyboard by striking the ATTN key, and then striking the RETURN key after printing stops. 

Figure 4 shows a copy of a document obtained with the as-entered-printout command. Note that this copy 
includes both text and embedded commands (line 13). Embedded commands are subject to editing just like 
any other part of the document. 
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Formatted Pri ntout 

SAMPLE DOCUMENT 

This is a sample document. This first 
section is being entered in the 
unformatted mode, which is the 
default mode when the terminal 
operator first connects to the system 
and logs on. 
Text in the unformatted mode 
always 
was 

printed out 
entered. 

exactly 

We now change to the formatted mode. 
if 

This text is being typed in the 
formatted mode. The system 
automatically takes care 

as 

of the formatting of any text typed in the 
formatted mode, adjusting it to the line width 
and page depth 
specified by the terminal operator. 

Figure 4. As-Entered Printout with Line Numbers 
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it 10.000 

11.000 
12.000 
13.000 
14.000 
15.000 
16.000 
1:7,000 
18.000 
19.000 
20.000 
21.000 

Instead of the as-entered printout, the user may want a line-numbered printout that is formatted according to the 
specified line width and page depth in order to see roughly how the final draft will look. To get this printout the 
user types the command 

where pn stands for "e,rint, with I ine numbers". Again TEXT responds with the message 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

giving the user a chance to insert a new sheet of paper. Actual printout can then be initiated by typing in the 
command 

Figure 5 shows the same text shown in Figure 4, but printed as a result of the formatted-printout command; the spec
ified line width is 50 characters per I ine. Notice the differences: embedded commands (I ine 13) are not included, 
and lines entered in the formatted mode (lines 15 through 21) are reformatted and printed according to the specified 
line width of 50 characters. The underscores are added by TEXT to let the user know where each new input line 
starts; and the number to the right of the line is the line number corresponding to the first underscore. For example, 
look at the line marked as 17. The first underscore indicates the beginning of input line 17, and the second under
score indicates the beginning of the next input line, line 18. Thus the user may determine the line number of any 
printed line, even of reformatted printed lines that do not correspond to the lines as entered. 

As-Entered Printout Versus Formatted Printout 

The choice between the two line-numbered ,printout options just discussed depends on the personal preference of the 
user. The as-entered printout has the advantages of showing embedded commands and of showing each I ine as it 
exists in the computer. Its primary disadvantage, of course, is that data entered in the formatted mode does not look 
the same as it will on the final COPYi that it, it is not formatted. The formatted printout, on the other hand, looks 
the same as the final draft, except for the line numbers in the right margin. Its disadvantages are that it does not 
show embedded commands and that it does not show the I ines as they actually exist in the computer. 
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Editing a Document 

§.AMPLE DOCUMENT 

Ihis is cl sample document. This first 
§"ec tion is being entered in the 
!.!..nformatted mode, which is the 
£.efault mode when the terminal 
£Perator first connects to the system 
~nd logs on. 
Text in the unformatted mode 
~lways printed out exactly as 
was entered. 
hIe now change to the formatted mode. 

!his text: is being typed in the formatted mode. 
The systE~m !!utomatically takes care £f the 
formatting of any text typed in the formatted 
mode, adjusting it to the line width !!nd page 
depth §.PE'C ified by the terminal operator. 

Figure 5. Formatted Printout with Line Numbers 
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Once a document has been entered and a line-numbered copy obtained, it may be edited. Editing includes such 
functions as correcting lines or part's of lines, erasing lines, and inserting additional lines between existing lines. 
Both embedded commands and regular text are subject to editing. Almost all editing functions are performed by 
specifying the line number of 'the line to be edited. 

Line Corrections 

Basic Line-Editing Command 

The user makes corrections by first "calling out" the line number of the line in error. He does this with the basic 
I ine-editing command, which has the form 

8(1ine no.)8 

where (I ine no.) is to be replaced by the number of the I ine to be edited. For example, to edit line 46 the user 
types the command 

TEXT then prints line 46 at the terminal and stops at the end of the I ine. At this point the user can edit the line 
as if he had just entered it and hael not yet struck the RETURN key. That is, he' has four possibilities: 

1. Leave the I ine unchanged, by striking the RETURN key to end it. 

2. Correct the line, by striking the ATTN key, backspacing to an 'error, ,and retyping the rest of the line. 

3. Delete the entire line, by striking the A TIN and RETURN keys. 

4. Add more t'o the end of the line. 

Phrase-Substitution Command 

In addition to the basic I ine-editirlg command, TEXT also has 0 phrase-substitution editing capabi I ity. This enables 
the user to substitute any phrase (any sequence of characters) ir1 place of any other phrase on a given line. The 
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phrase replaced may be part of a word, or even several words, and the phrase replacing it need not be the same 
length. The phrase-substitution command has the form 

8{1 ine no.); (old phrase); (new phrase)@> 

where 

(I ine no.) is the number of the I ine to be edited. 

(old phrase) is the phrase to be replaced. 

(new phrase) is the replacement phrase. 

For example, suppose that line 46 reads "voltage regulator must be repolorized" and that the user wants to change 
"polorized" to "polarized". He can do this with the command 

846;pol or i zed;pol ar i zed@) 

If TEXT finds the phrase to be replaced, it makes the replacement and then prints the altered line at the terminal, 
stopping at the end of the line: 

voltage regulator must be repolarized 

the user can now exercise one of the four editing options described above. 

If TEXT cannot find the phrase to be replaced, it prints the message 

**NO SUCH PHRASE 

A$ in the above example, the "phrase" to be replaced may be only part of a word; on the other hand, it may be a 
full word or several words. The only requirement is that the user include enough characters to uniquely identify the 
phrase being replaced. For example, instead of replacing "polorized" with "polarized ", it is sufficient merely to 
substitute "polar" for "polor", or even "Iar" for "lor". However, it is not sufficient to instruct TEXT to substitute 
"ar" for "or", since the word "regulator" on the same line also contains the phrase "or". TEXT substitutes the new 
phrase for the first occurrence of the phrase to be replaced; thus in the above example the request to substitute "ar" 
for "or" will result in the word "regulator" being changed to "regulatar", rather than the word "repolorized" being 
changed to "repolarized ". 

Replacing Short Words. Care must also be exercised in replacing short words such as "and ", "if", "to ", "a ", etc., 
since they may be contained within a longer word elsewhere on the same line. For example, if line number 26 of a 
document is 

In some lines, short words may be hidden in longer words. 

and the user merely asks to have the phrase "in" replaced by "inside", the result at the terminal will be 

26;in;inside 
In some linsidees, short words may be hidden in longer words. 

The first occurrence of the phrase "in" in the original line 26 was in the word "I ine ", and therefore this is the phrase 
that TEXT replaced with "inside" (note that the first word of the I ine, "In ", begins with a capital letter and hence 
cannot be confused with the phrase "in "). To prevent this the user must include enough additional characters to 
uniquely identify the phrase. In this case it is sufficient to include the space in front of the word "in ": 

26; in; inside 
In some lines, short words may be hidden inside longer words. 

Do not forget to include a blank in front of the replacement word "inside "; see what happens without the blank: 

26; in;inside 
In some I ines, short words may be hiddeninside longer words. 

In general it is advisable to include the space before or after a short word in case the word may be hidden inside 
another word on the same line. 
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Words That Appear Twice on a Line:.. The user must also uniquely identify a word that appears twice on one line, 
or TEXT automatically replaces the first occurrence of the word. This can be accomplished by including one or 
two characters from the word on either side of the word to be replaced. For example, suppose that line 93 of the 
document currently in working storclge is 

If the data light is not on, the information transmitted is lost. 

and that the user wants to change the second "the" to "any". He can do th is as follows: 

93; the in; any in 
if the data light is not on, any information transmitted is lost. 

Supplying the first two characters of the next word is sufficient to distinguish the second "the" from the first. The 
comma before the second "the" could have been supplied instead. 

Length of Phrases. A replacement phrase need not be the same length as the phrase being replaced; it may be 
shorter or longer and may even contain a different number of words than the phrase being replaced. For example, 
assume that line 7 of the document currently in working storage is 

A roll i ng stone gathel"S moss. 

and that the user wants to insert thE~ word "no" before "moss ". This can be accomplished with 

7 iers moss;ers no moss 
A rolling stone gather's no moss. 

Deleting Words or Phrases. The same substitution command can also be used to delete a word or phrase. To delete 
a phrase, simply callout the I ine number and the phrase (followed by a semicolon) as if to replace it, but do not 
supply any replacement phrase. For example, suppose that line 77 of the document currently in working storage is 

The co:st of the auxi I iary power unit is not included in the quoted price. 

and that the user wants to delete the word "not". This can be accompl ished with 

77; not; 
The cost of the auxil i,ary power unit is included in the quoted price. 

The semicolon after "not" is mandat'ory. Notice the space before "not". Either the space before or after a word 
should be deleted along with the word; otherwise two spaces are left between remaining adjacent words, instead of 
one space as desired. 

Correction of Most of Line or End of Line 

Another variation of the basic line-'editing command can be used to delete the remainder of a line beyond a given 
word or phrase. For example, suppose that line 68 of the document currently in working storage is 

This is not true in some Asiatic countries, for exarnple, Korea. 

and that the user wants to delete everything after the word "countries ". This can be accompl ished as follows: 

68;ries 
This is not true in some Asiatic countries 

Now the I ine may be edited as if the user had just typed it. Tht::rt is, the user may do any of the following: 

1. Strike the RETURN key to end the line. 

2. Strike the ATTN key and backspace further into the line, deleting more characters, and then retype to 
the end of the line. 

3. Strike the ATTN and RETURN keys to delete the line, and then reenter it. 

4. Add to the end of the newly shortened line. 
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For instance, the user can delete line 68 beyond the word "countries", as before, and then add to the shortened 
I ine as follows: 

68;ries 
This is not true in some Asiatic countries such as China. 

~------------~¥~------------~/' 4 Pri nted by TEXT Typed by user 

The same result can be obtained by the phrase-substitution method, substituting the phrase "such as China. " for the 
phrase ", for example, Korea. ", but it requires typing both phrases instead of just the new one, When most of a 
line has to be retyped, it is often quicker to delete most of the line and retype it as shown above instead of sub
stituting one long phrase for another. 

Semicolon Within Data to be Edited 

One more feature of the basic I ine-editing command must be mentioned - the treatment of a semicolon within data 
to be edited. Remember that TEXT ordinarily treats a semicolon in a command as the end of I"l phrase. If a phrase 
to be edited by the basic line-editing command contains a semicolon, the semicolon must be the first character of 
the phrase; thus there will be two semicolons in a row. For example, suppose that line 3 of the document currently 
in working storage reads 

disconnected from the supply tank; therefore the fluid 

and the user wants to change it so that "therefore" begins a new sentence. This can be accompl ished as follows: 

3;; there;. There 
disconnected from the supply tank. Therefore the fluid 

The two consecutive semicolons signal TEXT that the second semicolon is part of the phrase to be replaced. The same 
rule appl ies if a semicolon appears in a phrase to be deleted or in a phrase marking the point beyond which the re
mainder of the I ine is to be deleted. But if a replacement phrase contains a semicolon, the semicolon need not be 
the first character. For example, assume that line 38 of the document currently in working storage reads 

The "phrase" to be replaced may be only part of a word. On the other hand, 

and that the user wants to combine the two sentences, using a semicolon. He can accomplish this as follows: 

38;word. On;word;on 
The "phrase" to be replaced may be only part of a word; on the other hand, 

Line Erasures 

TEXT provides a command that allows direct erasure of lines containing text or embedded commands, without first 
typing the line. 

Erasing a Single Line. The command to erase a single line of text has the form 

@e(line no.)8 

where (line no.) is the line number of the line to be erased. For example, to erase line 273 of the current document 
the user types the command 

@e2738 

TEXT then prints the word ERASE and the first few words of line 273 in order to verify that the correct line is being 
erased, and waits for a response from the user. If the wrong I ine has been specified, the user cancels the command 
simply by striking the RETURN key. To proceed with the erasure, the user must type the letter y (for yes) and strike 
the RETURN key. TEXT then erases the line from working storage and prints the following message to verify that the 
erasure has been made: NEXT LINE NUMBER xx, where xx is the line number that will be assigned to the next line 
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the user enters at the end of the document. The compl ete command sequence to delete line 273 of the document 
appears at the terminal as 

e273 
ERASE-- for which the actual ?y 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 531 

Erasing Multiple Lines. The erose command may also be used f'o erose more than one line at a time. In this case 
the command may have either of the following forms 

8e(starting line nc,. };(ending line no. } (2: 

8e(starting line nc,. }-(ending I ine no. }(0 

where 

(starting I ine no.) 

(ending line no.) 

is the rlumber of the fi rst line to be erased. 

is the number of the lost line to be erased. 

For example, to erose lines 57 through 64 of the current document the user may type either of the following commands: 

8e57;64€ 

8e57-64\3 

TEXT then prints a one-I ine messa~~e that contains the word Eru~SE, the first few words of the first I ine to be erased, 
the word THRU, and the first few w,ords of the last I ine to be ercrsed. If this indicates that a wrong I ine has been spec
ified, the user can cancel the command by striking the RETURN key. To proceed with the erasure, the user must type 
the letter y and then strike the RETURN key, just as for a single-line erasure. TEXT then erases the lines from 
working storage and prints the message N EXT LIN E NUMBER X)(, where xx is again the I ine number that wi II be as
signed to the next I ine the user enters at the end of the documenl'. The complete procedure appears at the terminal as: 

e57;64 
ERASE-- of the first part --THRU-- be binding on ?y 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 84 

When the erase command is used, j-he line numbers of erased lines become unassigned (nonexistent), and any attempt 
to call out those I ines for editing results in the error message **ILLEGAL LINE NUMBER. Erasing a I ine does not af
fect the I ine numbers of remaining I ines; that is, the document is not renumbered. -

Inserting/Moving Lilnes 

Inserting Lines 

One or more lines of text may be inserted anywhere in a document. 

Inserting a Single Line. A single I ine of text may be inserted with the command 

Si(line no.)@) 

where (line no.) is the line number to be given to the line. The user then types in a line, and that line is inserted 
in the document with the specified line number. TEXT verifies completion of the insertion by printing the message 

NEXT LINE NUMBER xx 

where xx is the I ine number that w'ill be assigned to the next I ine the user enters at the end of the document. For 
example, the complete sequence te) insert a line at line 63 will appear at the terminal as 

i63 
insert this line as linl= number 63 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 273 
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If a line already exists with the specified line number, the following question is printed: 

REPLACE--first part of line? 

A "ye" response causes the original line to be destroyed and replaced with the new one. 

The insert command may also be used to insert a I ine between two existing lines, simpl y by specifying a I ine number 
that is between the two adjacent lines" The inserted I ine number need not be an integer; for example, to insert a 
I ine between lines 63 and 64, the user can type the command 

8i63.5@ 

Inserted line numbers may have up to three digits after the decimal point (for example, 63.001 to 63.999). 

Inserting Multiple Lines. More than one line may be entered by specifying a line number increment, using the fol
lowing format: 

Si(line number);(increment)@ 

If (I ine number) exists, TEXT prints out a question as described above. Then if a "ye" response is given, TEXT 
prints out the insert line number, and the user types in the first line which is inserted in the document and assigned 
the specified line number. TEXT now prints out a line number for the next line (equal to the previous line number 
plus the increment) and the user enters another line; this process continues for each successive line. 

The insertion is terminated when an existing I ine is encountered, when the user types in another system command, 
or when the command 

<§>iend@ 

is entered. 

For example, suppose the user wishes to insert three I ines between lines 63 and 64; the procedure appears as follows: 

Moving Lines 

i(63. 200);(. 200)§, 
- 63.200: 
Insert the first line as 63.200 

63.400: 
Insert the second I ine as 63.400 

63.600: 
Insert the third line as 63.600 

63.800: 
iend 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 273.00 

New lines of text or embedded commands may be built at the end of a document and moved between existing lines 
of the document, and existing lines may be moved from one point to another. 

Moving a Single Line from the End of a Document. A single line may be entered at the end of a document and then 
moved to another point in the document with the command 

8m(line no.)@) 

where (line no.) is the number of the line after which the line is to be moved. For example, assume that a new line 
is to be inserted after line 32 of the document currentl y in working storage. The user first enters the new I ine and 
strikes the RETURN key, which adds the new I ine to the end of the current document, and then types the command 

8m328 
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This command means "move the last line of this document after line 32". TEXT responds with a one-line message that 
includes the word AFTER, the first few words of the line spec:ified in the move command, the word MOVE, and the 
first few words of the line to be moved. This lets the user check if the correct lines have been specified. If a wrong 
line has been specified, the user can cancel the move command simply by striking the RETURN key. To proceed 
with the move, the user must type the letter y (for yes) and strike the RETURN key. TEXT verifies the move by print
ing the message NEXT LIN E NUMBER xx, where xx is the I ine number that wi II be assigned to the next I ine the user 
enters. Thus if line 32 of the current document reads "A new line is to be moved after this line. ", the complete 
move procedure clppears at the term i no I as: 

This line is to be moved after line 32 
m32 
AFTER-- A new --MOVE-- This line ?y 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 84 

This move command causes the last line of the document to be moved after line 32, and erases it from the end of the 
document. In addition, the mOl/ed I ine is assigned a new I ine number between 32 and the number of the next line. 
Thus if the next line after line 32 is line 33, the inserted I ine will be assigned the number 32.5. In this way lines 
can be inserted without destroying the numbering of the rest of the document. Another line moved after line 32 will 
be assigned a number between 32 and 32.5, or 32.2; a line moved after line 32.5 will be assigned a number between 
32.5 and 33, or 32.7; and so on until all available numbers between 32 and 33 are used. Since line numbers in 
TEXT can have up to three digits after the decimal point (e.g., 32.001 to 32.999), up to 999 lines can be inserted 
between any two lines of the original document. If the user tries to insert more than this, TEXT responds with the 
error message 

**TOO MANY LINES TO MOVE 

Moving Multiple Lines from the End of the Document. Several lines may be added to the end of a document and 
then moved to another point in t'he document. The command for this type of move has the form 

8m(l ine no. );(storting I ine no.)8 

where 

(I ine no.) is the number of the line preceding the point of insertion. 

(starting I ine no. ) i S thE~ line number of the fi rst of the lines to be moved. 

For example, suppose that the us,er wonts to odd three new I ines after line 27 (which reads "Three new I ines are to 
be inserted after this line. ") and that the lost I ine of the document is line 76. He enters the three I ines (which are 
assigned I ine numbers 77, 78, and 79) and types the command 

9m27;77<§) 

TEXT responds with a one-line message that includes the word AFTER, the first few words of the line that the insert 
is to follow, the word MOVE, the first few words of the first line to be moved, and the phrase THRU END OF 
DOCUMENT. Again, if this printout indicates that a wrong line has been specified, the user can cancel the com
mand by striking the RETURN key. To complete the move, the user must type the letter yond then strike the 
RETURN key, just as for a singIE~-1 ine move. TEXT then completes the move and prints the message NEXT LIN E 
NUMBER xx, where xx is again the line number that will be assigned to the next line the user enters. The complete 
move process is shown at the terminal as: 

These three lines eIre to be 
moved after 
I ine number 27. 
m27;77 
AFTER-- Three new --MOVE-- These three --THRU END OF DOCUMENT ?y 
N EXT LIN E NUMBER 77 

The command m27;77 inserts the three new lines (from line 77 to the end of the document) after line 27, and erases 
them from the end of the documemt. Since these li'nes are erased, NEXT LINE NUMBER again becomes line 77; 
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remember that this is the number to be assigned to the next I ine the user enters and is always at the end of the 
document. The three inserted lines are assigned new line numbers between the adjacent lines. 

Determining Next Line Number. Note that to insert multiple I ines the user must know the first I ine number of the 
lines to be moved. This can easily be determined by typing the following command before the lines are entered: 

This command instructs TEXT to print the number to be assigned to the next line the user enters, which will of 
course be the first of the lines to be moved. Using the previous example, the printout at the terminal will be 

n 

NEXT LIN E NUMBER 77 

where NEXT LINE NUMBER 77 is printed by TEXT. Of course if the user forgets to request the next line number 
before entering the I ines to be moved, he can always request the next I ine number afterward and then count back 
to the first line to be moved. For example, if the user enters 10 lines to be moved and he finds out via the next
line-number request that the next number is 90, the first line number to be moved is line 80. 

Moving Groups of Existing Lines. A group of I ines may be moved from one part of a document to another, with the 
following form of the move command: 

8m(line no. );(starting line no. );(ending line no.)8 

where 

(line no.) is the number of the line preceding the point of insertion. 

(storti ng line no. ) is the fi rst number of thl! lines to be moved. 

(ending line no.) is the last number of the lines to be moved. 

For example, assume that lines 130-136 of the document currently in working storage are 

Move three I ines after this line. 
Not this one 
nor this one 
but this one 
through 
this one, 
Stop. 

To move lines 133-135 after line 130, type the command 

8m 130; 133; 1358 

130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 

This command says "after line 130, move lines 133 through 135". TEXT responds with a one-line message contain
ing the word AFTER, the first few words of line 130, the word MOVE, the first few words of line 133, the 
word THRU, and the first few words of line 135. This again gives the user the opportunity to cancel the command 
if a wrong line has been specified. To cancel the command, he simply strikes the RETURN key. To complete the 
move, he types the letter y and then strikes the RETURN key. TEXT then completes the move and prints the message 
NEXT LINE NUMBER xx, where xx again is the line number that will be assigned to the next line the user enters. 
The complete procedure for moving these I ines wi II appear at the terminal as: 

m 130; 133; 135 
AFTER-- Move three --MOVE-- but this --THRU-- this one, ?y 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 237 
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The three lines are moved and renumbered, and the 01 d lines 133-135 are erased from the document. Note that 
when I ines are moved from the middle of the document the erased I ine numbers become nonexistent, and any attempt 
to reference these I ine numbers results in an error message; but new I ines can be moved or inserted at these line 
numbers. 

Moving a Single Existing Line. To move a single line from one point to anotherpoint within a document, use the 
group-move command iust described but specify the same I ine number for the beginning and the end of the I ines to 
be moved. Thus to move only line 133 to after line 130 in the previous example, type the command 

8m 130; 133; 133 ~ •. 

This move operation will appear at the terminal as: 

m 130; 133; 133 
AFTER-- Move three --MOVE-- but this ?y 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 237 

Precautions in Moving Groups of Lines 

When moving groups of lines (from the end of a documen't or from within a document), certain precautions 
are in order. 

Maintaining Paragraphs. If an l:!intire paragraph is moved from one formatted section to another, remember to in
clude at least one blank I ine before the paragraph if it is supposed to remain a separate paragraph. Otherwise 
the moved paragraph wi II be added to the preceding paragraph. 

Maintaining Format Commands. If a line or section of text is moved from an unformatted section into a formatted 
section (or vice versa), remember to precede it with the apprapriate formatting command and to follow it with the 
formatting command to return the document to its original fot'matting mode. Of course these formatting commands 
may be built and moved around ~he transplanted text in a separate move operatian. 

Storing and Retrieving a Document 

The working storage and permanent storage areas of the computer were discussed in Chapter 2. In brief review, 
working storage is a temporary storage area containing the document currently being worked on. All documents are 
first entered into working storage and are eventually printed from this area. There may be only one document in 
working storage at a time (seven:d documents added together in working storage are considered as one document). 
Permanent storage is used to savle documents for future use. Documents cannot be edited or printed while in perma
nent storage; before editing or printing a document, the user must copy it into working storage. Documents are 
copied back and forth between working storage and permanent storage, cleared from working storage, and deleted 
from permanent storage with the commands described below. 

Storing a Document 

The user may permanently save CI document that is in working storage by copying it into permanent storage; this 
is referred to as "storing" the document. When he stores the document, he stores a unique name along with it for 
identification purposes, and sometimes a code word (or "password ") to restrict its availabil ity to other users. All 
of this is handled with the "storE!" commands descri bed below. 

When a document is stored, TEXT automatically stores the current format specifications for printout (I ine width, 
page depth, and system tab settings) along with it, and then prints them when the document is retrieved. 

"·Unti 10- storage request is success;fully completed, TEXT has control of and locks the terminal keyboard. On com
pletion of storage, TEXT prints the following message at the terminal: 

DOCUMENT STORED 

Note that storing <.Q document in permanent storage merely places a copy there; the document is not I iterally "picked 
up" and transferred to permanent" storage. Thus the original sti II remains in working storage and may still be altered 
even though the changes will not appear in the copy in permanent storage. 
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If the store command is interrupted before completion (by hitting the 8 key), the following message is printed: 

STORE COMMAND INTERRUPTED 
NUMBER OF LINES STORED: xxx 
CONTINUE STORE? 

If the user given a ly8" response, the store command continues; any other response stops the command with xxx 
lines stored. 

Basic Store Command 

The basic store command is used to copy a document from working storage into permanent storage. This command 
has the form 

8si(name}<2 

where (name) is the name to be assigned to the document. The document name may consist of from 1 to 31 alpha
numeric characters (that is, alphabetic A-Z, a-z, and numeric 0-9); it may not contain any blanks. As an example, 
suppose the user wants to store the document that is currently in working storage into permanent storage, and give 
it the name EXAMPLE. He will type the command 

(§siEXAMPLE:0 

TEXT acknowledges completion of storage by printing the message DOCUMENT STORED. Thus this example will 
appear at the terminal as 

s;EXAMPLE 
DOCUMENT STORED 

Note that, depending on the length of the document being stored, there may be a substantial pause between the 
time the store command is given and the time the DOCUMENT STORED message is returned. 

Store Command with Document Identification and Password 

Variations of the store command allow the user to associate a "document identification II and a "document password II 
with the document. 

Document Identification. The document identification is a brief description of the document and is printed along 
with the name of the document when the user requests a list of all documents stored in an account or requests to have 
a document deleted. 

Document Password. Every document in permanent storage is associated with the account number under which the 
user "Iogged on "i this number is the first of the three log-on code words used to gain access to TEXT. Normally 
each TEXT user wi II have a different account number. These account numbers provide a I imited form of document 
security; that is, a user logged on under one account cannot access documents in another account without knowing 
the account number and cannot ever del ete documents in another account. 

If several users share an account number, additional document security can be provided in the form of a password 
stored with a document. Unlike an account number, a password does not have to be authorized or approved by the 
computer center. The document password prevents unauthori zed users from getti ng a document (that is, copyi ng it 
into working storage) or deleting a document from permanent storage. If no password is supplied when the document 
is stored, anyone in the same account may get or del ete a document; and anyone in another ~ccount may get the 
document if he knows the account number, but may not delete it. 

Note: The document password used when storing a document has no connection with the log-on password 
that was discussed in the section titled "TEXT Log-On Procedure II in Chapter 3. 
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Command Format and Examples._ To store a document with 0 document identification and a document password, 
use the follow i n~~ form of the store command: 

Gs; (name); [(doc:ument identification)]; [(document password)}0 

where 

(name) is the name to be given to the document. It' may consist of from 1 to 31 alphanumeric characters, 
with no blanks allowed. 

(document identification) is the optional identification for the document. It may consist of from 1 to 63 
alphanumeric characte!rs, with blanks allowed. 

(document password) is the optional password. It moy consist of from 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters, with 
no blanks allowed. 

Notice that everything following the document name in this store command is optional; that is, any of the entries 
may be omitted. If an entry is omitted at the end of the command, the semicolon preceding it should also be 
omitted. If an entry is omitted in the middle of a command, however, the semicolon must be included. Examples 
of this store command are showrl in Figure 6 as they will appear ot the terminal. 

Additional Variations of Store Command 

Three additional variations of the store command permit storing a portion of a document, renumbering a stored docu
ment, and storing a document in a format suitable for use by programs other than TEXT. These variations of the store 
command are described in Chapter 5, "Advanced Commands". 

Dupl icate Document Names 

No two documents in the same clccount in permanent storage may have the same name. If the user attempts to store 
a document with a name that has already been used, TEXT prints the following message: 

DUPLICATE NAME--DELETE OLD DOCUMENT? 

If a "y8" response is given, the old document will be deletetd, and the store operation will continue. If any other 
response is given, the command will be cancelled. 

With all options 

!.;Fred ;Employee payroll file ;Groucho 

With document identificatktn only 

~;AbCd;NASA proposal 

With document password on!x, 

!.;FlLEl;;GET12345 

With no options 

!.;EXAMPLE 

Figure 6. Store Command with Various Options 
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If the old document was stored with a document identification and the user specifies a new one in the store commend, 
the new identification replaces the old one. If the user does not specify a new identification, the following mes
sage is displayed: 

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN OLD DOC ID? 

If the user types in a "y\0" response, the old document identification wHI be retained; any other response causes 
the old identification to be deleted. 

Storing a Nonexistent Document 

If the user types a store command and there is nothing in working storage to store, TEXT types the error message 

**NOTHING TO STORE 

Retrieving 8 Document 

The user may "retrieve" a document from permanent storage by copying it into working storage. When retrieving 
the document, the user must specify the document name and its password, if one was stored with the document. All 
of this is handled with variations of the "get" command as described below. Note that the get command actually 
copies the named document into working storage; it does not I iterally "pick up" the document and transfer it to 
working storage. Thus a copy still remains in permanent storage. Once the document has been copied into working 
storage, it may be worked on as if the user had just entered it at the terminal. 

TEXT acknowledges retrieval of a document by printing the number of lines in the document, the format specifications in 
effect when the document was stored, and the next line number to be assigned. This is described in moredetail below. 

Get Command 

The basic get command is used to retrieve a document previously stored in the same account with no password. It 
has the form 

8gi(name)@) 

where (name) is the name stored with the document. For instance, s.uppose the user wants to retrieve a document 
named EXAMPLE; the command is 

8g;E~MPLEE0 

This command says "get the document named E~MPLE which is in permanent storage in my account ". If a document 
password was stored with the document, then that password must be supplied to retrieve it. For example, if a docu
ment named IISecret" was stored with document password IIwoid", the get command to retrieve this document is 

8g; Secret;woi d@ 

If the document to be retrieved is in another account, that account number must be supplied along with the document 
name in the get command. For example, if the document named EXAMPLE was stored (with no password) in account 
number C371B641, and the user at the terminal is logged on under a different account, the get command to retrieve 
this document is 

8g;E~MPLE.C371 B641@l 

Note that the document name and the account number are separated by a period, not a semicolon. If the document 
to be retrieved is in another account and was stored with a document password, both the account number and the 
password must be supplied in the get command. For example, if the document named IISecret" was stored with the 
password "woid" in account number 7364, and the requesting user is logged on in another account, the get command 
to retrieve this document is 

8g; Secret .7364;woi de 

Responses to Get Command 

Successful Retrieval. When a document has been successfully retrieved from permanent storage, TEXT prints mes
sages that reflect the number of lines in the document, the format specifications (line width, page depth, and sys
tem tab settings) that were in effect when the document was stored, and the line number that will be assigned to 
the next line the user enters. (Depending on the length of the document, there may be a substantial pause between 
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the time the get command is given and the time these messages are returned.) As an example, note the following 
TEXT response to the retrieval of a document named CAT: 

DOCUMI:NT :CA T 
LINES: 260 

WIDTH 65 DEPTH 35 CONTINUOUS-FORM DEPTH 72 

----t----t----------------------------------------------------t 
UNFORMATTED MODE 
NEXT LINE NUMBER 261. 000 

At this point TEXT compares the saved document width, depth, and tabs to those in working storage. If they are the 
same, nothing further is printed and l·he get command processing is terminated. However, if they differ, the follow
ing message is printed: 

RES TORE SA VED DOCIJMEN T WIDTH, DEPTH, TABS? 

If the user responds with a "y C " seqlJence, working storage wi II be reset to the width, depth, and tabs of the saved 
document and the following message wi II be printed: 

SAVED DOCUMENT FORMAT RESTORED 

If any other response to the above question is received, TEXT leaves the working storage format unchanged ond 
prints: 

WORKING STORAGE FORMAT RETAINED 

If working storage is clear (empty) when the get request is issued, the requested document is simply copied into 
working storage; the copy is on exocl' imoge of the document when it wos stored, including line numbers. If a docu
ment is olreody in working storage, however, TEXT odds the retrieved document to the end of the existing document 
and automatically renl)mbers it. In this case TEXT also prints a messoge containing the last line number of the 
existing document. The user can determine the new line numbers of the retrieved document by adding the old line 
numbers to this number. For exomplEl, ossume line 200 is the lost line of a document currently in working storage. 
Then if 0 document nomed PART2, hoving 100 I ines, is retrieved ond odded to working storoge, TEXT prints 
the following messoges: 

DOCUMENT: PART2 
LINES: 100 
ADDED AFTER LINE: 200.000 

WIDTH 65 DEPTH 35 CONTINUOUS-FORM DEPTH 72 
-t---t-.. t 

FORMA nED MODE 
NEXT LINE NUMBER aOl. 000 

Notice in this cose thclt the I ines will be renumbered by odding 200 to the old I ine numbers. Thus, line 1 of PART2 
becomes 201 (thot is, 200+1) of working storoge, line 20 becomes 220, line 37.64 becomes line 237.64, etc. 

This copobility of odding one dOCUmE!nt to onother document in working storoge ollows 0 lorge document to be cre
oted in ports ond then combined. The only restriction is thot the some formot specificotions (I ine width, poge depth, 
ond tobs) should be used in creoting leoch port, since the final combined document moy hove only one set of print
out formotspecificotions. 

Unsuccessful Retrievo I. If the user tries to retrieve 0 document thot does not exist or thot exists in another account 
and the account number is incorrectly' given, tEXT responds to the get commond with the message 

**DOCLJMENT DOES I"-JOT EXIST 

If the user incorrectly supplies or doe~s not supply 0 needed password in the get command, TEXT responds with 
the message 

**DOCUMENT ACCESS DENIED 
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Deleting a Document 

A user may delete a document from permanent storage in the same account at any time by using the delete command; 
he can never delete a document in another account. To delete a document that was stored without a password, use 
a basic delete command of the form 

9d;(name)8 

where (name) is the name that was stored with the document. For example, assume that the document named 
"Hobart" was stored wi thout a document password; the command to delete this document is 

8d;Hobart8 

TEXT responds by printing the document identification, or merely the document name if the document was stored 
without document identification. At this time the user can either cancel the command by striking the RETURN key 
or proceed with the deletion by typing the letter yond then striking the RETURN key. To acknowledge deletion 
of the document, TEXT prints a message of the form 

DOCUMENT DELETED 

The entire procedure to delete the document named IIHobart ll appears at the terminal as 

d;Hobart 
DELETE--Division 3 Employee Fi Ie ?y 
DOCUMENT DELETED 

where "Division 3 Employee File ll is the document identification that was stored with the document. 

If the document was stored with a document password, the user must supply that password along with the document 
name. For example, if the document "Hobart II was stored with the document password 17348, the TEXT command to 
delete this document is 

<.§>diHobart; 173488 

If the user does not supply the correct document password in the delete command, TEXT prints the following error 
message and does not delete the document: 

**DOCUMENT ACCESS DENIED 

Clearing Working Storage 

Only one document is in working storage at a time. If a document currently exists in working storage and another 
document is entered at the terminal or retrieved from permanent storage, the new document will be added to the 
end of the existing document rather thein replacing 'it. If the user does not want to add the new document to the 
existing one, he must first type the following command to clear working storage 

9clear'9 

If the user wants to save the document that is in working storage, he must remember to store it before clearing work
ing storage. Otherwise the document will be destroyed. 

Ending a Terminal Session 

To end a terminal session, the user types the command 
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This either immediately breaks the connection between the terminal and the computer Or causes an exclamation 
mark (! I to be printed at the terminal. If the exclamation mark l::lppears, type the following command directly 

after it (on the same line I to complete the logging-off process: 

OFF 

The logging-off process is also descr':bed in Chapter 3. 
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5. ADVANCED COMMANDS 

The commands used in advanced operations are presented in two groups: embedded commands and system commands. 
The user should not attempt to use these advanced commands unti I he feels comfortable with the basic commands 
that were described in Chapter 4. 

Embedded Commands 

Chapter 2 defined an embedded command as one that is stored with a document for action during subsequent printout, 
and one that usually specifies formatting or indexing information. (Formatting information controls the appearance 
of a document when it is printed, and indexing information facilitates quick access to certain portions of the docu
ment.) Two embedded commands - the unformatted-mode command and the formatted-mode command - were de
scribed in Chapter 4. The remaining embedded commands are described below. 

Format-Mode Commands 

Chapter 4 introduced the formatted and unformatted modes for entering documents or sections of documents. This 
chapter describes four other text-entry modes for handling special types of text: 

Centered Mode 
Headi ng Mode 
Footing Mode 
Table Mode 

The first three of these modes are variations of the basic unformatted mode, while the fourth is an entirely different 
text-entry mode designed to handle tabular data. 

Centered Mode 

Lines entered in this mode are automatically centered on printout. To enter lines in this mode, the user precedes 
the lines with the command 

8tuc@) 

This command merely adds a character ("cit for "centered") to the basic unformatted mode command; this is true of 
all variations of the unformatted mode, TEXT responds to this command by printing the message 

UNFORMATTED MODE 

Each line the user enters after this point (up to another formatting command) wi II be centered in the middle of the 
page when the document is printed. The middle of the page is determined as half the line width specified for the 
document; if the document line width is changed, centering is adjusted accordingly on printout. 

For example, suppose the user wants to center a three-line heading of a document and format the rest of the docu
ment to a specified line width. He wi" enter the heading in the centered mode and the rest of the document in the 
formatted mode as shown in Figure 7. The final printed document is shown in Figure 8 with a line width of 
80 characters. 

Notice that text entered in the centered mode is indeed unformatted: each input line is printed as one output line. 
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1uc 
l';\FORNATTED ~10DE 

Bulletin S36-1 

Operating Instructions for 
Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner 

1f 
FOR!-1A TTED !'lODE 

The Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner is 
capable of giving many hours of trouble-free service 
if prcperl\' lIsed and maintained. 
This bulletin describes the operation of the 
unit; installation and maintenance instructions 
are given in Bulletin ;\0. S36-2, "Installation 
and Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air 
Conditioner". 

Figure 7. Entering Lines in Centered Mode 

Bulletin 536-1 

Operating Instructions for 
Model 5/36 Room Air Conditioner 

The Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner is capable of glvlng many hours of 
trouble-free service if properl~' used and maintained. This bulletin describes 
the operation of the unit; installation and maintenance instructions are given 
in Bulletin ~o. 536-2, "Installation and Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air 
Conditioner". 

Figure 8. Printout of Lines' Entered in Centered Mode 

Headi ng and Footi ng Modes 

These modes facilitate the printing of one or more lines as headings and footings 'on specified pages of a document, 
and also allow automatic page numbering. To enter lines in the heading mode, the user precedes the lines 
with a command of the form 

8tuh{nn)',S 

where (nn) is a code that specifies the pages on which the heading is to be printed; it must be one of the codes 
given in Table 3. If the page code is omitted, TEXT automatically prints the headings on all except the first page 
(i. e., code 23). Text responds :~o the heading-mode command with the -message 

HEADING MODE 

All lines entered after this up to the next formatting command will automatically be typed at the top left margin of 
succeeding pages when the document is printed. 
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Table 3. Page Codes for Headings/Footings 

Code t Meaning 

12 Heading/footing is to be typed on every page. 

13 Heading/footing is to be typed on every odd-numbered page. 

23 Heading/footing is to be typed on every page except the first. 

24 Heading/footing is to be typed on every even-numbered page. 

35 Heading/footing is to be typed on every odd-numbered page except the first. 

t Note that this code represents the first two pages on whi ch the heading or footing wi II be pri nted. 
Thus for a code of -12, the first two pages will be 1 and 2; for a code of 13, the first two pages will 
be 1 and 3; etc. 

To enter lines in the footing mode, the user precedes the lines with a command of the form 

9tuf(nn)8 

where nn is one of the codes in Table 3 and specifies the pages on which the footing is to be printed. If the page 
code is omitted, TEXT automatically prints the footing at the bottom of every page (j. e., code 12). TEXT responds 
to the footing-mode command with the message 

FOOTIN G MODE 

All lines entered after this up to the next formatting command wi II automatically be typed as a footing at the bottom 
left margin of succeeding pages when the document is printed. 

Examples of these two format-mode commands are shown below. The first example introduces a heading that is to be 
printed on every page of a document, and the second introduces a footing that is to be printed on every odd-numbered 
page. 

8tuh120J 
9tuf138 

The text of a heading or footing is unformatted; that is, each input line prints as one output line. There is no at
tempt to combine lines to fulfill line-width requirements as there is with formatted text. 

An example of an actual heading entry as it might appear at the terminal is shown below. 

tuh23 
HEADING MODE 
Demois Project 
FINAL REPORT 

tf 

In this example the user requests the heading mode, and types a heading to be printed at the top of every page of 
the document except the first page. The heading includes two lines of text and three blank lines to separate the 
heading from the rest of the printed page. The command to enter the formatted mode (tf) terminates the heading 
mode. -
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An actua I footi ng entry mi ght appear at the termi na I as 

tuf 
FOOTI NG MODE 
t+2 
CHAPTER 4 
PROBABILITY THEORY 
tu 

In this example the user requests the footing mode, requests that the faoting be separated fram the rest of the printed 
page with two blank lines (this command is detailed later in this chapter), types a two-line footing to be printed on 
every page of the document, and requests the unformatted mc)de 

Blank Lines Between Heading/Foating and Main Text. The blank lines that separate a heading or footing from main 
text must be included as part of ,the heading or footing entry, or there will be no separation from the main text. 
For example, if two lines are to appear between a heading and the first line of text, the user enters the heading 
lines and then either strikes the RETURN key twice or types the command t+2 as shown in the above examples. He 
then ends the heading mode with another format-mode command and proceeds with entering text. The same principle 
applies to footings. 

Effect of Heading/Footing Commend During Printout. A heading or footing can be introduced at any point in a 
document, and wi II take effect os follows during printout: 

1. If a heading-mode command is encountered anywhere on a page, the command will be executed im-
mediately and the heading ~ill appear on that page if requested. Thus for instance, if 0 heading 
is to be printed on thEl first page of a document, the heading-mode command may occur anywhere 
within that page. 

- 2. If a footing-mode command is encountered on a page, 'the command wi II be executed immediately and the 
footing wi II appear on that page if requested and if enough room is left on the page. 

Changing or Discontinuing a Heading/Footing. A heading or footing can be changed at any time merely by enterirg 
a new one; each new heading or footing discontinues the existing one. To discontinue 0 heading or footing without 
adding a new one, the user should request a heading or footing mode and then immediately request another format 
mode (table mode, centered mode!, formatted mode, etc.). For example, the following commands can be used to 
discontinue an existing heading mode: 

@>tuh'8 
@>tf@ 

Notice that the first command requests the heading mode, and the second command requests the formatted mode. 

Page Depth With Heading/Footing. During printout a heading or footing is always printed within the specified page 
depth, and the number of lines in the main text are adiusted to accommodate the heading or footing. For example, 
if the user specifies 0 page depth of 40 lines per page and a heading contains eight lines (including blank lines be
tween headi ng and text), on I y 32 lines of the document wi II be pri nted on each page. Thus each page wi II always 
contain the page depth specified by the user. 

Placement of Heading/Footing on Page. As previously mentioned, headings and footings are normally printed 
beginning at the left page margin. In addition, the user may specify that they be centered, printed against the 
right margin, or printed alternately against the left and right margins. He does this by using variations of the 
'heading-mode and footing-mode commands as shown in Table 4. 

Automatic Page Numbering. The user can employ the automatic page-numbering feature by typing the following 
command at the point the page number is to appear in a headi ng or footi ng: 
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Table 4. Placement of Heading/Footing on Page 

Headi ng/Footi ng 
Desired Heading/Footing Placement Command to Use t 

Left Margin 

Heading printed against left margin of each page. tuh (nn) 
Footing printed against left margin of each page. tuf(nn) 

Right Margin 

Heading printed against right margin of each page. tuhr(nn) 
Footing printed against right margin of each page. tufr(nn) 

Centered 

Heading centered within specified page width. tuhc{nn) 
Footing centered within specified page width. tufc{nn) 

Alternated 

Heading printed against left margin on even-numbered 
pages and right margin on odd-numbered pages. tuha{nn) 

Footing printed against left margin on even-numbered 
pages and right margin on odd-numbered pages. tufa{nn) 

tRemember that (nn) in the command must be replaced by one of the codes in Table 3. 

When TEXT encounters this command during printout of a heading or footing, it automatically prints the page number 
and then continues if there is more text to be printed. An example of entering this command is shown below: 

tuh23 
HEADING MODE 
Feasibi lity Study 
Hobart Emission Control Devi ce 
Page 
tf 

This example will cause the current page number to be printed on the last line of a three-line heading. Notice that 
the command to print the page number is entered after the word "Page", as evidenced by the underline. TEXT auto
matically substitutes the current page number in place of this command as each page is printed. Also notice the 
blank between the word "Page" and the underline. The user must supply blanks between the command and adjacent 
words, or there wi II be no space between the page number and adjacent words on printout. 

The user may also want to print a page number by itself, with no other heading or footing information. To print just 
the page number at the bottom of the page,' for example, the user may enter the following commands: 

tuf 
FOOTIN G MODE 
t+3 

tf 

In this example the user requests the footing mode, requests that three lines be skipped between the main text and 
the footing, spaces to the location for the page ,number and enters the command to print the page number, 
and then requests another format mode. This series of commands wi II cause the page number to be printed five 
spaces from the left page margin at the bottom of the page. 
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Table Mode 

The table made greatly simplifie~; the entry of long or complicated tables. Tables can of course be constructed using 
the unformatted mode as shown in Chapter 4 (and repeated below as Figure 9), but that method requires manually 
spacing the entries to proper aliSlnment and is thus time-consuming and error-prone. The table mode is a great im
provement over entering tables in the unformatted mode. Before describing the table mode, however, it is necessary 
to introduce the nomenclature used in connection with tables. 

Table Nomenclature. A table is a collection of data (numbers, words, phrases, etc.) arranged in 0 symmetrical 
manner. The table constructed in Figure 9 is an example. Each individual item in a table is called an entry; thus 
in Figure 9 the word "Feature" is. an entry, as are the phrases "Two-tone paint", "Brand A", etc. The individual 
entries of a table are aligned horizontally and vertically for ease in reading and understanding the table. The 
entries lined-up horizontally are called rows, and those lined-up vertically are called columns. For example, 
Figure 10 shows a table that has ~hree rows and three columns and visually defines the direction af rows and columns. 
Individual entries in this table are A, B, C, etc. 

Entries are normally typed into a table by rows. Thus to construct the table in Figure 10 the user will normally type 
first A, then B, and then C to enter the first row; then 0, E, and F for the second row; and so forth. In addition, 
the table mode allows entries to be input by columns. Entries input by columns (A, 0, G, then B, E, H, etc. ) are 
then correctly arranged by TEXT. 

Table Entry by Rows. To enter tables by rows, type the following table-mode command: 

A ta b Ie; r; (n ) =-

where (n) is the number of lines t·o be skipped between each output row; (n) may be any integer value from 0 to 98. 
If (n) is omitted, one blank line will be inserted between each row, 

TEXT responds by printing the me!Ssage 

TABLE MOOE--PROVIDE FORMAT 

At this point the user must type irl 0 format for the table of thE~ form 

f. .... f ... f .... 0.'> 

!U 
C~FORMATTED MODE 

.lli!..1ill Brand A Brand B 

Two-tone paint Yes Yes 

Thermostatic control Yes Yes 

Hypervated spamfratch Yes ~o 

Figure 9. Entry of a Table in Unformatted Mode 

N M 
c: c: c: 
E E E 
;:) :> :> 

'0 '0 '0 
u u u 

1 1 1 
row l __ A B C 

row 2 D ,E F 

row 3 G H 
I 

1 ! 
Figure 10. Table with Three Rows and Three Columns 
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Here each f signifies the beginning of a new column, and the periods specify the width of each column (any f may 
be replaced by a u, and any number of dots immediately preceding each for u may be replaced by spaces, as will 
be described shortly). The table format entry is terminated by a RETURN keystroke. This format specification is 
assigned a line number- just like any other line of the document. Following this format specification, the user types 
the entries for the table; he follows each individual entry with two RETURN keys, and signals the end of each row 
by typing the command 

@tend8 

For example, if the user specifies a table format with three columns (three £Is, as above), then three entries must 
be typed to complete each row, The table input is terminated when the user enters another format-mode command 
(tf, tu, etc,). 

An example of entering a table by rows is shown in Figure 11; this is the same table that was previously entered in 
the unformatted mode (see Figure 9). Notice in Figure 11 that three columns have been specified: the first column 
starts at the left margin and is 25 spaces wide (the f plus 24 dots); the second column starts at position 26 and is 
9 spaces wide; and the third column starts at position 35 and is also 9 spaces wide. Three rows of data are input, 
with each row having three entries. When the user requests a printout of the document, TEXT wi II print this table 
as shown in Fi gure 1 2. 

lable;r 
TABLE MODE--PROVIDE FORMAT 
f .••••••..•..•.•••••..••• f •••••••• f ••...••• 
Feature 

Brand A 

Brand B 
lend 
Two-tone paint 

Yes 

Yes 
lend 
Thermostatic control 

Yes 

Yes 
lend 
Hypervated spamfratch 

Yes 

No 

lend 
If 

Figure 1 L Entry of a Table in Table Mode, by Rows 

Feature Brand A Brand B 

Two-tone paint Yes Yes 

Thermostatic control Yes Yes 

Hypervated spamfratch Yes No 

Fi gure 12. TEXT Pri ntout of Fi gure 11 
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Notice that TEXT has formed the data into a three-column table, with a column beginning at each f in the table 
format specification, as illustrated below: 

f. ....................... f. ....... f ....... . 
Feature Brand A Brand B 

(format specification) 
(TEXT printout) 

Also notice that the entries in Figure 11 are each terminated by two RETURNs. This is mandatory; two entries sepa
rated by only a single RETURN will be treated as a single entry. The extra RETURNs are not necessary, however, 
before or after the tend command. 

The example shows how the tablE~ mode can simplify the entry of long and complicated tables. Furthermore, the 
table mode enables the user to e.><periment with different formats. If the format of the table is unsatisfactory when 
printed (columns too close together or too far apart, etc.), only the format specification (f ... f. .. ) need be 
changed; it is not necessary to retype any of the table entries. 

TEXT treats each column entry as a formatted line of the specified column width (indicated by the f plus the number 
of dots in the format specification). Thus if a parti cular column entry is too wide for the column, TEXT automati
colly continues it on the next line of the same column. For example, suppose that the format specification for the 
table of Figure 11 is given as 

f. ............... f. ....... f. ...... . 

This specifies a width of only 17 spaces for the first column, whi Ie two entries in the column are longer than 17 char
acters. TEXT wi II handle the pr:intout as shown in Figure 13. Notice in this figure that TEXT continues the oversize 
column entries on the next line crnd aligns the remaining rows. Any entry may overflow its column width (that is, 
overflows are not I <f3?icted to the first column as shown in this example), and TEXT will automatically continue the 
column on the next line (and as many following lines as necessary) and realign the remaining rows. 

In TEXT tables an undesirable situation may arise if an entry is the same length as the column specification: no 
space wi II be left between that emtry and the adjacent one on printout. For example, if the first column width for 
the example of Figure 11 is shortened to 14 characters (f plus 13 dots), the second line of the table will be printed 
as: 

Two-tone paintYes Yes 

because the column entry lI)'wo-tone paint ll is exactly 14 characters long. The user can avoid this situation by 
inserting one or more spaces immediately before each f in the format specification. This instructs TEXT to leave 
that many spaces between the columns. These spaces are not included in the specified line width, which is sti II 
determined by the f and the number of dots following it. An example of inserting spaces in the format specification 
is shown below: 

f. . . . . . . . . . . f. ....... f ....... . 

This format specification instructs TEXT to print up to 12 characters in the first column and to leave at least two 
spaces between the first and second columns. The second column begins at print position 15. In general it is a 
good practice to include one or more spaces before each f in the format specification, so that printed table entries 
will not run together. 

Feature Brand A Brand B 

Two-tone paint Yes Yes 

Thermostatic Yes Yes 
control 

Hypervated Yes No 
spamfratch 

Figure 13. TEXT Printout of Figure 11 with Different Format Specification 
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The user may type the letter u instead of the letter f in any position of a table-mode format specification. The 
letter u means that a column is to start at that position, but that the column is to be unformatted; that is, entries 
in this column are to be printed exactly as they were entered. This means that entries for an unformatted column 
should be no wider than the specified column width. 

Unformatted columns may be used to control the placement of table entries; they are especially useful when indent
ing or centering entries in a column or when creating multi line entries. Figure 14 shows an example of entering a 
table with unformatted columns, and Figure 15 shows a TEXT printout of the table. Notice in this example that the 
unformatted columns are used to force the column headings to appear on two separate lines. 

lable;r 
TABLE MODE--PROVIDE FORMAT 
u............. u............. u ............ . 

Time 

..lli£..:.l 

Temp . 

..ilL 

Press. 

illW 
lend 

10.0 

74.3 

14.7 
lend 

20.0 

93.2 

17.9 
lend 

30.0 

23.2 
lend 

40.0· 

37.4 
lend 
lu 

Figure 14. Entry of a Table with Unformatted Columns and Blank Entries 

Time Temp. Press. 

..lli£..:.l ..lIL illW 

10.0 74.3 14.7 

20.0 93.2 17.9 

30.0 23.2 

40.0 37.4 

Figure 15. TEXT Printout of Figure 14 
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Table entries may olso be left blank. The user specifies a blank entry by striking two RETURN keys in succession. 
Thus there will be four RETURN keystrokes in succession: the normal two to terminate the previous entry, and two 
to indicate that the current entry is blank. Blank entries are shown in Figures 14 and 15. 

It should be noted that formatted and unformatted columns ma)1 also be mixed in a single table. 

Table Entry by Columns. TEXT also permits the entry of tabular data by columns. To enter tables by columns, type 
the following table-mode command: 

8 table;c;(n) ~:' 

where (n) has the same meaning as in entry by rows. 

The number and location of columns is then specified in the toble format specification (f. .. f ... etc.) just as for 
table entry by rows, and the individual table entries are typed, starting with the leftmost column. The user follows 
each entry with two RETURNs, and signals the end of each column by typing the command 

@>tend·C 

The table mode for entry by colurnns is ended by entering another format-mode command (tf, tu, etc.). 

Figure 16 shows the same table that was used to demonstrate tClble entry by rows (Figure 11), but entered here by 
columns. The printout for this table will be the same as showr1 in Figure 12. Notice that everything else except 
the initia I table mc)de command is the same as for input by rows: each table entry must be followed by two RETURNs, 
columns denoted by an f in the table format specification are l:Jutomaticaily formatted by TEXT, the letter f in the 
format specification may be replaced by the letter u if the column is to be unformatted, and one or more blanks may 
precede each f (or u) if spnces are to be left between columns. 

lable;c 
TABLE MODE--PROVIDE FORMAT 

f •....................... f .•••.•.. f •..•..•• 

~~ 

Two-tone paint 

Thermostatic control 

Hypervated spamfratch 
lend 
Bran~ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
lend 
Brand B 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

lend 
!.u 

Figure 16. Entry of a Table in Table Mode, by Columns 
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Miscellaneous Embedded Commands 

TEXT provides several miscellaneous embedded commands to perform various functions. These include commands to , 
keep lines of text together, to tag words or phrases, to define blocks of text, to insert a "stop code", to insert a 
number of blanks in a line, to skip lines, to eject the current page, and to type special characters. These are pre
sented in the following paragraphs. 

Keeping Lines Together 

Frequently several lines of text must be printed on a single page without overflowing to a following page. Examples 
are computer listings and various types of tables that will be discontinuous if printed partly on one page and partly 
on the next. Control is accomplished by specifying the beginning and end of lines that are to be kept together on 
a page. When these lines are encountered during printout, TEXT determines if enough space is left on the page. 
If adequate space remains, TEXT prints the lines; if there is not enough room, TEXT ejects the current page and 
prints the lines at the top of the next page. The user specifies the beginning of such lines by typing the command 

and the end of the lines by typi n g the command 

Everything between these two commands will be printed on the same page. The user may also end a group of lines 
to be kept together and begin another group with a single command 

et)((§ 

An example of enclosing lines of text with these commands is shown in Figure 17, where they are used to ensure that 
the table wi" be printed on the same page. It should be noted that a block callout (tc command) is not allowed 
within lines of text to be kept together . 

.!.( 

.!.able;r 
TABLE MODE--PROVIDE FORMAT 
f.... . .•.•• . f. •. . . . • • f ...•.... 
Feature 

Brand A 

Hypervated spamfratch 

Yes 

No 

Figure 17. Entry ofa Table that is to be Printed on One Page 
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There are two minor variations of the command that begins a group of lines to be kept together. The first variation 
. allows the user to specify the spacing of the group of lines, independent of the rest of the document. The spacing 

allowed and the command variaticln to use for each spacing ar·e shown below: 

Spacing of Lines Command 

Single-space et(s~ 

Doub Ie-space 8t(d? 

Triple-space 

These commands override the spacing specification of the print command. They determine the spacing of the group 
of lines to be kept together, regardless of the spacing of the rest of the document. 

The second variation of this command is allowed only if one of the spacing options has also been specified. Thus 
this variation of the command can have one of three forms: 

@t(sn:? 

@t(dn.~ 

9t(tn'~ 

where n indicates that the section does not need to be kept tOHether on the same page. This appears to be contra
dictory - a "keep-together" secti<:m that does not have to be kept together - but it really means that the command 
has been introduced to define a section of text with specified spacing (s, d, or t), not as a section that is to be 
kept together. Thus the n option is meaningful only in coniunction with the s, d, or t option. 

Keeping a Phrase Together 

Sometimes a group of words should not be split across output lines. (Typically such a phrase is a name, city, or 
math equation.) To keep a phrase together, regardless of the number of words in the phrase, this command is given: 

etk:(phrase) 9 

or 

Stk:(phrase)'8 

Tags 

TEXT allows any word or phrase wahin a document to be II tagged II for eosy occess at 0 later time. For example, the 
user can tog every appearance of the phrase II Fi gure 5"; then if the fi gure number hos to be changed, the fi gure 
references can be found without a line-by-line search of the entire document. Tags are also useful in compiling an 
index or table of contents, as described below. The command to tag a word or phrase is 

8tg: {phrase)9 

Notice that this command ends wil'h an ATTN key instead of the normal RETURN key, since a RETURN will auto
matically end the line. The use of the ending ATTN allows the user to continue entering a line after a word or 
phrose has been tagged. TEXT responds to this second ATTN key by backspacing and underlining the last character 
of the tagged phrase. For example, the tagging of the phrase "Table 7" in the following line appears at the 
terminal as: 

Reference to .!,g:Toble Z. shows that the GNP for 

Every occurrence of the same phra!ie may be tagged wherever it appears in the document, and then located and 
edited loter via the "find" command (described later in this chapter under "System Commands"). 

There are two variations of the tag command that facilitate automatic compilation of an index or a table of contents. 
To tag a word or phrase that is to be included in an index, use the following variation of the tag command: 

Sti : {phrase)9 
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An example of entering an index tag is shown below: 

the!.! :secured bond~ get preferential treatment, since 

The phrase "secured bonds" will then appear in the document index, along with the I ine number or page number 
of every tagged occurrence of the phrase, (The command used to actually compile the index is described later in 
this chapter under "Index Command ". ) 

To tag a title that is to be included in a table of contents, use the following variation of the tag command: 

@>tt{n}:{phrase}@> 

where (n) is an optional digit from 0 through 9, indicating the title level; 0 is the highest or most significant level, 
and 9 is the lowest or least significant. The title levels control the indentation of titles in the table of contents; 
titles of level 0 are indented the least, and those of level 9, the most, If no digit is supplied, TEXT assumes a 
value of 0, An example of entering a table of contents tag is shown below: 

ttl :Section 4 
tt2: Paragraph 1 
The benefits of this policy are not payable in the event the insured 

The title "Section 4" will then appear in the table of contents at the first indentation, and the phrase "Paragraph 1" 
will appear at the second indentation. (The command used to actually compile the table of contents is described 
later in this chapter under "Index Command ", ) 

The user can define a block of text somewhere within a document, and then insert that block anywhere else in the 
document. This saves the user from having to repeatedly type the same block of text. The block of text is given a 
"name", and then inserted by that name wherever desired. To define such a block, precede it with a command of 
the form 

@tb;(name}@) 

where name is the name to be assigned to the block so that it may be referenced later. The user then enters the 
desired block of text and terminates it with the command 

A block must stand alone; it cannot begin or end in the middle of a line. In addition, "keep togethers" - t( and 
t} commands - are not allowed within a block definition. 

To insert the block later, type a command of the form 

etc; (name )(0) 

where name is the same as above. TeXT will insert the block of text wherever this command is encountered; there 
is no limit to the number of times the same block may be inserted. The block will adopt the format mode (fot'matted 
mode, unformatted mode, etc,) in effect at the point of insertion, unless the block itself contains another format
mode command. Note that the block is inserted during printout only at the points where it is referenced. It is not 
inserted where it is defined. 

Variations of the block insertion command allow the user to specify where the block of text is to be inserted on a 
page. These variations are described in Table 5. Notice that some variations of the command (those with the 
options any, bot, and top) do not require that the block be inserted immediately, but allow TeXT to insert it on the 
current page or the following page. 
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Command 

etc; (name) .~ 

Stc; (name); unc ;~. 

etc; (name );bot =-

etc; (name); top C' 

etc; (name );any C, 

Stop Codes 

Table 5. Variations of the Block Callout Command 

Meaning 

Insert the named block at this point. (Part of the block may be printed on sub
sequent pages if not enough room on current page.) 

Insert the named block at this point if enough space is left on the page; otherwise 
eject the current page and print the block at the top of the next page. 

Insert the named block at the bottom of this page if there is room; otherwise print 
it at the bottom of the next page. 

Insert the named block at the j'op of the next page. 

Insert the named block at the bottom of this page if there is room; otherwise 
ccmtinue printing on this page andprint the block at the top of the next page. 

To stop printing at any point during printout of a document, the user must enter the "stop code" command where the 
stop is to occur. This commend h':IS the form 

When this command is entered at '~he terminal, the first ATTN produces the usual underl ine and the second ATTN 
advances the typing element one ~>pace; consequently the command appears as a single underline., 

A stop code causes TEXT to stop during printout and wait for the user to type something and then signal to continue 
printing. The user instructs TEXT to resume printing by'slowly striking the ATTN key twice. Stop codes are most 
frequently used in documents such as form letters, where many copies of the same document must be printed with only 
minor changes (the name of the addressee, for example). In these cases stop codes are entered where the variable 
information is to appear; when printing stops at these points, the user types the variable information and then resumes 
printing by striking the ATTN key twice. Any number of stop codes m,ay be used in a document. 

Fi gure 18 shows the use of a stop code in the entry of part of a document; noti ce that the stop code has been entered 
after the word" Dear". Fi gure 19 shows a pri ntout of this partia I document, where the user has typed the name 
"Senator Claghorn" when TEXT st('pped at the stop code and has then struck the ATTN key twice to resume printout. 
Many copies of this letter canbe printed, with the user typing the name of the addressee and with the system automati
cally printing the rest of the letter. (Also see "Form-Letter Mode" under "System Commands" later in this chapter. ) 

There are two restrictions in the u~se of the stop· code command. First, it should not be used in formatted portions 
of a document, since it will throw off the formatting of the printed line. (The user can insert a stop code, however, 
with a variation of the insert-blan,ks command described next.) Second, stop codes (0 G) in a heading or footing 
indicate automatic page numberin!:!, as described earlier in this chapter. 

Dear 

The Flimgratz Manufacturing Company is deeply concerned about the Gizmo Bill 
currently under consideration by the Senate. Passage of this bill would unduly 
penalize us as nne of the world's only manufacturers of genuine leather Fl{mgiatzes, 
while at the same time revYarding our competitors who produce cheaper (and, we feel, 
inferior) plastic "imitati,on Flimgratzes." He feel that this legislation is unfair 
and discriminatory and .... 

Fi gure 18. Entry of Document Containing a Stop Code 
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Dear Senator Claghorn: 

The Flimgratz Manufacturing Company is deeply concerned about the Gizmo Bill 
currently under consideration by the Senate. Passage of this bill would unduly 
penalize us as one of the world's only manufacturers of genuine leather Flimgratzes, 
while at the same time rewarding our competitors who produce cheaper (and, we feel, 
inferior) plastic "imitation Flimgratzes." We feel that this legislation is unfair 
and discriminatory and 

Figure 19. TEXT Printout of Figure 18 

Inserting Blanks 

The user can insert extra blanks in a line by typing an embedded command of the form 

@)t*(n)@> 

where (n) is the number of blanks that are to be inserted. For example, the command to insert 10 blanks in a line is 

@t*lO@ 

Notice that this command ends with another ATTN key instead of a RETURN key, so that the user may continue 
with the same line after entering the command. The second ATTN key causes TEXT to backspace and underline the 
previous character. Thus the use of this command to insert, say, seven blanks will appear at the terminal as follows: 

The Greek word for this phenomenon is1.*2, meaning 

In general this command is used to leave space for later insertion of special characters or artwork. It can also be 
used when a stop code is employed in formatted printout as described below. 

Notice that extra blanks can also be inserted simply by using the space bar. This may cause some of the blanks to 
be lost, however, since TEXT will start a new line with a word and will ignore any blanks left over from the pre
vious line. On the other hand, TEXT always preserves blanks introduced with the t*(n) command, even if they fall 
at the beginning of a new line of printout. 

A variation of this command can be used when the user wants to insert a stop code in formatted text. ( The user in
structs TEXT to stop and informs it of the maximum number of characters to be inserted with the command 

@t*(n)s@> 

where (n) is the maximum number of characters that the user wi II type when TEXT stops printing. For 'example, to 
stop printing and permit the user to insert a maximum of 15 characters, the command wi /I be 

@t*15s@> 

TEXT will stop printing when it encounters this command, just as for a stop code, and will assume that the user is 
going to type 15 characters. If the information to be typed contains fewer than 15 characters, the user should space 
out the remaining positions before resuming printout so that the line will still be correctly formatted. If the user 
enters more than 15 characters" however, the line will not be correctly formatted. For example, suppose the user 
enters the following text: 

Congratulations to the t*12s fami Iy! You have been 
chosen as one of only 500,000,000 fami lies 
to participate in our tremendous sweepstakes J 

Printed with a line width of 55 characters per line, this will look like 

Congratulations to the Rebysnap fami Iy! You have 
been chosen as one of only 500,000,000 families to 
participate in our tremendous sweepstakes! 

where the operator typed the name "Rebysnap" and four spaces when TEXT stopped printing at the t* 12s command, 
and then signaled TEXT to continue printing. 
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Skipping Lines 

Blank lines may be skipped on a poge to leave room for artwork, illustrations, tabular data, etc. TEXT provides a 
"skip" command for this purpose and allows the user to specify where on a page he wants the I ines to be skipped. 
The basic form of this command is called the conditional skip command and has the form 

where (n) is the number of lines to be skipped and must be a number less than 99. For example, the command to 
conditionally skip three lines wilil be 

The effect of the conditional skip is to skip the specified number of lines if enough room is left on the poge. If not, 
as many spaces as possible are skipped on the current page and the remaining skips are lost; normal printing resumes 
at the top of the next page. This command is normally used t'o leave extra spacing between sections of a document 
or before and after illustrations. Consequently conditional skips are usually small. They are not used to leave 
space for illustrations since all of the spaces may not be skipped. 

Another use of this command is to signal the start of a new paragraph in entirely single spaced documents. In this 
case, the following command is Emtered between paragraphs: 

A variation of the basic skip command will cause the system to always skip the specified number of lines, even if 
some are placed a't the bottom of one page and some at the top of the next. This command has the form 

@t+(n);now8 

where (n) is again the number of lines to be skipped. This command is used where a specific number of lines must sepa
rate two sections e.f the document, but the separating I ines do not have to be all on the some page. It is not used to 
leave space for artwork that cannc:>t be split over two pages. Note that this form of the skip command is equivalent to 
giving (n) e key strokes, i.e., (n) actual blank lines. 

Another variation, the unconditil::)naI skip command, forces TEXT to leave the specified number of lines all on one 
page. If sufficient room remains on the current page, the lines are skipped; if not enough room remains, the current 
page is ejected and the specified lines are skipped at the top,of the next page. The unconditional skip command 
has the form 

@t+(n)iunc@ 

This command is nc,rmally used to leave space for insertion of illustrations, tabular data, or artwork, since the 
specified amount of space is alwcrys left on a single page. 

All of the skip commands discussE~d so for cause the specified number of blank lines to be left at the point where 
the command is encountered. There are three other variations of the skip command that allow the user to designate 
where the spaces are to be left on a page and that allow TEXT to continue printing until that location is reached. 
These variations of the skip command are presented in Table 6 along with the three already described. 

Table 6. Variations of the Skip Command 

Commondt Meaning 

@t+{n)§ Skip (n) lines immediately if sufficient room is left on the page; otherwise skip as 
many lines as possible on this pagle and ignore the rest. 

@t+(n)inow~0 Skip (n) I ines immediately if sufficient room is left on the poge; otherwise skip as 
many lines as possible on this page and skip the rest of the lines at the top of the 
next page. 

tWhere (n) must be replaced by the number of I ines to be skipped. 
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Command t 

8t+{n)i unc@) 

St+{n);bot@ 

@t+(n)itop@ 

St+(n)iany@ 

Ejecting a Page 

Table 6. Variations of the Skip Command (cont.) 

Meaning 

Skip (n) lines immediately if sufficient room is left on the pagei otherwise eject the 
current page and skip them at the top of the next page. 

Skip (n) I ines at the bottom of this page if sufficient room is left; otherwise skip 
them at the bottom of the next page. 

Skip (n) I ines at the top of the next page. 

Skip (n) I ines at the bottom of the current page if sufficient room is left; otherwise 
skip them at the top of the next page. 

As previously mentioned, the number of lines skipped in a skip command must be 98 or less. If the number 99 is 
specified, TEXT ejects the current page (even though the specified page depth has not been reached) and begins 
printing at the top of the next page. Thus the page-eject command is 

@t+99@ 

This command is used whenever a portion of a document (such as a new chapter) must begin on a new page. 

Special Characters 

Occasionally a need arises for special characters not normally found on the standard type element. If a special 
character occurs often, the user can leave the appropriate number of blanks for each occurrence and then insert 
the required characters manually after the document is printed. If relatively few special characters are required, 
however, another type element with the appropriate special characters can be substituted during printout. To do 
this, the user defines the special characters in a command at the point where he wants the characters printed. When 
TEXT reaches this point during printout it stops printing and the user can substitute the appropriate type element and 
signal TEXT to print the special characters; he then replaces the original type element and signals TEXT to resume 
normal printout. The command to inform TEXT that special characters are to be printed has the form 

8t# (characters}8 

where (characters) is as described below. Notice that this command is terminated with an ATTN key instead of a 
RETURN key, so that the user may continue the same line after entering the command. The second ATTN causes 
TEXT to backspace and underline the preceding character when the command is entered at the terminal. 

The special characters to be typed can be defined in one of two ways, depending on whether the document is to be 
printed at the typewriter terminal or at the high-speed printer in the computer center. For printout at the type
writer terminal, the characters in the t# command above are those that are in the same position as the desired char
acters are on the special type element. For example, assume that a special type element existswith italic characters 
(in the same position as the standard characters) and that the user wants to type the word IIneverli in italics. When 
entering the document, he wi II type the following command at the point where he wants the italics: 

@t#never@ 

During printout TEXT wi II stop at this command, and the user wi II replace the standard type element with the italic 
type element and strike the ATTN key twice to continue printout. TEXT wi II then print the word IIneverli in italics 
and pause for the user to replace the standard type element. Normal printout is resumed when the user strikes the 
ATTN key twice. This example is shown in Figure 20 as it appears when entered at the terminal and when printed 
by TEXT. 

The second method of defining special characters is for use when the document is to be printed on the high-speed 
printer at the computer center, and involves a special auxiliary file that associates the standard characters in the 

c t# command with special (hexadecimal) hi gh-speed-printer characters. The creation of this auxi liary fi Ie is de
scribed later in this chapter under IIAuxiliary Files ll

• 
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Enteri ng Specia I Characters 

The machine operator should ,t#neve.r. tOIJch the on-off switch whi Ie 

Pri ntout of Specia I Characters 

The mochine operator should never touch the on-off switch whi Ie 

Figure 20. Entry and Printout of Special Characters 

System Commands 

Chapter 2 defined a system command as one that causes the s),stem to perform an immediate function. Some of these 
system commands, including editing commands, the print command, and document storage and retrieval commands, 
were explained in Chapter 4. The remaining TEXT system commands are described below. 

Width and Spacing Com.nds 

Continuous Forms Option 

Chapter 4 introduc~ed the width command to set the line width for printout of formatted text and the page depth for 
all printout. An additional variCltion of the width command sets the physical page depth for continuous-form paper 
(that is, paper that comes in roll:; instead of individual sheets). This variation has the form 

9w(width); (depth); (cdepth)8 

where 

width is trye line width ((::haracters per line) for printout of text entered in the formatted mode. 

depth is the page depth (printed lines per page) for all printout. 

cdepth is the physical pcrge depth for continuous-form paper. 

After printing a IIpage ll on contirruous-form paper, TEXT skips to the top of the next "page" end begins printing, 
without the usual stop for the user to change paper. The (cdepth) option on the width command enables the user to 
specify how much space to leave between the "pages" printed on continuous-form paper. TEXT will treat the 
continuous-form paper as though it were sheets of paper of the length specified by (cdepth). For example, if the 
specified page depth is 40 lines per page, and the specified continuous-form page depth is 50 lines per page, TEXT 
will print 40 lines and then skip 10 lines before starting printout of the next IIpage ll

• If the (cdepth) option is not 
included in the width command, 0 continuous-form page depth of 66 lines per page is used by default (this corre
sponds to a standard ll-inch page). A print command option, discussed later in this chapter under IIPrint Commands II, 
informs TEXT that continuous-form paper is being used for printout. 

Temporary Width Setting Comman~ 

The system width setting of a document may be overridden during a printout operation with the command 

@tw(n)@) 

where IIn ll is a number between 5 and 130 which designates the temporary width. To return to the current system 
width setting, the temporary widt'h setting command is used with no options specified: 
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Temporary Spacing Command 

The user can modify the spacing option of a previous print command (see "Print Commands") with a temporary 
spacing command. The format of this commend is 

where "s", "d", and lit" stand for single spacing, double spacing, and triple spacing, respectively. To revert 
to the spacing option originally specified in the print commend, the temporary space command is issued with 
no options: 

Editing Commands 

TEXT document editing commands described in Chapter 4 were: 

@(Iine no.)8 
@@ ..• @ 

@e(line no. )8 
@i(line no. )8 
@m(line no.)8 

to cal lout a specified line for editing. 
to correct a typi ng error. 
to delete the current line. 
to erase a specified line. 
to insert a specified line. 
to move a specified line. 

In each of these commands requiring a line number, the computer-assigned number had to be specified. This section 
introduces the concept of the current line pointer (CLP), which permits specifying line numbers by plus or minus 
offsets from a given line number, and describes the TEXT commands that may use the CLP. Also described is the 
"find" command, which searches through the entire document to locate lines by keyword, tagged word, or phrase. 

CLP and Relative Line Numbers 

The current line pointer (CLP) may be set to any existing line number selected by the user. Other line numbers may 
then be specified as plus or minus offsets from the CLP. For example, suppase that the CLP is set to line 100 of a 
document with Jj'nes numbered 99, 100, 101, 101. 5, and 102; relative line number +1 refers to line 101, -1 refers 
to line number 99, +2 refers to line number 101. 5, and +3 refers to line number 102. Specifying the relative line 
number as +0 or -0 indicates the line to which the CLP is set (in this example, to line number 100). Relative line 
numbers may be used in any TEXT command that requires line numbers, but must be preceded by a + or - sign for 
TEXT to distinguish a relative line number from an absolute line number; absolute line numbers are never preceded 
by a sign. 

Editing by relative offsets from the CLP is frequently used for editing large portions in the middle of a document. 
For example, the user may set the CLP to the first line of the section to be edited (e. g., line 403) and then simply 
edit lines +0, +1, +2, etc. Relative line numbers are also convenient when moving sections of a document from 
the end of the document into the middle, as described below. 

The command for setting the CLP to a specific line number is 

@Clpi(line no.)8 

where (line no.) would be 403 for the preceding example. Table 7 shows some o~ the possible uses of offsets from 
the CLP in various TEXT editing commands. 

The last example in Table 7 shows that relative and absolute line numbers may be mixed in a single command; 
TEXT distinguishes relative from absolute line numbers by the presence or absence of a sign (+ or -) preceding the 
number. 
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Table 7. Use of Relative Line Numbers in TEXT Commands 

Command Meaning 

Ccdl out relative line number +5 (fifth line following CLP). 

8-3; hte; thee; Replace "hte" with "the" on relative line number -3 (third line before CLP). 

ee-37@ Emse relative line number -37. 

@>e+Oi+23g Ercrse relative line numbers +0 through +23. 

Move the last line of document after relative line number +0. 

Move absolute line numbers 216 through 219 after relative line number -1 (to 
pn3cede the CLP). 

If the CLP is not set by the user, TEXT sets it to the last line of the document. TEXT also automatically resets the 
CLP to the end of the document each time a new line is added to the document; however, typing a system command 
does not affect the CLP. The f(Jct that the CLP automatically points to the last line of the document may be used 
to advantage, particularly in the move command. The procedure in Chapter 4 for creating a new paragraph or group 
of lines at the end of a document and moving them to the middle of the document required that the user first obtain 
(via the n command) the line nllmber of the first line to be moved. By using relative line numbers with the CLP set 
to the end of the document, this step may be bypassed. For example, the following command will move the last 
three lines of the document to follow line number 46: 

em46i-2€: 

It is not necessary to know the (:lctual line number of the third-to-Iast line of the document; only that it is line 
number -2 relative to the CLP. Note that the relative I ine number of the first line to be moved is always one less than 
the actual number of linestobe moved, because the count starts with line±O. To obtainthe relative line number for 
the first linetobe moved, simply count back from the last line of the document, startingwith 0, -1, -2, etc. 

The command to reset the CLP from anywhere in the document to the end is 

eClPi r0 

In editing sequences that use the CLP and comprise several steps, the CLP should be set to the desired line number 
as the last step in the sequence; otherwise if an intervening step involves typing in a new line, TEXT will reset the 
CLP to the end of the document" cancell ing the CL P setting selected by the user. 

The user can determine the location of the CLP by typTng the command 

eclp@) 

A variation of the TEXT "find" command is also avai lable to find the I ine number to which the CLP is currently 
set. This is described below. 

Fi nd Command 

The TEXT find command locates 

1. Any specified phrase, provided that the phrase is entirely on one input line. 

2. "Tagged" words and dE~fined blocks. 

3. The position of the current line pointer. 

It can be seen that this is a powerful capability in that it frE~es the user from having to know line numbers in per
forming editing functions. This will be particularly useful when changing, deleting, or replacing certain words or 
phrases that may be scattered throughout the document. However, it should be noted that editing by line number 
is generally faster and more efficient than gaining access via the search method. Line-number access is preferred 
whenever a single phrase is to be edited and the line number is known or is easily obtainable. 
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Finding a Phrase. To find a phrase anywhere in the document, the user merely specifies it in the find command and 
TEXT will start searching for it. The form of the basic find command is 

8f;(phrase)@ 

When the basic command is used, the search begins at the line following the CLP and continues until either the word 
or phrase is found or the search returns to its starting point. If necessary, the search will "wrap around" from the 
end of the document to the beginning. If the phrase is not found, TEXT will print the message 

**NO SUCH PHRASE 

and the CLP will remain at its previous position. If the phrase occurs several times in the same document, the 
search will be terminated when the first occurrence of the phrase is found. 

The user may wont to confine the search to only a portion of the document. This can be done by specifying a range 
of line numbers in the find command, as follows: 

9f(starting line no. )-(ending line no. );(phrase)@ 

If only one line number is specified, the search will start on that line. 

Another form of the find command may be selected if the user wonts to alter or replace a specified phrase: 

@fi(old phrase)i(new phrase)@ 

To delete a phrase, the specification following the second semicolon is simply left blank - the same procedure as 
in line editing (Chapter 4). 

The user may want to find all occurrences of a phrase rather than just the next occurrence. The inclusion of the 
letter "0" (which stands for "all ") in the command causes all occurrences to be found, and replaced if a new phrase 
is supplied: 

8fa;{0Id phrase);(new phrase)@ 

Similarly, the addition of the letter "f" signifies that the first occurrence on each line be found, and replaced if a 
new phrase is supplied: 

8ff;(0Id phrase);(new phrase)@! 

If a new phrase is not specified, then the line numbers of each occurrence will be printed in the following form: 

PH RAS E FO UN DON LIN E (S): xxxx. xxx xxxx. xxx 

If a new phrase is specified, the old phrase will be replaced for each occurrence found and the line numbers printed 
in the following form: 

PHRASE FOUND AND REPLACED ON LINE(S): 
xxxx.xxx 
xxxx.xxx 

Each line that is found (and optionally changed) can be displayed after its line number by specifying the "d" option; 
for exampl e: 

9fad;(0Id phrase); (new phrase)@! 

Note that the CLP is set to the I ine number of the lost occurrence that is found. After the command is finished, 
the following message is printed: 

CLP AT LINE: xxxx.xxx 
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Additional Variations of the Find Command. Variations of the find command permit the user to find and edit tagged 
phrases, titles, or block definitions without searching the enl'ire document. These command variations are listed 
and described in Table 8. Notic:e that there is an additional character in each command to indicate the type of 
text to be found. The terms "taflged", "index-tagged", "title", and "block definition" as used in Table 8 have 
the following meanings: 

1. A "tagged" phrase is any phrase that appears in an embedded command of the form 

@>tg:(phrase)@> t 

2. An "index-tagged " phmse is any phrase that appear:s in an embedded command of the form 

<3ti : (phrase)@> t 

3. A "title" refers to a phrase that is tagged as a title; that is, a phrase that appears in an embedded command 
of the form 

@tt(n):(phrase)@ 

4. A "block definition" refers to text ·that is preceded by an embedded command of the form 

9tb; (name)0j tt 

and followed by the embedded command 

e te@) tt 

tSee "Tags" earlier in this chaptEH. 

ttSee "Blocks" earlier in this chclpter. 

Table 8. Variations of t'he Find Command 

Command Meaning 

~f;(phrase)~ Set the current· line pointer to the first line containing a phrase. 

~fi (old phrase)i (new phrase)@) Replace the first occurrence of a phrase with a new phrase. 

9fa; (6-ld phrase)i (new phrase)@) Replace all occurrences of a phrase with a new phrase. 

<3ffi{old phrase)i(new phra.~e)e Replace the first occurrence of a phrase on each line with a new 
phrase. 

<3fadi{old phrase};{new phrose)@l Replace all occurrences of a phrase with a new phrase; display 
found lines. 

<3f9; (phrase)@) Set the current line pointer to the first line containing a tagged 
phrase. 

€E>fg; (old phrase); (new phro'se)@) Replace the first occurrence of a tagged phrase with a new 
phrase. 

@)fga;(old phrase); (new phrase)@) Replace all occurrences of a tagged phrase with a new phrase. 

@fi; (phrase)@) Set the current line pointer to the first line containing an index-
tagged phrase. 

@fi; (old phrase); (new phra$e)@l Replace the first occurrence of an index-tagged phrase with a 
new phrase. 
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Table 8. Variations of the Find Command (cont.) 

Command Meaning 

9fia; (old phrase); (new phrase)'.s Replace a II occurrences of an index-tagged phrase with a new 
phrase. 

9 ft i(title)e 

9ft; (old title)i(new title)~ 

9fta; (old title); (new ti tie)@) 

9fb; (name)S 

Sfb;(old name); (new name)'? 

Set the current line pointer' to the first line containing a title. 

Replace the first occurrence of a title with a new title. 

Replace all occurrences of a title with a new title. 

Set the current line pointer to the first I ine of a named block. 

Replace the name of a block definition with a new name. This 
command has limited applicability, since it changes the name in 
the block definition but not the name in the command used to 
"callout" the block. 

Finding the Current Line Pointer. The user can determine the location of the CLP simply by typing the command 

This command causes TEXT to print the line number to which the CLP is set. 

Printout Commands 

Chapter 4 introduced the following print commands: 

<23>pg 
<23>pn'S 
<23>pan:~ 

to print a formatted copy without line numbers. 
to print a formatted, line-numbered copy. 
to print an as-entered, line-numbered copy. 

Additional variations of the print command are described below; these variations permit the following: 

As-entered printout. 
Right-justified printout. 
Formatted printout with line numbers and underlines. 
Formatted printout with line numbers, but without underlines. 
Double-spaced and triple-spaced printout. 
Pri ntout on conti nuous-form paper. 
Printout of parts of a document. 
Printout with page numbering starting at a specified number. 
Reprint of page just printed. 

Also described below are commands for printing form letters and for printing on the high-speed printer at the com
puter center. 

Print Commands 

As-Entered Printout. A document may be printed exactly as it was entered, by typing the command 

Printout With Justified Right Margins. A document that has been entered in the formatted mode can be printed 
with right margins justified to a user-specified I ine width. TEXT accomplishes the justification by adding extra 
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spaces between words - from right to left on the first line, from left to right on the second, and so forth. To print 
text with the right margin justifiE~d, add the letter j to the bosic print command as shown here: 

TEXT responds by printing the message SIGNAL WHEN READY. The user then initiates actual printout by slowly 
striking the ATTN key twice. An example of a printout with the right margin justified is shown in Figure 21. In 
this case the margins are justified to a specified line width of 80 characters. (Notice that this is the same printout 
shown in Figure 2, Chapter 2, e)<cept with a justified right margin instead of regular formatting. ) 

Formatted Printout With Line Numbers and Underlines. Chapter 4 introduced the command to print a final formatted 
copy of a document, with line nllmbers and underlines under the first character of each input line. This command is 

Formatting Printout With Line Nl~mbers But Without Underlines. Chapter 4 introduced the pn command for a final 
formatted printout with line numbers and underlines under the first character of each input line. The underlining 
may be suppressed by adding the letter w to the command as shown here: 

Spnw8 

where w stands for "~i thout under lines ':. 

Printout With Double and Triple Spacing. Unless double or triple spacing is specified, a document will be printed 
single spaced. To specify doublEl or triple spacing, use the following variations of the print command: 

@pd@5 
@ptS 

Bulletin 836-1 

for d()uble spacing. 
for triple spacing. 

Operating Instructions, Model 8/36 Room Air Conditioner 

The Model 8/36 Room Air Conditioner is capable of giving many hours of 
trouble-free service if properly used and maintained. This bulletin descri'bes 
the operation of the unit; installation and nlaintenance instructions are given 
in Bulletin No. 5:36-2, "Installation and Maintenance of Model 5/36 Room Air 
Conditioner". 

There are two operating controls located. on the front panel of the 5/36. 
These are marked TI~MP and RATE. The TEMP knob controls the room temperature, 
and the RATE knob con.trols the unit's cooling rate when the room rises above the 
temperature set on the TEMP control. The RATE control should be set to LOW for 
small rooms (up to 2000 cubic feet room volume), to MED for medium-sized rooms 
(2000-4000 cubic feee), and to HIGH for large rooms (4000-6000 cubic feet). The 
Model 8/36 unit is not designed for use in rooms of greater than 6000 cubic feet 
volume. 

In addition, there are several controls located under a swing-out panel on 
the right side of the unit; these are described in Bulletin 536-2, "Installation 
and Maintenance of Model S/36 Room Air Conditioner", and should be adjusted only 
by a trained serviceman. 

Figure 21. Printout with Justified Right Margin 
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Double-spaced and triple-spaced, line-numbered, and right-justified printouts may also be obtained as described 
below under "Combining Print Commands". The spacing option (incl uding the single-space defaul t) can be over
ridden by a subsequent temporary spacing command. (Refer to the previous section in this chapter entitled "Width 
and Spacing Commands".) 

Printout on Continuous-Form Paper. The user may instruct TEXT to print on continuous-form paper (that is, paper 
on a long roll) by typing the command 

@>pc<§ 

After one full page of printout, TEXT simply proceeds to the next page without the usual pause for the user to insert 
a clean sheet of paper. The individual printed pages may be cut apart later, or torn apart if perforated paper is used. 

The number of blank lines between printed pages is determined by the difference between the printed page depth 
and the continuous-page depth previously specified by the user. For example, suppose the user had specified 30 
printed lines per page and a continuous-form page depth of 51 lines, with the command 

@>w60j30j51@ 

When TEXT prints the last of the 30 lines, it then skips 21 blank lines (the difference between 51 and 30) before 
starting to print the next page. If the continuous-form page depth specified is less than the printed page depth, 
printed pages wi" be continuous and wi II not be separated by blank lines. 

Printing on continuous-form paper can considerably speed up the printout of rough drafts, since no user attention is 
needed and no ti me is wasted changi ng paper. 

Printing Parts of a Document. The user may instruct TEXT to begin printout at a specified line or phrase or to print 
only a specified range of lines. To print from line 30 through the end of the document, for example, the command 
is 

@>p30@) 

To start printout with the phrase "On the other side" on line 30, the command is 

@>p30jOn the other side@! 

To print only lines 30 through 60, the command is 

9p30-60@) 

It should be noted that if the printout is started in the middle of a paragraph of formatted text (that is, after the 
second paragraph input line) the rest of the paragraph wi" be printed against the left margin instead of being cor
rectly indented. Succeeding paragraphs wi II have the correct indentation. 

Printout Beginning at Specified Page Number. Recall that striking the ATTN key twi ce within a heading or footing 
(tuh and tuf formatting commands) causes TEXT to print the current page number for each page. When different parts 
of the same document are being developed and printed separately, however, it may be desirable to have the page 
numbering for later sections of the document start with a number other than page 1. To do this, type the command 

@>p;;(n)@) 

where (n) is the number at which page numbering is to start. For example, if the first page of the dQcument is to be 
assigned page number 173, the command is 

@>p;;173@) 

This variation of the print command is meaningful only when a heading or footing is used with automatic page num
beri ng on pri ntout. 
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Reprint of Last Page. During printout of a document, TEXT stops printing at the bottom of each page to allow the 
user to insert another sheet of paper (except when printing on continuous-form paper). If the user discovers at this 
time that the page is inserted crookedly, improperly centered, or marred, it is not necessary to retype the entire 
document for a good copy of this page. The following command can be used to reprint the last page (with the same 
print options as in the original print command): 

8pr s 
This command may also be used to restart printout if the user stopped printout in the middle of the page (by striking 
the ATTN key twice). In this case the entire page will be reprinted starting at the top of the page; it is not pos
sible to resume printout at the point of interruption when printing has been stopped with the ATTN and RETURN 
keys. When the page has been reprinted, pri-ntout of the rest of the document continues under control of the original 
print command. 

Combining Print Commands. Many of the print options that have been described can be combined into a single print 
command (except for the reprint option, r, which must always appear in a separate print command). For example, 
it is possible to use one print command to obtain a printout -~hat is right-justified, with line numbers, without under
lines, triple spaced, on continuous-form paper, starting at a line in the middle of the document, etc. The only 
restriction is that the print options must appear in a certain order in the command. The correct order of the options 
is shown in the general form of the print command in Appendix A. The reader should consult this appendix before 
attempti ng to combi ne pri nt opti ons in one command. 

Form- Letter Mode 

The farm-letter mode enables the user to print multiple copies of a document (typically a form letter) without having 
to retype the print command each time. The command to initiate the form-letter mode is 

8form9 

TEXT wi II acknowledge this command by a small movement of the type element. The user should then type the print 
command for the form letter, using any valid combination of options to describe how the letter is to be printed (for 
example, p for ordinary formatted printout, or pj for right-justified printout, etc.). TEXT wi II respond to the print 
command in the normal way by printing the message SIGNAL WHEN READY. The user should then insert a fresh 
piece of paper and strike the ATTN key twice to begin actual printout. TEXT will print to the end of the letter, 
will wait for the user to insert another piece of paper -and strike the ATTN key twice, and will print another copy 
of the page. This process repeats itself, printing an additional copy after each ATTN ATTN, unti I the user types 
the following command to termit"late printing of the form letter: 

The letter will normally contain stop codes so that the user can type name, address, date, etc., on each copy. 

prj ntout on Hi gh-Speed prj nter 

A copy of the document currently in working storage may be printed at the computer on a high-speed line printer 
instead of at the -typewriter terminal. The command for this is 

This causes a formatted copy of the document to be printed at the high-speed printer, just as the basic print command 
does at the typewriter terminal. In addition, the print options described for the standard print command may also be 
used with this command. Some ,of the possible print options ore shown below: 

@xpa@) 
@xpjg, 
@xpnw8 
@xpd§? 
expt;~ 

Print, as entered. 
'Print, right-justified. 
Print, with line numbers, without underlines. 
Pri nt, double-spaced. 
Print, triple-spaced. 

It should be noted that the user'!; account must be authorized by the computer center to use the high-speed printer. 
If authorization has not been grctnted, the xp command wi II result in an error message. 
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Line Printer to Queue Command 

TEXT automatically forces all line printer output into the symbiont queue irnmediately after an x-type print or report 
command is issued. The user can change to manual queueing mode with the command 

Sip@) 

All subsequent printer output requires other "Ip" commands to force the output into the queue. To return to auto
matic queueing mode, the command is 

Slp;auto§ 

Any I ine printer output generated prior to this command is forced into the queue at the time the command is gi ven, 
then all subsequent output is automatically enqueued. 

Storage and Retrieval Commands 

Chapter 4 discussed the store and get commands, to copy documents back and forth between working and permanent 
storage; the delete command, to delete a document from permanent storage; and the clear command, to clear work
ing storage. This chapter presents variations of the store command that permit renumbering a document and storing 
it on on Edit-compatible disk fi Ie, and a variation of the get command to copy an Edit fi Ie into TEXT -compatible 
form. Also discussed are the transmittal of a document to magnetic tape at the computer center, and the formation 
and use of auxi liary fj les that permit the use of special characters and the compi lation of a document index. 

S tore Command 

Chapter 4 introduced the store command to copy a document from working storage to permanent storage. The basi c 
form oJ this command (without document identifi cation or password) is 

@si(name)@) 

where (name) is the name to be given to the stored document. The document identification and password options 
were also discussed in Chapter 4, as were TEXT responses to the store command and to various error conditions. Dis
cussed below are several other variations of the store command, and the general form of the store command with all 
its legal options and their meanings. 

Store a Portion of a Document. The user can store a portion of a document by specifying a range of line numbers, 
as follows: 

@s(starting line no. )-(ending line no. )i(name)@) 

Renumber a Document. The following variation of the store command instructs TEXT to store a document and re
number the documen t lines: 

@sr; (name)@) 

where name is the document name. When renumbering, TEXT will assign the first-document line the number 1. 000 and 
will try to use whole number increments in assigning new line numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.). However, since the max
imum line 'number allowed is 9999.999, documents which contain 10, 000 Or more lines will be renumbered using 
smaller increments. This command may be desirable if insertions, erasures, and/or rearrangement of the document 
have created many noninteger line numbers Or many gaps in line numbers. (Note, however, that any line-numbered 
copy previously obtained will now be invalid, so that the stored-and-renumbered document will have to be retrieved 
and a new line-numbered copy printed if further editing is necessary. ) 

Edit-Compatible Fi les. A document in permanent storage is in reality stored on a RAD or disk-pack fi Ie. The form 
of this fi Ie is peculiar to TEXT, however, and makes the document inaccessible to the Edit processor, another 
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program available under the Control Program-Five System. Te) store a document on an Edit-compatible file, use the 
foil ow j ng form of the store commo!nd: 

where (name) is the name to be assigned to the Edit-compatible fj I e. The lines (i.e., records) of this fi Ie wi II be num
beredthe same as the lines of the document. It should be noted that thedocument is copied intact tothe Edit file, in
cludinganyembedded ATTNs that may not be meaningful to other processors using the Edit file. The user should also 
be aware that the Edit processor I imits the size of any I ine in the fi Ie to 140 characters. 

Combining Store Commands. Many of the storage options that have been described (such as specifying document 
identification and passwords, renumbering, storing to Edit-compatible files, etc.) may be combined into a single 
store command. The anly restrict:ion is that the options must appear in a certain order, as shown in the store com
mand general format in Appendix A. The reader should consult this appendix before attempting to combine store 
options. 

Get Command 

Chapter 4 introduced the get command to copy a document from permanent storage into working storage for editing 
or printing. The bc]sic form of this command (without an account number or document password) is 

<§gi(name)@) 

where (name) is the name of the document to be retrieved. The document password option was also discussed in 
Chapter 4, as were TEXT responses to the get command and to various error conditions. Another variation of the 
get command is discussed below. 

Retrieving Edit Fi les. A fi Ie created with Edit under CP-V is in a form not compatible with TEXT; however, such a 
fj Ie may be copied into working storage in a TEXT-compatible form with the following variation of the get command: 

@gxi(name)@) 

where (name) is the name of the RAD or disk-pack fi Ie created by Edit. The line numbers of such a document are 
the same as the Edit line numbers for the original Edit file. 

Auxi I iary Fi les 

Auxi liary fi les provide additiona I information about a document and must be "read in II along with the document as 
described below. The first line of an auxi liary fi Ie always defines the type of auxi liary fj Ie. 

Special-Character Auxi liar~ Fi Ie. As described earlier in this chapter under "Special Characters II , TEXT permits 
the user to supply a string 0 standard characters in the command 

@t#(characters)81 

and then define, in a special-character auxiliary file, a special hexadecimal character string to be printed in its 
place on the high-speed printer at the computer center. The special-character auxi liary fi Ie is a document, created 
with TEXT and then stored in permanent storage just like any other document, in which the first line contains only 
the letter d, and succeeding lines contain special-character-string definitions of the following form: 

(standard characters):X'(hexadecimal digits)' 

where 

(standard characters) is th,e character string in the t# command. 

(hexadecimal digits) is a string of one,or more pairs of hexadecimal digits (00 through FF) representing the 
hexadecimal code for the special printer characters. 
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No embedded commands are permitted in the auxi liary fi Ie. Once this type of special-character auxi liary-fi Ie 
document has been created, it must be "read in" with the actual document itself before printout of the document 
begins (as described below under "Reading in Auxi liary Fi les"). The same special-character auxi liary fi Ie may be 
used with several documents. 

Each line in the auxi liary fi Ie may contain one or several special-character-string definitions; if a line contains 
several definitions, they must be separated by semicolons. For example, the definitions mt:X'4C', gt:X'6E', and 
pe:X'4C7E' can be specified in either of the following ways: 

mt:X'4C' ) 
gt:X '6E' 
pe:X '4C7E' 

one definition per line 

mt: X'4C' igt: X'6E I ;pe: X'4C7E I several definitions per line 

Index-Word Auxi liary Fi Ie. The user may also define another type of auxi liary fi Ie to faci Ii tate compi lation of a 
document index. This aux; liary fi Ie contains a list of words and is simply a document created with TEXT and stored 
in permanent storage just like any other document. The words may be those to appear in the document index, in 
which case the first line of the auxiliary file document must contain only the letter Sj or they may be those to be 
excluded from a "ful/" index, in which case the first line must contain only the letter x. In the first case TEXT 
wi II search the entire document and wi 1/ compi Ie an index listing the line number or page number of every appear
ance of the words; in the second case TEXT wi II compi Ie an index of all words in the document except those in the 
auxiliary file. In either case the auxiliary file document must be "read in" as described below. 

As many lines as necessary may be used in the auxiliary file to list the indexing words. Words in the file may be 
listed one per line or several per line. If several words are entered per line, semicolons must be used for separation. 
For example, the index words "command", "embedded command", and "system commands" can be specified in 
either of the following ways: 

command ) 
embedded command 
system command 

one per line 

command;embedded command;system command severa I per line 

The actual TEXT command to compile an index based on an index-word auxiliary file is described under "Index 
Command" later in this chapter. 

Reading in Special-Character Auxi liary Fi les. Special-character auxi liary files reside in permanent storage just like 
any other document, and must be "read in" from permanent storage before they can be used. The command to read 
ina specia I-character auxi I iary fi Ie is 

@3rd; {name}@l 

where {name} is the name of the fi Ie. The special-character definitions in this auxi liary fi Ie wi II then be used in 
printing the document in working storage. More than one special-character auxiliary fi Ie may be read in for use in 
printing a single document; the auxiliary files wi 1/ be added together, and any conflicting definitions will be re
placed by the latest definitions. 

If the special-character aux; liary fi Ie was stored with a document password, use the following command form to read 
in the Hie: 

EE>rd; (narne)'; (document password)@l 

If the document is stored in another account, use the following command form to read in the fi Ie: 

<Brd;{name). {account number}<§ 
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Finally, if the document is stored in another account and has a document password associated with it, use the 
following command form to read it in: 

8rd; (name). (account number); (document password)@ 

Reading in Index-Word Auxiliary Fi les. The index files reside in permanent storage just like any other document, 
and must be read in from permanent storage before they can be used. The commands to read in index-word auxi I iary 
fi les are 

8rs; (name)@) 

for files defining words for an index, and 

8rx; (name),g 

for files defining words to be excluded from indexing, where (name) in both cases is the name of the index-word 
auxi liary fi Ie. These fi les apply to an index to be compi led for the document currently in working storage, and 
must be read in before the index program is called via the index command (see "Index Command II later in this 
chapter). If more than one inde>:-word auxiliary file is read un for compiling a document index, the files will be 
added together. 

If the index-word auxi I iary fi I es 'Were stored wi th document passwords, the commands to read them in are 

8rs; (name); (document password)(§) 
Srx; (name}i (document password)@) 

If they are in another account, the commands are 

8rSi(name}. (account number)§ 
8rx; (name). (account number)9 

Finally, if they are stored in anot'her account and with document passwords, the commands to read them in are 

8rs; (nome). (account number); (document password)@; 
9rx; (nome). (account number); (document password)@) 

Auxi liary fi les that have been read in may be cleared with the following commands: 

8clear;d''§ 
8clear;s8 
<§>clear;x(§) 

f,)r special-character fi les. 
f(,r index-word fi les. 
f"r fi les of words to exclude from index. 

]n addition, the basic command tel clear working storage also clears all auxi liary fi les that have previously been 
read in. This command is 

9clear8 

Use of Magneti c T a.e.:, 

Any document may be transferred from permanent storage to mClgnetic tope at the computer center, and then re
trieved from magneti c tope bock into permanent storage at any future time. 

Storing a Document. The command to store a document on magneti c tope is 

. 8xt:(reel number};s;(name)i3 

where 

(reel number) is from one to four characters {letters and numbers} and is used to label and identify the tape 
onto which the document is stored. 
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(nome) is the nome of the document in permanent storage; this some nome wi II be associated with the 
document on the tope. 

Storing a document on magnetic tope is similar to storing a document in permanent storage. That is, each document 
on tape has a name, and the tope is associated with the account number under which it was created. 

If the document in permanent storage has a password to restrict access to it, the command to store it on magnetic 
tope is 

Sxt: (reel number );s; (name); (document password)E,!) 

It should be noted that the document on tape cannot have a password. 

If the specified tape reel already has one or more documents on it, and it is desired to add this document to the 
others rather than replace them, the command is 

Sxta: (reel number );s; (name)E,!) 

or 

exta: (reel number );s; (name); (document password)@) 

if the document in permanent storage has a password. 

Before using the xt command, the user should send the computer operator a message that magnetic tape is to be used, 
to give him time to locate and mount the required tape. (The message is discussed below under "Administrative 
Commands".) Use of the xt command also requires that the user's account be authorized by the computer center to 
use magnetic tapes. After the xt command has been issued, the terminal keyboard will be locked until the transfer 
to tape has been completed. 

Retrieving a Document. To retrieve a document from magnetic tape into permanent storage, the com-mand form is 

ext: (reel number);g; (name)@ 

where 

(ree I number) is the reel number assigned when the document was stored on the tape. 

(name) is the name assigned to the document when it was stored on the tape; this same name will be assigned 
to the document when it is copied into permanent storage. 

If the document is to be copied into permanent storage with a document password, then the command to retrieve it 
from magnetic tape is 

ext: (reel number);g; (name); (document password)@ 

If the tope was created in a different account, that account number must be supplied to retrieve a document from the 
tope. This command is 

ext: (reel number);g; (name). (account numbed@ 

Finally, to retrieve a document that was stored under a different account and assign it a document password when it 
is copied into permanent storage, the command is 

ext: (reel number};gi(name). (account number}; (document password}@) 

As with the command to store a document, the user should first send the computer operator a message that magnetic 
tape is required (via the xo command), and the user's account must be authorized by the computer center to use 
magneti c tapes. 
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Administrative Commands 

Administrative commands do not have a direct effect on 0 document. They include commands to request the current 
terminal printout status (line width, page depths, tab settings); to obtain a report of all documents stored in perma
nent storage; and to send messagElS to the computer operator. 

Termi na I Status 

The TEXT command to request thE! current status of the terminal (current line width, page depths, and tab settings) is 

TEXT wi" respond by printing the current terminal printout status in the form 

WIDTH 80 DEPTH 40 CONTINUOUS-FORM DEPTH 50 
----t---t--t-------------t 

t t 

Here the first line shows the line width and page depths set with the width command (w80;40;50 in this case), the 
second I ine shows the system tab !Iettings, and the third line shows the physi cal tab settings. 

Storage Reports 

The user may instruct TEXT to print a report of all standard documents in permanent storage in the user's or some 
other account. If no account is specified, the logon account is assumed. Documents stored with passwords and 
those stored in edit-compatible fClrmat will not be listed by this command. The report may be obtained either at 
the terminal or at a high-speed printer in the computer center. 

Typewriter Terminal. To obtain a storage report at the terminal, the command is 

@report[. (account)]@l 

TEXT wi II respond to this command as follows 

STORAGE REPORT FOR ACCOUNT: account 

This will be followed by a listing of all nonpassworded documents in the account. Additionally, displayed with each 
document will be i'ts document idtmtification (if it was stored with one), the operator identification, the date it 
was stored, and the number of lines in the document. The report ends with a count of the number of documents 
listed. 

High-Speed Printer. To obtain a !itorage report on the high-speed printer at the computer center, the command is 

E>xreport[. (account)]@, 

The content of this report is the same as for a report printed at the terminal. The user must then pick up the report 
a!t the computer center or arrange to have it delivered or mailed if the computer center is remotely located. To use 
this command, the user account must be authorized to use the high-speed line printer. 

Messages to the Computer Operator 

The user may have to send a message to the computer operator to mount a magnetic tape or to instruct him on the 
delivery of printouts from the high··speed printer at the computer center. The command to transmit a message to 
the computer operator is 

@xo;(message)@> 

where (message) is the actual message to the computer operator. The message will then be printed at the operator's 
console in the computer center. 
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Index Command 

The index command instructs TEXT to compile various types of indexes and tables of contents for the document 
currently in working storage. The command to compile an index of certain words is 

8index;full; line@) 

_ Then, if one or more auxiliary files of index words have been read in (see the rs command earlier in this chapter 
under "Auxiliary Files"), TEXT will compile an index with the line numbers of all words listed in the auxiliary file. 
If a fi Ie of words to be excluded from the index has been read in (see the rx command, also under "Auxi liary Fi les"), 
but not a fi Ie of index words, TEXT wi II compi Ie an index wi th the line numbers of all words in the document except 
the words to be excluded. If neither type of auxiliary file has been read in, TEXT will compile an index of every 
occurrence of every word in the document, with line numbers. 

To produce an index with page numbers instead of line numbers, merely replace the word "line" in the index com
mand with the word "page" as shown: 

<§,>index;full;page@l 

An index of all index-tagged words and phrases (introduced by the ti: command) can be produced wi th the command 

<§'>i ndex; tag; line<§) 

In this case any auxiliary files read in are ignored, and an index of all index-tagged words and phrases in the 
document is compiled, with line numbers. For an index with page numbers, merely replace the word "line" in this 
command with the word "page". 

Another variation of the index command wi II produce an index, with line numbers, of all TEXT block definitions 
(i ntroduced by the tb command): 

8index;block;line@l 

Again, replacing the word "line" with the word "page" will create an index with page numbers. 

Finally, to compile a table of contents, the command is 

8index;title;1 ine@) 

This command will compile a table of contents of all titles tagged in the document (with the tt(n): command) with 
line numbers. For a table of contents with page numbers, replace the word "line" with the word "page". Titles 
will be indented in this table of contents according to their level (n), with level 0 the least indented and level 9 
the most. 

In all the above commands that compile an index or table of contents with page numbers, TEXT may be instructed 
to start the page numbering with a specific numberc by replacing "page" with "page(n)", where (n) is the number to 
be assigned to the first page of the document. If this number is omitted, TEXT assumes the first page of the docu
ment is page 1. 

It should also be noted that all indexes by line are performed on the as-entered document whereas indexes by page 
are performed on the document as formatted for print. This is especiall y significant when blocks are included in 
a document. When this occurs, a line number index will find items in the block definition as opposed to a page 
index which will index on the block callouts. 

As an example of the index procedure, suppose that the user wants to compile an index with page numbers of all 
appearances of the phrases "command ", lIembedded command ", and "system command" in the document named 
TEXTREF in permanent storage. The complete procedure to do this (including building the auxiliary file) will ap-
pear at the terminal as: -

clear clears working storage. 

~ommand;embedded command;system command} 
builds index-word auxiliary-file document. 
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s;indexwords 
clear 
rs; i ndexwords 
g;TEXTREF 
~dex;full;poge 

File Output Commands 

stores the fi Ie and names it "indexwords". 
clears working storage again. 
reads in auxi I iary fi Ie. 
gets main document. 
compi les index. 

Output from the print, index, and report commands normally is directed to the user's terminal. Using the file out
put command, this output can instead be put to a specified permanent storage file in EDIT-compatible form. The 
general format of this command is: 

e fi Ie; (na me )[; (pCJSsword)] ? 

where "nome" is 0 vol id CP-V file name, and "password" is used if the document is to be password protected. 

The file output command must be given immediately prior to 0 print, index, or report command, or it has no effect. 

If a document already exists with the same name, the following message is printed: 

DUPLICATE NAME--DELETE OLD DOCUMENT? 

If a "y@1I response is given, the old document is deleted, and the file command remains in effect; any other response 
cancels the file command. 
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6. TEXT SUBSYSTEMS 

This chapter describes certain TEXT capabil ities that are more extensive than simple commands. 

Name/Address Files 

TEXT provides the user with the capability of creating special name/address fjles. These files are stored TEXT docu
ments, distinguished from other documents only by content. They usually (but not necessarily) consist of names and 
addresses, which can be merged into TEXT documents during printout. This is accompl ished by using embedded TEXT 
commands (in the document referencing the file) that specify which field in the current nome/address entry to use. 
For example, the full name or the lost name only can be specified as the selected field. TEXT will extract the de
sired field and insert it at the appropriate place in the document. Any number of these commands may be used in 
a document. 

Name/Address File Construction. When creating a name/address file, all material is entered in the unformatted 
mode, and must be textual information only; embl!dded commands are not allowed. Each line is entered starting 
at the left-hand margin. 

Similar information should be in the some relative position within entries; for example, all names should be on the 
first line of each entry. Entries are separated by one blank line. 

Lines containing non-printing information (ghost lines) are identified with a slosh ("/") in column 1. These lines 
are ignored during all print operations and in the calculatian of the line number of the nome Or city-state line. For 
example, the name line by default is the first non-ghost line. 

The name I ine is norma II y the first I ine of on entry (al though this may be changed using the form command, as de
scribed later in this section). The nome I ine consists of a persons name (first, middle, lost), preceded optionally 
by a prefix and followed optionally by a suffix. The first name is considered to be the character string immediately 
following the prefix (if any) and the last nome is the character string immediately preceding the suffj~ (if any). For 
example: 

Mr. John Doe, Jr. 

Prefixes can be either standard (see Table 9) or non-standard. If standard, then the prefix starts in column 1 of the 
name line and is followed immediately by a space and the first nome. If non-standard, the first character of the 
prefix must be an asterisk (*): 

*xxx John Doe, Jr. 

If the prefix consists of two or more parts normally separated by spaces, an asterisk should be used as the separator: 

Capt. *&*Mrs. John Doe 

Suffixes can also be standard (see Table 10) or non-standard. Standard suffixes are separated from the lost nome 
by a space or a comma, whereas non-standard suffixes require a comma. The comma used for this purpose must im
mediately follow the lost nome. 

If the lost name consists of two or more parts that are separated by a space, such as Von Dyke, an asterisk must be 
entered between the ports to indicate that they are a unit: 

Van *Dyke 

. . 

The city-state line is normally the lost line of an entry in the name/address entry lalthough this may be changed 
using the form command; see below). The city-state line consists of the city, state, and ZIP code. TEXT assumes 
that the first characters on the last line are the city and that the lost five numeric characters are the ZIP code. The 
last non-numeric characters on the I ine are considered to be the state. The city and the state must be separated 
with a comma to ovoid possible ambiguities. 
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Table 9. S tondo rd Pre fi xes 

ADM HON PROF & MRS 

Adm Hon Prof & Mrs 

ADM. HON. PROF. & MRS. 

Adm. Hon. Prof. & Mrs. 

BRIG LT PVT 

Brig Lt Pvt 

BRIG. LT. PVT. 

Brig. Lt. Pvt. 

CAPT MAJ REV 

Copt Moj Rev 

CAPT. MAJ. REV & MRS 

Copt. Maj. Rev & Mrs 

COL MISS REV. 

Col Miss Rev. 

COL. MR REV. & MRS. 

Col. Mr Rev. & Mrs. 

CPL MR & MRS RT 

Cpl Mr & Mrs Rt 

CPL. MR. RT. 

Cpl. Mr. Rt. 

CPT MR. & MRS. SEN 

Cpt Mr. Sen 

CPT. MRS SEN. 

Cpt. Mrs Sen. 

DR MRS. SFC 

Dr Mrs. Sfc 

DR & MRS MS SFC. 

Dr & Mrs Ms Sfc. 

DR. MS. SIR 

Dr. Ms. Sir 

DR. & MRS. PFC SIS TER 
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Table 9. Standard Prefixes (cont. ) 

Dr. & Mrs. Pfc sister 

FR PFC. SR 

Fr Pfc. Sr 

FR. PROF SR. 

Fr. Prof Sr. 

GEN. PROF. 

Gen. Prof. 

Table 10. Standard Suffi xes 

ASST RET 

Asst ret 

ATTY RN 

Atty rn 

CPA SR 

cpa Sr 

DDS Trees 

dds USA 

DVM usa 

dvm USAF 

ESQ usaf 

Esq USMC 

II usmc 

III UNS 

IV usn 

JR V.P. 

Jr 2ND 
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Table 10. Standard Suffixes (cont.) 

LLB 2nd 

llb 3RD 

MD 3rd 

md 4TH 

PRES 4th 

Pres 

Tstop Command. This command ~auses the specified field from the nome/address fi Ie to be inserted in the target 
document. The format of the command is: 

e tstop; (fie Id -id )~~ 

or 

9tstop; (fie Id -id) 0}) 

where "field -id II is as follows: 

field-id Mec'ning 

city city 

entry enti te entry 

fnaml~ first name 

line(n) line n of entry 

Iname last name 

name enti,"e name line 

plname prefiix and last name 

prefi>< nome prefix 

state state' 

suffix namE~ suffix 

zip ZIP code 

Form Command. This version of the form command causes tine specified name/address file to be associated with 
working storage. It also initiates (:I series of questions which aHow the user to completely describe the various char
acteristics of the forthcoming form-letter printout. This inc! udes: 

• Specifying the relativE~ line number within an entry where the various fields can be found (see "Tstop 
Command "). 
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• Specifying which name/address entry is the first significant one of this run. 

• Specifying which name/address file entries are to be selected for print-merge operations. 

The command has the following format: 

Sformi(name)[. (acct. no. )][;(possword)Je 

where (name) is the name of the name/address file, (acct. no.) is the optional account number of that file, and 
(po ssword) is the opt i ona I po ssword • 

TEXT responds to this command with the question 

CHANGE FIELD LINE NUMBERS? 

The user answers with 

e ... which indicates no change, or 

ye •.• which indicates that a field line number change is desired. 

If the answer is "y@>", TEXT responds with 

ENTER FIELD CHANGE CRITERIA 

The field change criteria are entered in the fallowing form: 

(field id. )i(line no.) ••• 8 

The fields that- can be changed and their default values are: 

field id. I ine no. default 

city last line of entry 

name line 1 

state last I ine of entry 

(It should be noted that changing the name field also changes fname, Iname, plname, prefix, and suffix fields. 
Similarly, a change of city or state will affect the zip.) 

TEXT next asks the question 

ANY START-AT-ENTRY CRITERIA? 

The user answers with 

@) ••• which means start at the first name/address entry, or 

y@) ••. which indicates that start-at-entry criteria will be entered. 

If the answer is "y@lll, TEXT responds with 

ENTER START SELECTION CRITERIA 
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The selection criteria is entered in the following form: 

(field id. )i(conditi:on)i(string) ... € 

where (field id.) is the some as for the tstop command, and (condition) is as follows: 

condition ~::rning 

eq equal 

ne not equal 

It les!; than 

gt greater than 

Ie les!; than or equal 

ge greater than or equal 

and where (string) is a character string used by the select funl:tion for comparison purposes. All comparisons are 
made with character strings. Compares are done with specia I asterisks for non-standard items deleted (i. e., the 
compare string should look I ike the printed item rather than the item in its name/address entry). 

TEXT then asks the question 

ANY SELECTION CRITERIA? 

The user answers with 

@) ••• which means select the entire name/address file, or 

y@> ••• which indicates that selection criteria will be entered. 

If the answer is"y@>", TEXT resp.onds with: 

ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA 

The selection criteria is answered in the some form as described above for start-selection criteria. 

At this point, the requested name/address file has been associated to the document in working storage. The next 
command should be some form of jrhe basic print command ("p!!). Form letters are then printed with the appropriate 
information merged from the name/address file. At the end of each form letter, TEXT will pause and wait for an 
"88" response before proceeding with the next iteration. 

Display-Oriented Editing 

TEXT provides the user with a special editing capability intended exclusively for use on a display terminal. Cur
rently, only the OMRON 8025 terminal is supported. See TEXT program description (706412-11BOO) for interfacing 
to other terminals. It allows the IUser to display a range of lines on the screen, do local editing, and then reinsert 
the range bock into working stora!~e. This faci lity is fnvoked via the display commandi its general format is as follows: 

8display[(starting I ine no. )-(ending I ine no. )]i[add] @> 

where the specified range of text lines is to be displayed on the screen for local editing. If no line numbers are 
specified, the entire document is .selected for editing. If only' a starting line number is specified, the selected range 
for editing will be that line throu~~h the end of the document. The "add" parameter signifies that infarmation is to 
be added to whatever is currently in working storage. 
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Command Operation. When the "display; add" command is entered, the screen is cleared and the cursor is positioned 
near the upper left corner. The user then keys in information utilizing any local editing features provided by the 
display unit. When all information has been entered or the screen becomes full, the user homes the cursor and hits 
the break key. TEXT then asks: 

ANY MORE LINES TO ADD? 

All responses cause the current screen information to be added to the end of working storage. A response of "y(§" 
clears the screen and add mode continues after transmission is completed. All other responses terminate the display 
mode ofter transmission. 

Display-oriented editing is initiated by keying in the "display; (range)" command. In doing so, a range of lines is 
selected for editing and is displayed on the screen. If too many lines were requested, only those lines that will fit 
on the screen are shown; the remaining lines are automatically displayed for editing in screen-sized blocks after 
current screen editing is completed. If at any time the user desires to interrupt the displaying of lines on the screen, 
the BREA K key may be hit; this creates the same condition as if end -of-screen had been encountered. Local editing 
may then proceed as described in the following paragraphs. 

Note that the first two lines on the screen are not used. They are reserved for TEXT messages; any information typed 
there will be lost. 

After the text lines have been displayed, the operator may change anything on the screen by using the movable 
cursor and the terminal editing features. These features usually include character and line replacement, insertion, 
and deletion. 

When all screen editing is complete, the operator homes the cursor and presses the BREAK key. (It is important to 
remember to home the cursor prior to hitting the BREAK key. If this is not done, screen information can be de
stroyed.) TEXT then prints the following message to request further action: 

NEXT ACTION - R(EPLACE)/A(DD)/E(DIT)/C(LEAR)? 

The operator now types one of four characters followed by a RETURN. The characters have the following meanings: 

R Replace the original text range with that on the screen. Original screen lines will replace 
corresponding text lines. Insert lines will be assigned new line numbers in a manner consistent 
with normal sequential numbering; for example, a I ine inserted on the screen which falls be
tween text lines 50 and 51 will be assigned a line number between SO and 51. 

A Add the lines on the screen to the end of the document. The original text lines remain un
changed. If possible, the lines will be assigned consecutive integer line numbers starting with 
the first integer beyond the last working storage line; otherwise, smaller increments will be 
used. 

E Further editing is required. The original text lines will remain unchanged until further action 
is requested by pressing BREAK again. 

C Clear the screen and leave the original text I ines unchanged. 

Normally at the completion of the editing cycle for a screen, the next block of lines in the selected range will be 
displayed. To inhibit this action, follow the R, A, E, or C with an S (stop). If it is desired to extend the selected 
edit range, follow the R, A, E, or C with an N (next). This will reset the end of range to the end of document. 
Thus the general form of the response is: 
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Since it is easy to forget when the end of range has been encountered, TEXT will signal this condition with the 
message 

END OF DISPLAY RANGE, DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE EDITING? 

A "y'S" response indicates a desire to continue editing. All other responses are considered negative. 

Special Screen Conventions. Each document line will be preceded by on identifying line number when first dis
played. The form of the number is "xx#,kS'''. This number will be used to distinguish original document lines from 
new I ines added during the local editing phose. If the original text I ines are to be replaced with those on the 
screen, they will be used to match screen lines with working storage lines. New lines inserted on the screen should 
start at the left margin and should not have line numbers preceding them. Their relative screen position will be 
used to assi gn new worki ng stora{~e I ine numbers. 

Document lines are terminated by a '8 character. One document line may occupy several screen lines. When the 
lines are first displayed, each ne'w document line will start on a new screen line. 

The 8 character used to identify commands will be represented on the screen with an "at" sign ("':al
'). Because 

of this convention, the character ",a'" wi II be represented by the appearance of two consecutive lIatll signs, i. e., 
IIf~\g.'". 

Since it is necessary to preserve '~he integrity of tab characters, all tabs will be represented on the screen in the 
following form: 

,.~'TTT •••. ci' 

That is, all tab strings will be replaced by upper case Tis bracketed by "~'" signs. 

Operational Restrictions. There ,ere certain operational restrictions caused by common display terminal limitations: 

• Caution should be exerc:ised when editing documents which contain underscored words or phrases. This 
is because most displays have destructive overstriking (original character is destroyed when overstriking). 
An underscored phrase wil I not appear on the screen as such and therefore will not be transmitted back to 
TEXT properly. 

• The opercltion of the tra!nsmit function is not consistent among the various different types of display units 
available today. One ()f these differences involves the way that logical lines are delimited from one an
other. A problem occur's with those displays that assume each screen line is a complete logical line when 
transmitting. In this case, if a text line is too long to be represented on a single screen line, it will be 
transmitted bock as two or more separate text lines. 

Error Messages. The following error messages may appear when display-oriented editing is in process: 

**EMBEDDED COMMAND ERROR(S), DO YOU WISH TO REEDIT? 

This message indicates that one 01' more embedded command errors were found on the current screen. A response of 
"y@)11 signals a desire to reedit the screen. Any other response will cause the screen information to be accepted as 
is. The II@II sign preceding those! commands with errors will not be translated into an "8". 

**TOO MANY LINES TO INSERT, DO YOU WISH TO REEDIT? 

This message indicates that there is not enough roomto insert the specified number of insert lines. A response of 
lIy@)" signals a desire to reedit the screen. Any other response will cause the screen information to be accepted as 
is except that the critical insert r':Jnge will be ~eleted. 

**NOTHING TO DISPLAY 
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This message indicates that either working storage has been cleared or an empty range was specified for editing. The 
command action is terminated. 

Batch Operations 

A limited set of TeXT commands may be used in the batch mode. All input is considered to be commands, and no 
editing is allowed. Input that normally comes from the terminal is read through the M:SI DCB. Output that is nor
mall y directed to the terminal is written through one of the three DCBls as described below. 

Batch Commands 

The following TeXT commands are allowed in the batch mode: 

clear 

g 

p 

xp 

report 

xreport 

index 

form (only valid with name/address file) 

w 

----t----

n 

? 

end 

All input through M:S I is expected to be TeXT commands, with the first letter of the command in column one. 

Output DCB's 

Output will be directed through one of the following DCBls: 

M:LO 

F:LO 

F:LL 

80 Batch Operations 

p, report, and index commands. The output format is the same as if directed to a ter
minal. This DCB can be reassigned. 

xp, xreport commands. This DCB is directed unconditionally to the I ine printer.. Output 
format is standard TeXT line printer format (i. e., overstrike buffer, etc.). 

all other TeXT output. This DCB can be reassigned. 



Working Storage 

The working storage area that is used for botch operations will not be saved after a job is complete, and will not 
conflict with the on-line workinB storage area. 

Document Settings 

The width, depth, and tab settin!;s will be adjusted automatically after each "get" command. 
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF TEXT COMMANDS 

Table A-l summarizes all embedded commands, which become part of an actual document; and Table A-2 
summarizes all system commands, which cause immediate action and are not stored with a document. Commands are 
further subdivided within each table according to function. In addition, the following conventions are used in 
these tabl es to present the format of the commands: 

1. 8 symbol. This symbol means to stri ke the ATTN key. 

2. 8: symbol.: This symbol means to strike the RETURN key. 

3. @symbol. This symbol means to strike the BACKSPACE key. 

4. Parentheses ( ). Items in parentheses indicate data j'hat must be suppl ied by the user. The parentheses 
are not typed as part of '~he command. For example, in the command shown as 

8(line no.) 

the user must replace "(1 ine no. )" with an actual document I ine number, such as 

873@ 

Other commands may require that the parenthesized data be replaced with a word or phrase instead of 
a number. 

5. Brackets [J. An item between brackets is optional. For example, in the following command format, the 
letter c is optional: 

@tu[c] 

Thus this command may be typed in either of the following ways, depending on the command variation 
desired: 

<Btu without c option 

@tuc with c option 

If several items are plact~d one under the other between brackets, anyone or none of the items may be 
typed. For example, notice the following command format: 

[

now] unc 
8t+(n); bot e 

top 
any 

If (n) is 5, this command can be typed in any of the following ways: 

@t+5@l 
@t+5;now@l 

<§> t+5 ian y@l 

6. Braces {f. Items placed c:me under the other between braces require the selection of one of the items. 
For example, notice the following command format: 
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This command can be entered in either of the following ways: 

Stable;r@) 

<§>table;c§ 

7. Semicolons. Semicolons are used in some commands to separate items. An example is the command 

@>w[(width)]i[(depth)];[(cdepth)]@) 

The user must observe two rules when semicolons are used in a command: 

a. If an item is omitted at the end of a command, the semicolon preceding the item shouldalso be omitted. 
Thus if lI(depth) II and lI(cdepth) II are omitted from the end of the above command and if lI(width) II is 30, 
the command will be typed as 

@>w30@) 

b. If an item between two semicolons is omitted, the semicolons should still be typed. Thus if lI(depth) II 
is omitted in the above command and if II {width)1I and II (cdepth)II are 30 and 80 respectively, the 
command will be typed as 

@>W30i;80@) 

Table A-l. Embedded Commands 

Type of Command Command Meaning Page 

Document Format-Mode Formatted Mode 
Commands 

<6>tf'8 Request for formatted mode. 13 

"-
Unformatted Mode 

<Stue Request for unformatted mode. 14 

<Stuc!03 Request for centered mode. 38 

General Form 

<Stu[c}S 
--

Heading/Footing Modes 

etuh(nn)<2 Request for basic heading mode. 39 

etuf(nn)8 Request for balic footing mode. 40 

<Stuhr(nnr8 Request for heading printed against right page margin. 42 

e>tufr(nn)@ Request for footing printed against right page margin. 42 

<Stuhc(nn)@ Request for heading to be centered. 42 

<Stufc(nn)@; Request for footing to be centered. 42 

<Stuha(nn)'9 Request for heading to alternate, against right margin on 42 
odd-numbered pages and against left margin on even-
numbered pages. 

<Stufa(nn)@) Request for footing to alternate, against right margin on 42 
odd-numbered pages and against left margin on even-
numbered pages. 

fucl Heading/Footing on 

12 Every page. 40 

13 Every odd-numbered page. 40 

23 Every page except the first. 40 

24 Every even-numbered page. 40 

35 Every odd-numbered page except the fint. 40 

General Form 

<Stu {;}[~][(nn )J~ 
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Table A-l. Embedded Commands (cont.) 

Type of Command 

Document Format-Mode 
Commands (cont.) 

I Command 

Table Mode 

, <e>table;r; [nl)':;:: 

Gtable;c; [(nl]\0. 

General Form 

I 

: etable;{~}; [(n));C 

I Meaning 
I 

Request for table mode, with entry by rows. In) specifies 
number of blank I ines between output rows. 

Request for table mode, with entry by columns. (n) spec
ifies number of blank lines between output rows. 

i Page 

43 

47 

----------------------------------------+------------------------------------~~ 
End Row or Col umn 

etend@} 

I Column Specification; 

..• f. .. f. .•... f@! 

••• u ••• u •••••• u@ 

••• u ••• f •••••• u§ 

Miscellaneous Embedded Keeping Text Togethe,/ 
Commands 

et) 

et(sn 

et(d 

et(dn 

et(tn@! 

General Form to Begin Text to be Kept Together 

Keeping 0 Phrase Together 

etk:(phrase) {8 } e 

~ 
@tg:(phrose}<6l 

eti :(phrosel<e> 

ett[(n)) :(phrase)9 

tThe porentheses shown in these commands are part of the command and must be typed. 

I Signal, .,' ,f 0 ,~ " <ol"m,. 

Request for formatted columns within tabie mode. 

Request for unfo""atted columns within table mode. 

Request for mixed formatted ond unformatted columns within 
toble mode. 

llasic request to beSlin a portion of text that must be kept 
together on one page. 

Request to end text that is to be kept together. 

Request to end one portion of text to be kept together and to 
begin onOther. 

Request to begin single-spaced text that must be kept 
together. 

Request to begin single-spaced text that does not have to be 
kept on one page. 

Request to begin double-spaced text that must be kept 
together. 

Request to begin double-spaced text that does not have to be 
kept on the some page. 

Request to begin triple-spaced text that must be kept together. 

Request to begin triple-spaced text that does not have to be 
kept on some page. 

Request to keep 0 phrose together, without splitting across 
output lines. 

Request to define a basic tag. 

Request to define on index tog. 

Request to define a title tag of level (n), where (n) is 0-9. 

I 
43 

44 

47 

48 

48 

48 

49 

49 

49 

49 

49 

49 

49 

49 

49 

50 
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Table A-l. Embedded Commands (cont. ) 

Type of Command Command Meaning I Page 

Miscellaneous Embedded Block Definitions 
Commands Jcont • ) 

@b;(narne)8 Request to begin a block. 50 

ete8 Request to end a block 50 

Block Co II outs 

etc;(name)@j Request to call out (print) a block at this point. 50 

etc; (nome);unc8 Request to print a block at this point if it will fit; otherwise 50 
to eject the current page and print the block at the top of 
the next page. 

<9tc;(nome);bot@, Request to print a block at bottom of first available page. 50 

etc;(name);top\~\ Request to print a block at top of first available page. 50 

etci(nome);anye Request to print a block at this point if it will fit; otherwise 50 
to continue to printout text and print the block at top of 
next page. 

General Form for Block Callout 

rJ etc'(name)' bot (W) , , top ~ 

any 

Stop Code/lmert Page Number 

<9<9 In ordinary text, request for TEXT to stop printing at this 51 
point. 

In headings and footings, request to imert a page number 41 
at this point. 

Inserting Blanks 

St*(n)@) Request to imert blanks in a line. 53 

@t*(n)l@) Request to insert blanks and stop for user to manually type 53 
data during printout; allows the use of a stop code in formatted 
text and sti II have the formatting be carrect. 

Skipping Lines 

E3>t+(n)8 Request to skip a specified number of lines at this point if 53 
there is room; otherwise to skip to bottom of page. 

<§llt+(n);now@' Request to skip I ines at this point; if there i5 not enough 53 
room on this pege, the remaining lines will be skipped at top 
of next page. 

8t+(n)iunc8 Request to skip lines at this point if there is room; otherwise 53 
to eject current page and skip all I ines at top of next page. 

8t+(n);bot8 Request to skip I ines at the bottom of this page if there is 53 
room; otherwise at the bottom of the next page. 

<§llt+(n);tope Request to skip lines at the top of the next page. 53 

e t+(n );any'0' Request to skip lines at the bottom of this page is there is 53 
room;otherwise at the top of the next page. 
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Tabl e A-l. Embedded Commands (cont. ) 

Type of Command Command Meaning Page 

Mi scellaneou, Skipping Lines (c(m!.) 
Embedded Commands 
(cant. ) Genera I Form 

~OJ I 
unc 

et+(n); bot -0' 
top 
any 

Eiecting a Page 

et+99<8 Request to eiect the current page. 54 

Special Character~ 

etH (characters );; Request to define special characters. 54 

Table A-2. System Commands 

Type of Command Command Meaning I Page 

Terminal Format Terminal Type 
Commands ry 

} 
e xterm; 2741 @ Request to change output format for different type of 12 

3010 terminal. 

Line Width and Page Depth Settings 

ew(width)S Request to set line width to a specified number of characters 16 
per line. 

ew; (depth)@> Request to set page depth to a specified number af lines 16 
per poge. 

9w(width);(depth)iS Combined request to set line width and poge depth. 16 

ew;;(cdepth)-S Request to set physical poge depth for continuous·form poper 55 
to a specified number of lines per poge. 

General Form 

ew[(width»); [(deiOth»); l(cdepth»)€) 

Tem~ra2: Width and Spocing Commands 

e tw [(n)]18 Overrides the system width setting of a dacument during 
printout; "(n)" is a number between 5 and 130. 

55 

ets{~};' Overrides spocing option of print command; single (5), 56 
double (d), or triple (t) spacing may be requested. 

Tab Settings 

9-··-t--t -----o,!E: Request to set system tabs (to set physicol tabs at the some 17 
time, depress the SET key before each t). 

Editing Commands Calling Out Linest 

e(lineno.):!0 Request to print a I ine and stop for editing. 23 

e(starting line M. J.(ending line no.}<2> Request to print 0 group of lines. 23 

e(line no.};(old phrase);(new phrase)€; Request to replace a phrase on a specified line with a new 24 
phrase. 

e(line no. );(phrase);@> Request to delete a phrase on 0 specified line. 25 

e(line no. );(phrase)(S Request to delete the rest of 0 I ine beyond 0 certain phrase. 25 

tLine numbers in these commands may be the actual line numbers or offsets from the current line pointer (CLP). 
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Table A-2. System Commands (cont. ) 

Type of Command Command Meaning Page 

Editing Commands Corrections on Current Line 
(cont. ) 

<§l@> •. '@> Request to backspace and erase erroneous characters. 19 

<§>€i Request to erase the current lin.e. 19 

&asing Linest 

<§>e(l ine no.)6 Request to erase a specified line. 27 

<§>e(starting line no.)-(ending line no. >8} 
<§le(starting line no. );(ending line no. >e Request to erose a group of lines. 27 

Inserting Linest 

ei(line no.); [(increment)]8 Request to insert one or more lines. 27 

e iend8 Request to terminate insert mode. 27 

Moving Linest 

<§>m(line no.)8l Request to move the last line of the document to after a 28 
given line. 

<§lm(line no. );(starting line no.)@) Request to move a group of lines from the end of the docu- 28 
ment to after a given line. 

en(line no. );(starting line no. );(ending line no.)8 Request to move a group of lines from the middle of the 29 
document to after a given line. 

Find Commanl
t 

ef; (phrase)@) Request to set the current line pointer to the line containing 58 
a phrase. 

<.Sf;(old phrase);(new phrase)8 Request to replace the first occurrence of 0 phrase with a 58 
new phrase. 

ef;(starting line no. )-(ending line no. )i(phrase)'~; Request to limit search to range of line numbers. 58 

efa;(old phra .. );(new phra .. )'S Request to replace all occurrences of 0 phrase with 0 new 58 
phrase. 

@ff;(old phrase)i(new phrase)<S Request to replace first occurrence of 0 phrase on each line 58 
with a new phrase. 

8fadi(old phrose);(new phrase)8 Request to replace all occurrences of a phrase with a new 58 
phrase, displaying the found line. 

9fg;(phrase)@) Request to set the current line pointer to the I ine containing 59 
a tagged phrase. 

efg;(old phrase)i(new phrasek3 Request to replace the first occurrence of a tagged phrase 59 
with a new phrase. 

efga;(old phrase);(new phrase)@) Request to replace all occurrences of a tagged phrase with a 59 
new phrase. 

efgfd;(old phrase)i(new phrase)@) Request to replace the first occurrence of a togged phrase on 58 
each line with a new phrase, displaying the found lines. 

efi; (phrase)8 Request to set the current line pointer to the line containing 59 
an index-togged phrase. 

efi;(old phrase);(new phrase)@) Request to replace the first occurrence of an index-tagged 59 
phrase with a new phrase. 

8fia;(old phrase)i(new phrase)@) Request to replace all occurrences of on index-tagged phrase 59 
with a new phrase. 

8ft;(title)@) Request to set the current line pointer to the line containing 59 
a title. 

tLin~ numbers in these commands may be the actual line' numbers.or offsets from the current line pointer (CLP). 

ttln all the find commands the search begins at the current setting of the current line pointer. 
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Type of Command 

Editing Commands 
(cont. ) 

Printout Commands 

Table A-2. System Commands (cont. ) 

Command 

Find Command (COrlt.) 

8ft;(0Id title)l(new title)·_' 

8ftol(0ld title);(new title)~ 

8fb; (nome )~~. 

Genera I Form 

CLP Positioning 

8clp;(1 ine no.}S 

8clpir.;;·. 

Display Oriented Editing 

8display'S 

8display;add E 

9display(starting Iline no. )-(ending line no. )8 

9display(starting I,ine no. )8 

General Form 

8display[(starting line no. Hending line no. }];[odd}2 

line Printer to Queue 

9Ip;auto@ 

Reprint Lost Page 

Form-Letter Mode 

8form<0 

Be;;n Printout 

Stop Printout 

Meoning 

Request to replace the first occurrence of a title with 0 
new title. 

Request to reploce 011 occurrences ofa title with a new title. 

Request to set the current line pointer to the first line of 0 

named block. 

Request to set the current line pointer to a specified line 
number. 

Request to reset the current line pointer to end of document. 

Request to print the value of the current line pointer. 

Request to display document on screen for local editing. 

Some as above, and specifies that information is to be added 
to whatever is currently in working storage. 

Request to display a range of lines on screen for local 
editing. 

Request to display range of lines from line specified to end 
of document. 

Request all line printer output not to be put into symbiont 
queue. All subsequent printer output requires other Ip com
mands to force output into the queue. 

Request all line printer output to automatically go to sym
biont queue. 

Request to reprint lost page. 

Request to enter form-letter mode. This command should be 
followed by variation of the. print command. 

Request to begin printout or resume printout (a.her prin.t. 
command, after stop at stop code, etc.). 

Request for printing to stop. 

Page 

60 

60 

60 

57 

57 

58 

77 

77 

77 

64 

63 

63 

.20 

19 
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Tobie A-2. System Commands (cont. ) 

T ~e of Command Command Meaning ! Page 

Printout Commands I Print Command i 

(cont. ) 
8p,·Cj Request for a finol formatted printout (single-apaced, no line 20 

numbers, no right justification). 

8po(-3 Request for on os-entered printout. 60 

<§>Pi€! Request for a printout with right-iultified marginl. 61 

E3JPn<€~ Request for a formatted printout with line numben, and with 22 
underlines under the first character of each input line. 

<§>pnW@ Request for a printout with line numben but without under- 61 
lines under the first character of each input line. 

ePd@) Request for a double-spaced printout. 61 

<§>Pt@) Request for a triple-spaced printout. 61 

8Pc@) Request for printout on continuous-form (roll) poper. 62 

<§>p(starting line no. >€> Request to print from a Ipecified line to the end of the 61 
document. 

8p(starting line no. )-(ending line no.)8 Request to print a group of lines. 62 

8p(starting line no. );(phrase on starting line)@) Request to print from a phrase to the end of the document. 62 

E!3>p(starting line no.)-(ending line no.);(phrase on starting IineJe Request to print from a phrase to a specified line. 62 

8P;;(first page no.)@) Request for 0 printout with automatic page numbering beginning 62 
at a sp.cified page; that is, the first page printed will have the 

G.n.ral Form specifi.d page number instead of the usuol page 1. 

LJ~n~[dJr.letarting line no.) J-E!3>P i n t!= starting lin. no. )-(ending line no.) '1 
L.[(phrale on starting I ine)); [(first page no.»)@ 

Common Combinations 

E5lpan@l Request for an as-entered printout with line numbers. 60 

E!3>pid8 Request for a right-justified, double-spac.d printout. 61 

E!3>pi t@> Request for a right-justifi.d, tripl .... paced printout. 61 

E!3>pac@) Request for on as-entered printout on continuous-form papelr. 62 

Spance R.qu.st for on as-ent.r.d printout with line numbers, on 62 
continuous-form paper. 

Print.r on High-Sp.ed Printer 

Sam. as print command, .xc.pt substitute xp for p. Also, Request for 0 printout at the line print.r in the computer 63 
the nand c options are not valid. center. 

G.neral Form 

La]e ~[dltorting line no. J 
(9xp i nw t starting line no.)-(ending line no.) I, 
L [(phrase on starting linell;[(first page no. )]@) 

I 

Storage and Retrieval Store 0 Document I 
I 

Commands I 
9 s;(nome)e Basic request to store a document. 32 

es;(name);(document identification)8 Request to store 0 docum.nt with id.ntification cod •• 33 

as; (nam. );; (docum.nt password)@) R.quest to store a docum.nt with 0 document password. 33 

8S;(lItarting lin. no. )-(ending lin. no. );(nom.)8 Request to store a portion of 0 document. 64 

<§>sr;(name)8 Request a r.number and store a document. 64 

SIX; (name)8 Request to store a document in on Edit-campatible fil •. 65 

Gen.ral Form 

E!3>s(r][x][(starting line no. Hending line no. »);(nome);---, 

L[(document identification)]; [(document password)l~' .. 
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Table A-2. System Commands (cont.) 

Type of Command I Command Meaning Page 

Storage and Retrieval Retrieve (Get) a De,cument 
Commands (cont.) 

9g;(name).~' Basic request to retrieve a document. 

1

34 

9g;(name);(docurr,ent password);;-' Request to retrieve a document that has a document password. 34 

9g;(name). (aCCOl,nt number);~ Request to retri eve a document from another account number. I 34 

9gx; (name r::· Request to retrieve a dacument from an Edit file. 65 

9gx;(name);(document password);:: Request to retrieve a document that has a document password 65 
from an Edit file. 

General Farm 

9g[x];(name)[.(account number)J;[(document passward)]~' 

Delete a Document 

9d;(name)'B Request to delete a document from permanent storage. 36 

9d;(name);(document password)€, Request to delete a document that has 0 document password. 36 

Clear Working Storelge 

9c1eor@) Request to clear working storage and all auxiliary files. 36 

Transfer Document to/From Mognetic Tape 

@3>xt:(reel numberhs;(namel@: Request to store a document from permanent st.:lrage to 0 67 
magnetic tape reel. 

ext:(reel number);s;(name);(document password)@) Request to store 0 document with a document password on 67 
a magnetic tape reel. 

9xta :(reel number );s;(name)@; Request to add a document to others already on the specified 67 
reel. 

9xt :(reel number liS; (name)8 Request to retrieve a document from a magnetic tape reel. 67 

9xt:(reel number);g;(name);(document password)8 Request to retrieve a document from a magnetic tape reel and 67 
sive it a document password. 

General Form 

c9xt[aJ:(reel numbtlr);~(name);[(dOCument password)]@! 

"Read In" Auxil iary Files 

@rd;(name)6 Request to read in auxiliary file containinsspecial characters. 67 

@3>rd;(name); (docu",ent password)@) Request to read in special-character auxiliary file with docu· 67 
ment password. 

&d;(name). (accollnt no. >€v Request to read in special-character auxiliary file from 67 
another accaunt number. 

<6>rs; (name)8 Request to read in auxiliary file containing index words. 67 

Same options as rd command for document password 
and account number. 

6>rx; (name)8 Request to read in auxiliary file containing words to exclude 67 
from index. 

Same options as rd command for document password 
and account nurnber. 

General Form 

err:} (Mm. )[.(o,,~"' ~mbed),[(doo~", ,,0.,,",))8 

Clear Auxiliary File:~ 

<§>clear;d@l Request to clear any special-character auxiliary files 67 
previously read in. 

e>e lear;s8 Request to clear any index-word auxil iary files previousl y 67 
read in. 

9clear;x@; Request to clear any auziliary files previously read in that 67 
contain words to exclude from an index. 
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Type of Command 

Storage and Retrieval 
Commands (cont. ) 

Command 

Name and Addre" Files 

@)tstopi(field-id)9 

or 

e tstoPi (field -id)8 

Table A-2. System Commands (cont.) 

Meaning 

Request to insert the specified field from the name/address 
file into the target document. 

~formi(name)[. (acct. no. )][i(pa_ord)]e Request to associate the specified name/address file with 
working storage. 

Poge 

75 

75 

76 

Administrative Commands ene Request to print the line number to be assigned to the next line 30 

Index Command 

File Output Colllllllnd 

ereport(. (account)]9 

exreportL (account)]9 

e xoi(meuage)8 

8index;full;pageE)t 

eindex;full;lin~ 

<S>index;tag;page@)t 

eindex;tag;1 ine@) 

8index;block;pageet 

8index;block;1 ine9 

~ndex;title;page@t 

endex;tltle;1 int@ 

General Form
t 

~fUIl ~ . tag line 
@llndexi block ;~ge]E> 

title 

the user enters. 

Request for terminal format status (line width, page depth, 
and tab settings). 

Request to end a terminal seSiion. 

Request to print a storage report at the terminal. 

Request to print a storage report at the line printer in the 
computer center. 

Request to send a message to the computer operator. 

Request for a full index by page numbers. 

Request for a full index by I ine numbers. 

Request for a tag index by page numbers. 

Request for a tag index by line numbers. 

Request for a block index by page numbers. 

Request for a block index by line numbers. 

Request for a table of contents by page numbers. 

Request for a table of contents by line numbers. 

Request to route output of p, index, or report command to 
permanent storage file. 

tFor page numbering not beginning with page I, replace "page" with "page (n)U, where (n) is the page number of the First page of the document. 
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36 

69 

69 
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70 

70 

70 

70 

70 

70 
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70 
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APPENDIX B. SUMMARY OF TEXT MESSAGES 

A number of messages are printed by TEXT at the terminal. These messages are I isted and explained in Table B-1. 
Note that messages preceded by ()sterisks (**) indicate error messages. 

Table B-l, TEXT Messages 

Message 

ACTION CANCELLED 

ANY START-AT-ENTRY CRITERIA? 

ANY SELECTION CRITERIA? 

Meaning 

The user has made an invalid request and it has 
been cancelled, or he has cancelled his Own 
erase or move command. 

This message appears following entry of a field 
change in response to a name/address form com
mand. A E'- indicates that the fi rst name/ 
address entry is the start. A "yf:\l1 ind icates 
that start-ot-entry criteria will be entered. 

This message appears following entry of a start 
selection criteria input in response to a name/ 
address form command. A E response indicates 
that the entire name/address file should be 
selected. A "ye'" response indicates that 
selection criteria should be entered. 

~------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------

AFTER-- text, --MOVE-- te·xt
2 

? 

AFTER-- text --MOVE-- text --THRU-- text ? 
1 2 3 

Th i sis a response to a request to move a given 
line, where 

textl represents the first few words of 
the line that the moved line is to 
follow. 

text2 represents the first few words of 
the line to be moved. 

This allows the user to verify that he has speci
fied the correct I ine. To actuall y move the 
line, the user should type the letter y (for yes) 
and then strike the RETURN key. To cancel 
the move request (i f the wrong line has been 
specified), he should strike only the RETURN 
key. 

This is a response to a request to move a group 
of I ines from one point to another, where 

text, represents the first few words of 
the I ine that the moved lines a,e to 
follow. 

text2 represents the fi rst few words of 
the first line to be moved. 

text3 represents the first few words of 
the last line to be moved. 
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Table B-1. TEXT Messages (cont. ) 

Message 

AFTER-- text1 --MOVE-- text2 --THRU-- text3 ? 
(cont. ) 

AFTER-- text] --MOVE-- text2 --THRU END 
OF DOCUMENT ? 

CHANGE FIELD LINE NUMBERS? 

CLP AT LINE: xxxx. xxx 

**DATA LOST--RETYPE REMAINDER OF LINE 

**DOCUMENT ACCESS DENIED 

DOCUMENT DELETED 

**DOCUMENT DOES NOT EXIST 

**DOCUMENT IN USE 

94 Append ix B 

Meaning 

Th i s a II ows the user to veri fy tha t he has 
specified the correct lines. To actually move 
the I ines, the user should type the letter y 
(for yes) and then strike the RETURN key. To 
cancel the move request (if the wrong lines 
have been specified), he should strike only the 
RETURN key. 

This is a response to a request to move a group 
of lines from the end of a document, where 

text1 represents the first few words of 
the line that the moved lines are to 
follow. 

text2 represents the first few words of 
the first I ine to be moved. 

This allows the user to verify that he has speci
fied the correct lines. To actually move the 
I ines, the user should type the letter y (for yes) 
and then strike the RETURN key. To cancel 
the move request (if the wrong lines have been 
specified), he should strike only the RETURN 
key. 

This is a response to the name/address form 
command. A e indicates no change; A "yEV" 
indicates that a field line number change is 
desired. 

This indicates the position of the CLP after a 
find command has been issued and completed. 

The user has entered too long a line. The por
tion correctly received is printed at the ter
minal and entered into working storage. The 
rest of the line should be retyped. 

The user has attempted to get or delete a 
document but has supplied an improper docu
ment password. The request should be repeated 
with proper password. 

This is a response to a delete command. It 
confirms that the specified document has been 
deleted from working storage. 

The user has attempted to get or delete a docu
ment that does not exist, or has misspelled the 
document name in the get or delete request" 

The user has attempted to get a document that 
is currently being stored by another user. The 
request should be repeated in a few minutes. 



Table B-l. TEXT Messages (cont.) 

Message 

DOCUMENT STORED 

**DOCUMENT TOO LARGE 

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN OLD DOC ID? 

**DUPLlCA TE NAME--DELETE OLD DOCUMENT? 

**EMBEDDED COMMAND ERROR(S), DO YOU WISH 
TO REEDIT? 

END OF DISPLAY RANGE, DO YOU WISH TO 
CONTINUE EDITING? 

ENTER FIELD CHANGE CRITERIA 

ENTER SELECTION CRITERIA 

ENTER START SELECTION CRITERIA 

Meaning 

This is a response to a store command. It 
confirms that the specified document has been 
successfully stored in permanent storage. 

The user has attempted to retrieve a document 
that is too large for remaining working storage. 
Working storage should be cleared and the 
document request repeated. 

The user is replacing an old document with a 
new one, but has not specified a new id. The 
old id may be retained by responding "ye"; 
any other response deletes the old id. 

The user has attempted to store a document 
with a name that already exists. A response 
of "ye" will delete the document and con
tinue the store operation. 

This message indicates that one or more 
embedded command errors were found on the 
current screen. A Ily!3" response indicates 
that the user wishes to reedit the screen; any 
other response indicates the user does not wish 
to reedit. 

This message indicates that the user has 
reached the end of the display range. A "ye" 
response indicates the user desires to continue; 
any other response indicates the user does not 
desire to continue. 

This messoge requests a field change in response 
to a nome/address form command. The field 
change criteria are entered in the form 

(field ide ); (I ine no. ).' .. e 

The field id may be city, nome, or state. 

This message is in response to the nome/address 
form command. See the ENTER START SELEC
TION CRITERIA message for the form of the 
selection criteria. 

This message requests start selection criteria 
in response to a nome/address form command. 
The start selection criteria is of the form 

(field ide );(condition);(string) ••• e 
where (field id. ) is the some as the tstop com
mand, and condition is 

Condition Meaning 

eg equal 

ne not equal 
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Table B-1. TEXT Messages (cont. ) 

Message 

ENTER START SELECTION CRITERIA (cont.) 

ERASE-- text 1 --THRU-- text
2 

? 

FOOTING MODE 

FORMATTED MODE 

HEADING MODE 

**ILLEGAL ACTION 

**ILLEGAL BACKSPACE OVER TAB CHARACTER 

**ILLEGAL LINE NUMBER 
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Meaning 

Condition Meaning 

It less than 

gt greater than 

Ie less than or equal to 

ge greater than or equal to 

The (string) is a character string used by the 
select function for comparison. 

This is a response to an erase command, where 

textl represents the first few words of 
the fi rst line to be erased. 

text2 represents the first few words of 
the last I ine to be erased. 

This allows the user to verify that he has speci
fied the correct lines. To actually erase the 
I ines, the user should type the letter y (for yes) 
and then strike the RETURN key. To cancel 
the erase request (i f the wrong lines ha ve been 
specified), he should strike only the RETURN 
key. 

This is a response to a command to enter the 
footing mode. It confirms that TEXT is in this 
mode. 

This is a response to a command to enter the 
formatted mode. It confirms that TEXT is in 
this mode. 

This is a response to a command to enter the 
heading mode. It confirms that TEXT is in this 
mode. 

The user has typed an illegal command or com
mand option. Command should be retyped 
correctly, 

The user has attempted to delete a TAB char
acter. The backspacing procedure is ignored, 
and the I ine remains as it was before the back
spacing commands. TEXT prints this I ine at the 
terminal, and permits the user to retry the 
9peration. 

The user has typed a command usi ng a line 
number that does not exist. Command shou Id 
be retyped with proper line number. 



Table B-1. TEXT Messages (cont.) 

Message 

LINE xxx x DELETED 

NEXT ACTION - R(EPLACE)/A(DD)/E(DIT)/C(LEAR)? 

NEXT LINE NUMBER xxxx 

**NEXT LINE N UMBER TOO LARGE 

**NO STORAGE AVAILABLE 

**NO SUCH LINE 

**NO SUCH PHRASE 

**NO SUCH TAG 

**NOT FOUND 

**NOTHING TO DISPLAY 

**NOTHING TO PRINT 

**NOTHING TO STORE 

Meaning 

This is a response to a command to delete a line. 
1t confirms that the line has been deleted. 

The screen editing is complete and the user has 
homed the cursor and pressed the BREA K key. 
TEXT requests further action. The general 
form of the response to this message is 

This is a response to a successful erase, move, 
or get command, where xxxx represents the 
I ine number that will be assigned to the next 
I ine of text that the user enters. 

The user has entered the last possi ble I ine in 
working storage; that is, the next I ine entered 
will have a number larger than 9999.999. Be
fore any more text can be entered, the docu
ment in working storage should be stored and 
working storage should be cleared. 

The user has tried to store a document that is 
too large for the permanent storage available. 
One or more documents should be deleted from 
permanent storage before attempting to store 
this document. 

The user has attempted to call out a I ine that 
does not exist. 

An attempt has been made to find or replace a 
nonexisting phrase on a specified line. 

An attempt has been made to find or replace a 
tag that does not exist. 

The user has typed a find command referencing 
a phrase that is not in the document. 

This message indicates that either working 
storage has been cleared or an empty range was 
specified for editing. The command action is 
te rm ina ted. 

The user has requested a printout, but th"ere is 
no document in working storage. 

The user has typed a store command, but there 
is no document in working storage. 
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Table B-l. TEXT Messages (cont.) 

Message 

PHRASE FOUND AND REPLACED ON LINE(S): 

xxxx.xxx 

xxxx.xxx 

PHRASE FOUND ON LINES xxxx. xxx xxxx. xxx •.. 

RESTORE SAVED DOCUMENT WIDTH, DEPTH, TABS? 

SAVED DOCUMENT FORMAT RESTORED 

SIGNAL WHEN READY 

STORE COMMAND INTERRUPTED NUMBER OF LINES 
STORED: xxx CONTINUE STORE? 

TABLE MODE--PROVIDE FORMAT 

**TOO MANY LINES TO INSERT, DO YOU WISH 
TO REEDIT? 

**TOO MANY LINES TO MOVE 

UNFORMATTED MODE 
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Meaning 

A phrase has been found and replaced on the 
specified I ines using the find command. 

A phrase has been found (but not replaced by 
a new phrase) on the specified lines. 

The width, depth, and tab settings of a saved 
document differ from the working storage set
tings. A response of "ye" resets working 
storage settings; any other response retains 
working storage settings. 

Working storage width, depth, and tab settings 
hove been reset to match those of the saved 
document. 

This is a response to a user request for a print
out. The user can begin actual printout by 
striking the ATTN key twice, or can cancel 
the printout by striking the ATTN key and then 
the RETURN key. 

The store command was interrupted prior to 
completion. The user may respond "ye" to 
continue the store operation. 

This is a response to a command to enter the 
table mode. It confirms that TEXT is in this 
mode. The user must now specify column 
widths and whether col umns are to be formatted 
or unformatted. 

This message indicates that there is not enough 
room to insert the specified number of insert 
'I ines. A "yS" response .indicates the user 
wants to reedit the screen. Any other response 
will cause the screen informatian to be ac
cepted as is except that the critical insert 
range will be deleted. 

The user has attempted to move too many lines 
between any two I ines of the document in 
working storage. 

This is a response to a command to enter the 
unformatted mode. It confirms that TEXT is in 
this mode. 



. Table B-1. TEXT Messages (cont. ) 

Message 

WIDTH xx DEPTH yy CONTlt-JUOUS-FORM DEPTH zz 
---t-----t ---t 

WORKING STORAGE FORMAT RETAINED 

'Meaning 

This is a response to a ? command, where 

xx is the current I ine width. 

yy is the current page depth. 

zz is the continuous-form poge depth. 

t is the location of a tab setting. 

This information is also printed in response to a 
successful get command and after log-on to 
indicate the previous or default settings. 

The width, depth, and tab settings of working 
storage have not been changed to match those 
of the saved document. 
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APPENDIX C. TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS 

TEXT requires the use of the IBM 2741 Communications Terminal or its equivalent (Dated 30, UCC 1035, etc.). In 
describing the various TEXT features, this reference manual assumes that the above type terminal is being used. 

TEXT will also operate however, with teletype compatible terminals. On those terminals the following key sub
stitutions may be made: 

2741 Type Terminal Teletype Terminal 

Control-D 

TAB Control-I 

BACKSPACE Control-H 

When interrupting printout using a teletype terminal, the BREAK key (not the Control-D sequence) should be hit 
just once. 
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INDEX 

Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any poges thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

? command, 69 

A 
absolute line number, 56 
account number, 10, vi, 32, 34, 68 
account storage report, 69 
adding one document to another document, 35 
administrati ve commands, 69 
advanced commands, 38 
as-entered printout, 21,60 
asterisk, 10 
ATTN ATTN, 51,63 
A TTN key, 3, vi, 4, 7, 9, 20, 23,49,51,54,63 
automatic poge numbering, 41,62 
auxi I iary fi les, 65-67, 70 

B 

BACKSPACE key, 3,4 
backspacing, 19,20 
backspacing over tab character, 20 
basic TEXT commands, 13 
batch operations, 80 
blank insertion, 50 
blank lines, 40 
blank I ines between printed poges, 62 
blank table entry, 47 
block insertion command, 50 
block of text, 50 
building a new document, 18 

c 
centered mode, 38 
character, vi 
character string, vi 
clear command, 36,67 
clearing tabs, 17 
clearing working storage, 18 
CLP, 56-58 
clp command, 57 
column headings, 46 
column width, 44-46 
combining print commands, 63 
combining store commands, 65 
command, vi 
commands to TEXT, 3 
computer, vi 
computer center, vi 

computer operator, vi 
conditional skip command, 53 
connection with the computer, 10 
continuous-form paper, 55 
continuous-poge depth, 62 
Control Program-Five, vii 
correcting commands, 19 
correcti ng stri keovers and underl i nes, 20 
correcting text, 19 
correction of most of line, 25 
corrections whi Ie entering a line, 19 
current line pointer, 56-59 

o 
d command, 36 
defining special characters, 54 
delete command, 36 
deleting a document, 36 
deleting a line, 19 
deleting words or phrases, 25 
depth, 11,15,41,55,62 
determining next line number, 30 
display/oriented editing, 77 
document, vi 
document formatting for printout, 13 
document identification, 32,33,35 
document name, 35 
document storage, 4 
duplicate document names, 33 

E 
e command, 27 
Edit-compatible files, 64 
editing, vi 
editing a document, 23 
editing commands, 56 
ejecting a poge, 54 
embedded commands, 38-55, vi, 3,21,66 
end command, 36 
ending a terminal session, 36 
entering a document, 19_, vi 
erase command, 27 
erased I ine numbers, 31 
erasing a single line, 26 
erasing multiple lines, 27 
error correction, 19 
error messages, 93 
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Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant poge is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

F 
f commend, 58 
fa comma nd, 58 
find commend, 58 
finding a phrase, 58 
font, vi 
footi ng mode, 39-41 
form commend, 63 
form letter, 63,50,60,64 
form-letter mode, 63 
format-mode commend, 13 
format-mode commends, 38 
formatted mode, 6, 13 
forma tted mod e, 19 
formatted printout, 22 

G 

g commend, 34,35,65 
get command, 34,35,65 
gx command, 65 

H 

heading and footing modes, 39-42 
high-speed printer, 60,63,69 

i commend, 27 
indentation, 61 
index command, 70 
index tog, 49 
index-word auxil iary file, 66,67 
insert command, 27 
inserted line number, 27 
inserting blanks, 52 
inserting/moving lines, 27 
introduction, 1 

J 
justified right margin, 60,61 

K 
keeping I ines together, 48,49 
keyboard, 9 
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L 
length of phrases, 25 
line corrections, 2;3 
line deletion, 19 
line erasures, 26 
I ine number, 5, vi, 19,21,27,30,55,57 
line width, 11,15,38,55 
line width setting, 16 
I ines per poge, 11 
LOCAL-REMOTE switch, 9 
log-on procedure, 10, vi 
logging off, 11,37 

M 
m command, 29-31 
magnetic tape, 67,68 
maximum line length, 65 
message to computer operator, 69 
middle of the page, 38 
move command, 28-30,51 
moving a single line, 28,30 
movi ng embedded commands, 31 
moving groups of existing lines, 29 
moving multiple lines, 28 
moving paragraphs, 31 

N 
name/address files, 72 
new paragraph, 17 
number of characters per line, 16 
number of corrections, 20 
number of lines printed per page, 16 

o 
OFF command, 37 
ON -OFF switch, 9 
organization of manual, 2 
overview, 3 

p 
p command, 60-63,20 
pa command, 60 
page code, 39,40 
poge depth, 11,15,41,55,61 
page depth setting, 16 
page number, 41, 42 
poge eject command, 54 



Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant poge is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in 
numerical sequence. 

pon command, 21 
paragraph indentation, 17, 18 
porentheses, 16 
parentheses in commands, 3 
password, 10, vi, 32-35, 66-68 
pc command, 62 
pel command, 61 
pei-iod, 34 
permanent storage,S, vi, 34, 65, 66 
phrase, vii 
phrase-substitution command, 23,24 
physica I poge depth, 55 
physical tab settings, 11, 16,34 
pj command, 61 
pn command, 61,22 
pnw command, 61 
pr command, 63 
precautions in moving groups of lines, 31 
print as-entered, 21 
print command, 20,21,60-62 
print continuous, 62 
print double-spaced, 61 
print options, 63,64 
print triple-spaced, 61 
pri nt wi th line numbers, 61,22 
pri nt wi thout under! i nes, 61 
printing copies with line numbers, 21 
printing parts of a document, 61 
printout, vii 
printout beginning at specified page number, 62 
printout commands, 60 
pt command, 61 

R 
rd command, 66,67 
reading in index-word auxil iary files, 67 
reading in special-character auxiliary files, 66 
reel number, 67,68 
relative line number, 56,57 
renumbering a document, 64 
replacement phrase, 28 
replacing short words, 27 
report command, 69 
reprint of last page, 63 
retrieving a document, 34,35 
retrieving a document from magnetic tape, 68 
retrieving edit files, 64 
RETURN key, 3,4, 10,23 
rough drafts, 61 
rs command, 67 
rx command, 67 

s 
5 command, 32,33,64,65 
semicolon, 16,25,26,33,65 

semicolon within data to be edited, 26 
setting tabs, 16,17 
setti ng up the format for pri ntout, 18 
shutdown procedure, 11 
SIGNAL WHEN READY, 7,20 
skip command, 53 
skipping lines, 53,54 
specia I characters, 54 
special-character auxil iary file, 65 
sr command, 64 
standard prefixes, 73 
standard suffixes, 74 
start procedure, 9 
stop code, 51 
storage and retrieval commands, 64 
storage report, 69 
store and renumber command, 64 
store command, 31,32,64,65 
storing a document, 30-32 
storing a document on magnetic tape, 67 
storing a nonexistent document, 32 
stri keove r, 20 
string, vii 
summary of TEXT commands, 83 
summary of TEXT messages, 93 
sx command, 65 
system commands, 55-68, vii, 3 
system ta b setti ngs, 11, 16, 35 

T 
t( command, 48,49 
t+ command, 53 
t+99 command, 54 
t) command, 48,49 
t# command, 54,65 
tab setting, 11, 15-17 
table command, 43,47 
table entry by columns, 47 
table entry by rows, 43 
table mode, 43-47 
table of contents, 50,68 
tag command, 49,50 
tags, 49,50 
tape reel number, 67,68 
tb command, 50 
tc command, 50 
te comma nd, 50 
tend command, 44 
terminal, vii 
terminal status, 69 
text, vii 
TEXT, vii 
TEXT command summary, 83 
tf command, 13 
tg command, 49 
ti command, 49 
tt command, 50 
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tu commend, 14 
tuc command, 38 
tuf command, 40-42 . 
tuh command, 39-42 
typing, vii 

u 
underline, 20 
unformatted, 19 
unformatted column, 46 
unformatted mode, 6, 14 
user, vii 
user identification word, 10 
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w 
w command, 55,62 
widow suppression, 17 
width, 11, 16,38,55 
width command, 55,62 
working storage, 5, vii, 35, 36, 67 

x 
xo commend, 69 
xp command, 63 
xreport command, 69 
xt command, 67,68 
xta commend, 68 
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